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Abstract
The study examined the importance of (1) component parts, (2) view, (3) orientation
and (4) size in the neural encoding of the sight of a complex object in the temporal
cortex of the macaque. Studies focused on cells selectively responsive to the sight of
the head/body but unresponsive to control stimuli. (1) Cells responsive to the static
whole body were tested with two component parts of the body. 44% (29/66) of cells
responded to the whole body and to one of the two body regions tested: 23 to the head;
6 to the body. 36% (24/66) responded independently to both regions of the body when
tested in isolation. The remaining cells were selective for the entire body and
unresponsive to component parts. Similai* selectivity for component parts was observed
amongst cells responsive to moving heads/bodies (18 cells tested). (2) 90% (66/73) of
cells (selectively responsive to static or moving head/bodies) tested were sensitive to
perspective view (viewer-centred). Comparable levels of view sensitivity were found
for responses to the whole body and its parts. Contrary to some influential models of
object recognition these results indicate view-specific processing for both the
appearance of separate object components and for integration of information across
components. (3) The majority of cells tested (18/25, 72%) were selectively responsive
to a particular orientation in the picture plane of the static whole body stimulus. 7 cells
generalised across all orientations (4 cell with pure generalisation; 3 cells with
superimposed orientation tuning). Of all cells sensitive to orientation, the majority
(15/21, 71%) were tuned to the upright image. (4) The majority of cells tested (81%,
13/16) were selective for a particular stimulus size. The remaining cells (3/16) showed
generalisation across a 4 fold decrease in size from life-sized. Interestingly, all size
sensitive cells were tuned to life-sized stimuli. These results do not support previous
suggestions that cells responsive to the head and body are selective to the view but
generalise across orientation and size. Here, extensive selectivity for size and
orientation is reported. It is suggested that object part, view, orientation and size
specific responses might be pooled to obtain generalising responses. Experience
appears to affect neuronal coding in two ways: a) Cells become selective for multiple
object components due to spatial and temporal association between parts; and b) more
cells become tuned to views, orientations and image sizes commonly experienced.
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Chapter I
G e n e r a l I n t r o d u c t io n
"We who investigate the workings o f the human eye occupy a quite special place in the
body o f science, fo r our concern is both with the objective and subjective. The eye is
the window in that wall which separates the body from the mind and we may look both
out and in. Never in history has the view been more exciting than it is today when new
techniques on every side invite us to explore gardens that fo r centuries have been
locked to all but speculations. "
(W. A. H. Rushton, Prentice Lecture, 1963)

Problem o f object recosnition
Visual object recognition is a fundamental part of our everyday activity. An
object can be recognised despite variations in the object's orientation, distance and
size, part occlusions, perspective view and lighting conditions. These different viewing
conditions induce profound changes in the shape of the image on the retina. So how
can the brain cope with this constantly changing retinal information, achieving
perceptual invariance and constancy^ ? Furthermore, the word ‘recognition’ implies
that the viewed object has been encountered and registered before. This suggests that
there must be some sort of representation for the encoding of that object held, by some
means, by the neuronal mass of the brain. The neuronal activity responsible for the
representation of an object may reflect long-term memory. So that when an object is
viewed, the incoming (retinal image) information selectively triggers a particular
neuron, or set of neurons (see later), within high levels of the visual processing
pathway. The firing pattern and the output of this neuronal representation is relatively
unique to the viewed object, allowing recognition to occur. How are these
representations formed and what is their configuration? Once a representation of an
object is formed, what (if any) transformational processes of the incoming information
have to occur to match these representations?

* The term 'constancy' refers to the capacity to recognise the physical attributes of an object independent
of viewing conditions. For example, size constancy refers to recognition o f size-independent of viewing
distance. This ability differs from the capacity to recognise an object's identity or class independent o f its
size, orientation, or view (e.g. a person standing upright and another person standing on his head can
both be recognised as humans). This latter capacity is referred to here as 'invariance' or 'generalisation'.
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The aim of this thesis is to add to the understanding of how the brain codes an
object (or objects of the same class). The following questions will be addressed: What
are the underlying mechanisms for the brain to achieve recognition that is independent
of object part occlusion, retinal view, orientation and size? What is the role of object
parts in representing the entire object? And how are specific retinal object views,
orientations, and sizes coded?

What method is apyropriate for the aim o f this investieation?
Damage or disconnection to the temporal cortex of man or monkey results in
defects in object processing. It has, therefore, been suggested that there are similarities
between how the two species process and code visual information about objects.
Hence, great emphasis has been placed on the study of the monkey brain in attempting
to understand how complex perceptual processes such as object recognition occur in
both human and non-human primates.
Different methods of studying the human and monkey brain all contribute to
the understanding of visual information processing. Such methods include the study of
brain damaged patients who often show similar behavioural effects as animals with
brain lesions (where the lesion is in a homologous area to that of the human brain);
behavioural studies in both neurological intact humans and monkeys; human brain
mapping studies such as positron emission tomography (PET) and functional magnetic
resonance imaging (fMRI); recording event related potentials (ERF) in both humans
and monkeys; and single unit recording in vivo (applied here) carried out
predominantly in monkeys (though limited recordings have also been performed in
human subjects; Fukamachi et al., 1973; Kelly et al., 1987; Yamashiro et al., 1989).
Different methods of investigation provide us with different information about the
workings of the brain. The studies of lesioned subjects provide us with knowledge
about the involvement of a particular brain area in carrying out behavioural tasks,
which often leads to suggestions on the function of the disabled brain area. Lesion
studies of the temporal cortex implicate the underlying areas involved in object
recognition but do not reveal any detail of how information is processed. Other studies
of the brain (PET, fMRI, ERPs etc.) reflect the overall neuronal activity (or oxygen
consumption by brain areas) while a controlled task is carried out by the subject. This
task can, in some cases be repeated (fMRI and ERP) and though temporal resolution of
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these methods is high, spatial resolution is relatively low. The methods mentioned
above would fail to indicate neuronal populations selectively coding different
information, if the populations were anatomically intermixed. Furthermore, if a brain
area is shown to be significantly more active than other areas during a PET scan, it is
difficult to determine whether such neurons are activated because of the visual stimuli
or the experimental task involved. Single cell studies, on the other hand, provide us
with information at the neuronal level rather than measuring the neuronal response of a
population. Hence, if two or more populations of neurons perform different functions
in the same anatomical area, then selectivity can be observed at the single cell level.
Thus, the individuality or similarity between the selectivity of different neurons can be
established. The study reported here examined the mechanisms underlying object
recognition. This was achieved by examining neuronal responses of single cells when
the subject is viewing an object in a particular circumstance (transformation).

Thesis outline
To provide a context for interpreting physiological findings, the anatomical
pathways involved in object recognition are outlined first (chapter II). In chapter III,
general studies of object recognition relevant to all empirical studies (though with
strong implications on the role of component parts and view coding) are described and
discussed. Thereafter, general experimental methods used to investigate the selectivity
of visual cells in the anterior part of the superior temporal sulcus (one area of the
temporal cortex) involved in the coding of the visual appearance of human (or
monkey) heads/bodies are described (chapter IV). Finally, a series of experimental
studies are presented, each carried out in respect to the questions addressed above:
Coding of object parts, view, orientation and size; chapters V, IV, VII and VIII,
respectively. The findings will be analysed, described and discussed in detail. It is
pointed out, that chapter VII on orientation and chapter VIII on size coding have more
detailed and extensive introductions, referring to experiments and models which were
not discussed in chapter III, though relevant to the empirical studies under
examination. The final chapter (IX) will comment on the overall findings from
empirical studies and will debate the function and role of object parts, view, orientation
and size in constructing an all encompassing object description which is able to cope
with different types of image transformations.
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Chapter II
A n a t o m ic a l

p a t h w a y s f o r o b je c t r e c o g n it io n

This chapter will provide an brief overview of the anatomical structures and
pathways involved in visual object recognition. It is to provide the reader with
sufficient anatomical background to aid understanding and discussions on possible
integration of information from different visual cortical areas discussed in subsequent
chapters.
It has been suggested by Felleman and Van Essen (1991) that over half of the
primate neocortex surface area is involved in visual information processing. There is,
however, no single uniform area, rather, several separate areas which are distributed
over the whole cortex (Pandya and Yeterian, 1985; Zeki and Shipp, 1988; Felleman
and Van Essen, 1991; Young, 1992; 1993). Several parallel processing pathways
which are highly specialised are therefore suggested. Thirty-two separate cortical areas
for processing visual information have been identified by Fellman and van Essen in
1991, of which 25 areas deal solely with visual information, whilst the remaining 7
areas additionally receive input from other sensory areas hence are referred to as visual
association areas. Felleman and Van Essen argue that there are at least 305 connections
between these 32 areas, i.e. approximately 10 projections from and to each cortical
area. These visual areas are organised and categorised into ten hierarchically different
levels (Felleman and Van Essen, 1991). More recent studies on the topological
organisation of the different cortical areas which apply a more objective analysis,
argue the presence of two relatively independent hierarchically organised systems (the
dorsal and ventral stream, see below) which reconverge in the principal sulcus (area
46) and the superior polysensory areas (Ungerleider and Mishkin, 1982; Young, 1992;
1993). Young (1992) included 73 different cortical areas in his study and suggested
that there are 758 connections between them. 18% of these connections are found to be
one-way projections. It is argued that this connectivity pattern is far from arbitrary,
since it only represents 15% of the possible connections between these areas (Fig. 2.1).
Not all cortical areas, therefore, are interconnected (Felleman and Van Essen, 1991;
Young, 1992; 1993) and two main visual processing streams have been argued on

Figure 2.1. Connections of cortical areas: The topological organisation of the entire
macaque cortical processing system. A total of 758 connections between the 73 areas are
represented, of which 136 (18%) are one-way (reproduced from Young, 1993).

paA c
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anatomical, neurophysiological and neuropsychological grounds (Newcombe and
Russell, 1969; Ungerleider and Mishkin, 1982; Mishkin et al., 1983; Maunsell and
Newsome, 1987; Young, 1992).

The sesresation o f visual information in early visual cortex
When an image is projected onto the retina at the back of the eye, the visual
information is carried from the retina to the lateral geniculus nucleus (LGN); a
complex structure consisting of six layers. Visual information of motion, form and
colour are believed to be segregated by the early visual system into parallel anatomical
pathways (extensively reviewed elsewhere; Livingstone and Hubei, 1984; 1987; Zeki,
1990a, b). In the LGN, cells of the upper four layers forming parts of the parvocellular
(P) system, tend to be wavelength selective. Cells in the lower two layers, on the other
hand, are part of the magnocellular (M) system and are sensitive to contrast, dynamic
form (form in motion) and motion of the visual stimulus.
The striate cortex (also called VI or the primary visual cortex, corresponding to
the human cortical area 17) receives inputs from the retina via the LGN and optic
radiations in a point to point manner. The M layers project mainly to layer 4 C a of VI.
Cells in this cortical layer give rise to two new kinds of signal, direction and
orientation selectivity of line stimuli (Hubei and Wiesel, 1962; 1968). The P layers
project to layers 4Cp of V I, where the cells also detect two new kinds of signals. Cells
in these layers can be wavelength or orientation selective. Furthermore, the cortical
colour system is obtained from the P input to the striate cortex and the cortical motion
system from the M input. Information about stimulus orientation, however, results
from both the M and P input.
The cortical form system is divided into two parallel pathways (Zeki, 1990a, b).
One system (VI interblob - V2 interstripe - V4) is concerned with static form,
intimately linked to colour and hence derived from the P-system. The other system (VI
layer 4B - V2 thick stripe - V3) is concerned with dynamic form (independent of
colour) derived from the M-system (Livingstone and Hubei, 1984; Shipp and Zeki,
1989; Zeki, 1989). In the visual processing pathway, it can be expected to find a close
relationship between form and colour, since every form has a colour and every colour,
enclosed in space, has a form.
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The prestriate visual areas, which are specialised to process different kinds of
information such as form, colour and motion, are divided into area V2 surrounding VI
(also called secondary visual cortex, corresponding to the human area 18), the V3
complex (corresponding to human area 19), the V4 complex, and MT (also called V5)
and its satellite areas (Albright, 1984, 1992; Albright, Desimone, et al., 1984; Zeki,
1976; 1990a, b). However, these areas are not connected to each other in a single
hierarchical chain. Sub-regions of the striate cortex (VI) send separate outputs to each
of these visual areas.
As mentioned above, neuronal signals carrying specific information about the
visual scene are already distinct before they reach the specialised areas of the prestriate
visual cortex. Layers 2 and 3 of VI contain regions commonly referred to as 'blobs'
revealed by cytocrome oxidase staining. Approximately half of the cells found in the
blobs are wavelength selective but not orientation selective, whereas cells found
outside the blobs are orientation selective but not wavelength sensitive. This suggests
that the pathways for form and colour are segregated within and may be distributed
separately by V I. Such segregation of information occurs across the depth of the
cortex in individual layers (Zeki, 1990a, b; 1991).
VI projects information either directly to the different prestriate cortical
divisions (V2, V3, V4, MT, PO and PIP), or via an indirect pathway passing through
V2 (see e.g. Kuypers et al., 1965; Cragg, 1969; Van Essen and Zeki, 1978; Zeki,
1978a, b; Rockland and Pandya, 1981; Livingstone and Hubei, 1984; Shipp and Zeki,
1985; Shipp and Zeki, 1989; Zeki, 1989; 1990). Studies have shown that V2 is
arranged in sets of alternative thick and thin stripes defined by staining characteristics,
separated by very thin interstripes (Tootell et al., 1983; Livingstone and Hubei, 1987;
Zeki, 1989). Cells found in V2 thin stripes receive input from cells located in the blobs
of VI and project to V4 (De Yoe and Van Essen, 1985; Shipp and Zeki, 1985; Zeki,
1989). These V4 cells are wavelength or colour selective. If the V4 cells are truley
colour selective, they show colour constancy, where the cell response is selective to the
colour of the image independent of the ambient light's wavelength composition (Zeki,
1990). Other V4 cells receive input from V2 interstripe cells. These V4 cells are
selectively responsive to stimulus orientation but do not show any wavelength
selectivity (Desimone and Schein, 1987). In summary, some V4 cells are selectively
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responsive to the form and orientation of the stimulus independent of colour. Other
cells are selectively responsive to a particular form in a particular colour (Zeki, 1976;
Van Essen and Zeki, 1978; Zeki, 1978a, b; Desimone, Schein et al., 1985; Desimone
and Schein, 1987; Kobatake and Tanaka, 1993; 1994). Nonetheless, some V4 cells,
whether sensitive to stimulus orientation or not, show sensitivity to wavelength or
colour.
Projections from V4 cells are directed mainly to the temporal lobe and the
cortex of the ventral superior temporal sulcus (STS). V4 cells also project to the
parietal cortex (see e.g. Felleman and Van Essen, 1991; 1992; Young and Yamane,
1992).

The dorsal and ventral visual vrocessins mthwavs
Lesion studies of various areas in the brain have enlightened us a great deal
about the anatomical arrangements of the visual processing pathways. Striate cortex
damage results in a blind region in the visual field depending on which part of the
striate cortex is damaged. Damage to anatomical areas which occur later in the visual
pathway, for example the temporal or parietal lobe, can produce quite different results
(Newcombe and Russell, 1969). Temporal cortex damage results in agnosia (Milner,
1958; Kimura, 1963; Landsdell, 1968; Benson et al,, 1974; Meadows, 1974), posterior
damage results in motion processing impairments (Zihl et al., 1983) and damage to the
parietal cortex can cause visual spatial impairments (McFie et al., 1950; Ratcliff and
Newcombe, 1973).
Even though the complex pathway through which visual information flows in
humans is still unclear, it has been known for a long time that there are two major fibre
bundles leaving the occipital cortex (Flechsig, 1896; 1920). In the monkey, these
bundles project to two different areas in the brain: (a) The superior longitudinal
fasciculus projects to the posterior parietal area and then to the frontal lobe: V l-^ V2 /
MT -» VIP / (MST

FST / LIP) (Fig. 2.2). This pathway based on the M input

(Maunsell, 1992), has been named the "where" (Mishkin, 1972, 1983; Pohl, 1973), or
the dorsal pathway (De Yoe and Van Essen, 1988), since it is involved in spatial
perception of where an object is in the environment. More recent studies have
suggested that this pathway may be more appropriately called the "how" pathway.
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since it seems to be involved in visumotor control (Goodale, 1993; Milner and
Goodale, 1993). The dorsal pathway, however, does not only project to the parietal
areas, but also projects from area MST/FST via the STS to the temporal cortex
[posterior and anterior superior polysensory area (STPp and STPa)] (see Fig. 2.2). (b)
The ventral pathway projects from V4 via the inferior longitudinal fasciculus to the
temporal lobe [posterior, central and anterior IT (PIT, GIT, AIT) to STPa]. This second
pathway, is suggested to be responsible for the recognition of objects and hence has
been named the "what" pathway (see below).
The temporal lobe is divided by the superior temporal sulcus (STS) which runs
along its length into the superior temporal gyrus (primary auditory cortex including
area KA) (dorsally) and the inferior temporal gyrus (ventrally).
This thesis is mainly concerned with the ventral pathway of object recognition.
However, it should be noted that the two pathways are not completely independent and
anatomically distinct, rather there are many interconnections between these two main
streams of visual information processing. Direct correspondence between the two
subcortical areas and their pathways are suggested to occur (though see e.g.
Livingstone and Hubei, 1987; Maunsell and Newsome, 1987).

Ventral pathway
Effects of bilateral removal of the inferior temporal cortex (IT) in the monkey
have been reviewed by Wilson (1957); Cowey and Weiskrantz (1967); Gross (1973);
Dean and Weiskrantz (1974); Dean (1976). These IT lesions resulted in severe
impairment in visual discrimination, especially discriminating 2D- and 3D-shapes and
colours.
The IT stretches from V4 in the prestriate visual cortex to the anterior temporal
pole, lying ventrally to the superior temporal sulcus (STS). Different cytoarchitectonie
areas which compose IT are PIT, GIT and AIT (also called T E l, TE2, TE3 and TEG;
Seltzer and Pandya, 1978). Gells found in these areas are predominantly selectively
responsive to visual stimuli (see e.g. Dean, 1976; Tanaka et al., 1991; 1992; 1993;
Kobatake and Tanaka, 1994). The posterior part of the inferior temporal cortex, known
as PIT or area TEG, is involved in the ability to discriminate between objects, whereas

Figure 2.2. A schematic representation of the left view of the macaque monkey brain
illustrating the two visual pathways. The dorsal (“where”) pathway represented by the
dashed line and the ventral (“what”) pathway indicated by the solid line.
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the anterior part, area AIT or also called TE, would appear to be involved in object
representation and visual memory (Iwai and Mishkin, 1968; Cowey and Gross, 1970;
Iwai and Mishkin, 1990).
Von Bonin et al. (1942) suggested that the ventral cortical pathway is
responsible for object recognition. Each prestriate area of this pathway sends
projections across the splenium of the corpus callosum to the prestriate area of the
other hemisphere. In addition, the tail of caudate, the claustrum, the amygdala and the
hippocampal complex all receive input from the areas in the ventral pathway (Yeterian
and van Hoesen, 1978). These areas, however, are believed to play a greater role in
higher cognitive information processing rather than in pure object recognition
processes (Brothers and Ring, 1993). Ungerleider and Mishkin (1982) argue that even
though the ventral pathway (V1-V4-PIT-AIT) is essential for the analysis and coding
of the physical dimensions of visual stimuli and the recognition and identification of
visual objects, it is unlikely that this pathway is involved in even higher visual
processing such as motivation and emotions. It was suggested that for object
recognition the IT cortex might be the final stage and that the amygdala codes the
emotional and social significance of the recognised object (Ungerleider and Mishkin,
1982).

Receptive field sizes
In 1972, Gross and his colleagues found that single cells in the inferior
temporal cortex have large visual receptive fields (Gross et al., 1972), which, however,
are activated by quite complex stimuli compared with cells found by Hubei and Wiesel
(1968; 1970) in the striate and prestriate cortex. Cells in early visual areas (e.g. VI)
have 'classic' receptive fields. That is, the cell will only respond if the optimal visual
stimulus is presented in the correct location within the visual field. Such receptive
fields are often very small. However, the further along the ventral pathway one maps
out the receptive fields of cells, the larger the receptive fields become. That is, cells in
V4 have on average a receptive field of 4 degree^, cells in PIT of 16 degree^, and cells
in the anterior IT 150 degree^. Since approximately 60% of the cells in the IT region
have bilateral receptive fields, presenting the optimal stimulus of a cell nearly
anywhere within the visual field, will result in the activation of the cell and therefore
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does not influence cell responses. The inferior temporal cortex, therefore, could
provide the neuronal mechanism for stimulus equivalence across the whole retina
(Gross, Rocha-Miranda et al., 1972; Gross et al., 1977).

Anterior STS
Visual information is then passed from the anterior IT to the anterior superior
temporal polymodal area (STPa) in the superior temporal sulcus (STS). The STS runs
from the lunate sulcus (LS) and area PG by the occipitoparietal border to area TG in
the temporal pole (Seltzer and Pandya, 1978; 1989). Seltzer and Pandya (1989)
suggested that the superior temporal gyrus can be subdivided into several areas: T sl,
Ts2, Ts3, paAlt, Tpt and KA (primary auditory area). In addition, the STS is divided
into the upper bank, lower bank and the fundus. The upper bank of the STS is divided
into three regions: area TAa, TPO (1-4) and PGa, whereas the lower bank is
subdivided into areas IPa, TEa, TEm (present in anterior STS) and QAa (present in
posterior STS) (Fig. 2.3). Cells found in the upper bank and fundus of the STS (area
PGa and IPa) have been found to be polymodal (i.e. responsive to visual, auditory and
somatosensory stimuli) and hence the area has been named the superior temporal
polymodal (STP) area (Bruce et al., 1981). The STP is equivalent to T3 of Jones and
Burton (1976) and overlaps with area TPO and PGa of Selzer and Pandya (1978). Cells
selectively responsive to only visual stimuli (unimodal responses) have been found in
areas TAa, TEa and QAa (see e.g. Gross, Rocha-Miranda et al., 1972).
Different projections arise from the anterior and posterior STP (STPa/STPp).
Posterior areas, such as area PGa, project to unimodal parasensory association areas of
the parietal lobule (area PGm and IPS) and the inferior temporal region (area TE)
(Barnes and Pandya, 1992). Furthermore, it is suggested that the multimodal area TPO
(especially from the middle region, TE02, TE03) found in the STS projects back to
unimodal somatosensory areas in the parietal cortex (area PGm), to the middle inferior
temporal parietal lobule (areas PPG, rostral PG), to auditory areas in the superior
temporal gyrus (areas Ts3, paAlt, and Tpt), and to visual areas in the rostral portion of
the superior temporal gyrus (area T sl and Ts2) and posterior parahippocampal gyrus
(caudal area TF, and midportion area TL) (Seltzer and Pandya, 1991; Barnes and
Pandya, 1992; 1994). Area IPa in the rostral depth of the STS projects to

Figure 2.3. The lateral surface of the cerebral hemisphere of the macaque monkey
showing the architectonic parcellation of the superior temporal sulcus (STS) (enclosed in
heavy dark lines), superior temporal gyrus, and inferotemporal region. Below, coronal
sections of the hemisphere, taken at the levels indicated on the lateral surface, to show the
architectonic areas of the STS (reproduced from Selzer and Pandya, 1989).
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parahippocampal areas IPL and STG, to orbital areas 11 and 14 and to lateral areas 10,
12 and 46 of the frontal lobe. More anterior regions of the STP, such as area TEa and
TEm, receive visual input from area TE l, TE2 and TE3 of the inferior temporal cortex
and projects back to these areas, and in addition projects to areas in the ventral
temporal lobe such as perirhinal cortex and areas TF and TL of the parahippocampal
gyrus (Seltzer and Pandya, 1991; Barnes and Pandya, 1992). Furthermore, areas TEa
and TEm also project to orbitofrontal areas 11 and 12 and lateral frontal areas 8 and 46
(Seltzer and Pandya, 1989).
In this thesis I will investigate the neuronal response of visual selective cells
found in the anterior STS, predominantly from the upper and lower bank of the STPa.

Summary o f visual vrocessine stasres for object recoenition
It has been suggested (Perrett and Oram, 1993; 1994) that there are several (at
least six) visual processing stages involved in object recognition: VI is involved in
extracting edges and contours from the visual scene. This information is passed on to
V2 where cells are responsible for defining more general contours, which leads to the
more precise definition of simple edge configuration in V4. By combining the
selectivity to these edge configurations in PIT, simple shape selectivity is achieved. By
merging this information on specific simple shape, more complex shape selectivity
occurs in CIT. Selectivity increasing in shape complexity is accomplished by
combining information obtained from earlier areas, resulting in high and complex
shape selectivity in PIT of abstract forms and object-features. These forms and features
may even be highly view-, orientation- and size-dependent. Finally, the STPa may be
involved in constructing an object-description which is able to generalise across
different visual attributes such as the orientation, size and view of the object. Such
object-centred descriptions, however, could also be found in cortical areas subsequent
to STPa, for example, the temporal pole.
Depending on the degree of recognition required for a task, not all stages of the
visual processing pathway have to be included for recognition to occur. That is if
recognition of, for example, a simple geometric shape of an object is sufficient (say
recognising a big blob on top of the upright cylinder, for discriminating a tree from a
house), the information processing pathway up to PIT be will be adequate. If, however,
more detailed information about an object is required for recognition, such as the
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particular features present and the orientation of those features, higher visual
processing areas are essential.
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Chapter III
O v e r v ie w

of

F u n d a m en tal O b je c t R e c o g n it io n M odels

This chapter will provide an overview of some models and theories of object
recognition relevant to the empirical studies of this thesis. Historically, earlier models
of object recognition put forward by Marr (1978) and Biederman (1987) have a
profound impact on the object recognition literature and are therefore described and
discussed here. More detailed information about experiments and models which are
specifically relevant to chapters concerned with coding orientation and size
information are described and discussed in the empirical chapters. Some overlap and
repetition can therefore be expected which will be kept to a minimum.

Psvcholoeical object recognition models
Visual object recognition is a fundamental part of our everyday activity. The
brain is able to compare sensory information with internal representations of objects
apparently independent of the object’s orientation, size and distance, part occlusions
and lighting conditions. When viewing an object, a representation or description of that
object stored in memory has to be accessible for recognition to occur. A good visual
description of an object will ensure that important information about the object is
easily accessible, whereas irrelevant information is hard to access if taken into account
at all. Generally, it is important that an object has a unique description, for recognition
of that object to occur. If a description employs several representations of an object
(see later) then the description has to indicate which of the representations is valid in
the viewed circumstance. The description also has to be quite broad (stable) to allow
changes in viewing conditions (e.g. size, orientation, view, part occlusion), though at
the same time, has to be sensitive to small changes of the object if these changes are
crucial for e.g. interaction, social signals etc.. Furthermore, a description of an object
has to be accessible with limited amounts of information available allowing the
computational processing being economical. Such a single description is difficult to
design, and therefore one might expect to find a ‘space of representations’ depending
on the visual task involved (Plaut and Farah, 1990).
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Many models of object recognition (e.g. Ullman, 1989) have been derived from
early two-dimensional (2D) pattern recognition models. These early models can be
divided into three groups: a) Template analysis, where a pattern representation consists
of a series of 'templates' each of which fit some corresponding image/picture-like
representation; b) Feature analysis, where the pattern representation consists of sets of
unchanging features (each coded by feature detectors, e.g. 'demons'); and c) more
recently suggested structural descriptions, which provide a language with which one is
able to construct a theory of pattern and object recognition.

Template matching
Early work on pattern recognition examined the recognition of alpha-numeric
patterns. Stimulus constancy for alpha-numeric patterns, however, is quite different
from stimuli constancy for object recognition, since letters and numbers are two
dimensional (2D), whereas objects are three dimensional (3D). There might be a
change in the form, size and orientation of 2D letters or numbers as observed in 3D
objects, but other problems unique to 3D object recognition, such as different view
points and shadows, cannot be taken into account with alpha-numeric stimuli.
Nonetheless, it is still worthwhile to discuss the problem of recognising alpha-numeric
patterns, since it gives us an opportunity to question certain theories for recognising 2D
and 3D objects.
Template matching theories (Neisser, 1967; Pinker, 1984; Humphreys and
Quinlan, 1987) would provide a simple way of explaining how we recognise alpha
numeric patterns. According to these theories, a template for each known character is
stored in long term memory. An incoming pattern is simply matched against all
existing templates and if there is sufficient correlation between the incoming pattern
and a certain template (though no one has yet provided a satisfactory theory for how
this correlation is measured), the pattern is recognised. Note that the whole incoming
image is matched against various templates and that the image is not divided into
component parts of the pattern/object viewed. To allow slight changes in the image's
attributes (such as orientation or size) the incoming pattern is standardised by, for
example, rotating the 2D pattern to the same orientation and adjusting the size to the
same scale as that of the template. Palmer et al. (1981) further suggest that mental
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rotation of input images could occur in 3D, so that images of 3D objects could be
aligned with a template of a 'prototypical' view of that object. The 'template' consists of
an image-like representation of the possible form of the relevant alpha-numeric
character.
These standardisation procedures used on the incoming image (arising from the
original descriptive template theories) are, however, questionable, since they may not
be sufficient to reliably carry out recognition of the pattern/object. The resulting
pattern of a hand-written character after size and orientation normalisation could still
be substantially different from the corresponding template of the character, so that it
could still be classified or matched against the wrong template. This could easily occur
with letters which appear very similar, such as 'U' and 'V . To achieve pattern
recognition with a system of templates, it seems that there would have to be a whole
series of templates for each pattern, requiring a very large storage capacity of the brain.
In addition, if the incoming pattern is matched to all the templates present in the brain
in a serial fashion, then it would make it difficult to understand the process of
recognition, since the time required for success would be far too long. If, on the other
hand, there was an alternative system of template matching utilising parallel processing
and high tolerance of each template, object recognition models using templates might
be plausible (see below).

Feature Analysis
Feature analysis models (Selfridge, 1959; Sutherland, 1968) for pattern
recognition were very popular amongst psychologists during the 1960's and early 70's.
These models suggest that combinations of features of the incoming pattern are
identified and used as the basis for subsequent processing. This is different from
previously described template matching theories, since component parts of the object
are involved in recognition rather than there being a template for the whole incoming
image of an object. Neurophysiologists such as Hubei and Wiesel (1962) provided
evidence of neurons that were detectors for 'edges', 'bars' and 'corners' in the cat's visual
cortex. These neurons, suggested to be 'feature detectors', were used in support of
feature analysis models, such as the 'Pandemonium system' described by Selfridge
(1959). This model, originally designed for encoding Morse signals, was adapted by
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Neisser (1967), and Lindsay & Norman (1972) to a system suitable for alpha-numeric
pattern recognition. This scheme for processing visual patterns has a number of
subcomponents called 'demons' - which could be analogous to neuronal feature
detectors. The incoming pattern is first analysed by 'feature demons', which selectively
respond to particular local configurations, such as right angles, vertical lines, curves
etc. (see Fig. 3.1). The information from the feature demons is then combined and
presented to the 'cognitive demons' which represent a particular letter (or object). For
example, a 'T-demon' requires input from a vertical- and a horizontal-bar-feature
detector and a third feature detector reporting the perpendicular interaction of the
vertical bar dissecting the horizontal bar at its mid-point and at the top of the vertical
bar. Other cognitive demons would also be activated, though to a lesser extent, by
some of the same features, e.g. a demon for the letter 'J'. Finally, the 'decision demon'
selects the right letter based on which cognitive demon "shouts" loudest. This
"shouting" (the activity of the demon) could be compared with proportional neuronal
firing from feature detectors such as those found by Hubei and Wiesel (1962; 1968). In
this model, individual incoming pattern are represented as sets of critical features. The
processing of the pattern is in a hierarchical fashion which becomes more and more
abstract as information is processed.
Feature analysis models were used by Barlow (1972; 1985) and other
physiologists to understand and explain the properties of simple cells found in VI and
cells responsive to more complex images (e.g. faces) present in higher visual areas of
the monkey. It could be suggested that simple cells may play the role of feature
demons and pass on their information to cognitive demons located further along the
visual processing pathway. In this case, cognitive demons would respond to particular
patterns/objects. That is, a particular object is represented in the brain by the firing of
one or several ‘gnostic’ cells (Barlow, 1972). This notion also brought about terms like
'cardinal cells' (which were believed to be numerous), 'yellow Volkswagen detector'
(Harris, 1980) and 'Grandmother cell' (Lettvin, 1969; see appendix in Barlow, 1994) that is, a person is able to recognise their grandmother because somewhere in their
brain are single cells selective for the image of the grandmother. A Grandmother cell
would generalise across multiple images of the grandmother independent of lighting,
distance, etc.. This specificity carries much biological importance for object

Figure 3.1. A Pandem onium system for classifying letters (see text for further
explanation) (adapted from Selfridge, 1959).
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recognition. Single unit recordings in the macaque have shown that there are cells
responsive to the identity of one face (but not to others) and capable of generalising
across viewing conditions (Perrett et al., 1984, Young, 1993). On the other hand, cells
have been found which responded to the human face/body regardless of its identity.
One could therefore suggest, that there are different systems in the brain responsible
for high specificity, such as grandmother cells, and other systems with greater and
varying tolerance for recognition.
The finding of highly visual selective cells to complex objects such as faces,
hands, bodies and fractal patterns (see e.g. Gross, Rocha-Miranda et al., 1972; Perrett
et al., 1982; 1984; Miyashita, 1988; Miyashita and Chang, 1988; 1991; Wachsmuth et
al., 1993; 1994) found in IT and anterior STS would support sparse population coding,
where single cells show great specificity for behaviourally relevant stimuli (Konorski,
1967; Barlow, 1972; 1985; Young and Yamane, 1993). If, however, the neuronal
coding was very tight, as tight as a 1:1 cell to concept mapping, then one would expect
to find that the system has a problem in deciding which cell represents the best ‘fit’ of
the incoming image. Furthermore, if there was only one cell which was to respond
when viewing e.g. your grandmother, then this neuronal response might not be
detectable above spontaneous activity (noise) of other surrounding non-grandmother
cells.
‘Population’ theories, on the other hand, anticipate that cells would have quite
broadly tuned responses to a wider range of stimuli, since the underlying factors of
perception and behaviour is the distributed pattern of activity in a neuronal population
(Freeman, 1975; Georgopoulos et al., 1994). Baylis et al. (1985) point out that cells
selectively responsive to faces are often broadly tuned in that they will respond to a
wide variety of different faces. Hence, a population of cells might be very selective and
tightly tuned to a particular class of pattern/stimuli, but tolerate variations within the
stimulus class (e.g. identity). Rolls (1994) elaborates on this theory by suggesting that
cells do coarse coding and have a more specific tuning for particular objects with a
graded response region centred around the optimal response. This graded response
region would allow for generalisation across changes in e.g. size, position, orientation
etc.. Even though such a system might control a combinatorial explosion, very large
numbers of neurons with a good learning capacity are required.
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In summary, feature analysis models (or related models described above) are
able to 'learn' to give more or less emphasis to a feature depending on the importance
of this feature in discriminating between the different incoming patterns. However,
more out-dated feature analysis models are insufficient for describing pattern and
object recognition, since incoming patterns are described as sets of features which act
like many different templates (Neisser, 1967). This would bring one back to the same
problems as described for original restricted template matching models; i.e. too many
templates would have to exist to cover every possible view, orientation, size etc. of an
object ever seen. Several newer models of object recognition have attempted to solve
this problem and are described above (see also e.g. Rolls, 1994). Nonetheless, the
models described above are very weak in describing the spatial relationship between
the different features/parts in relation to a reference frame of an object (see below).

Structural description
Structural description provides a symbolic 'language' with which one can
construct a model of how pattern or object recognition is achieved. This language,
however, is not linguistic, but rather consists of a set of abstract or prepositional
descriptions about a particular object configuration. Thus, an object or a pattern is
described in terms of its components, which allows precise description of the structural
arrangements of the object's components (Selfridge, 1959).
There are two different approaches to structural descriptions for object
recognition: 1) Parts of objects are specifically related to a perceptual reference frame,
such as the major axis of the object (Marr and Nishihara, 1978; Hinton, 1981; Marr,
1982; Humphreys, 1983; Lowe, 1985); or 2) Objects are recognised on the basis of
their volumetric parts and the parts relative position to each other (Biederman, 1987):
recognition by components (RBC).

The role o f comvonents in object recoenition
Marr and Nishihara (1978) argued that mental representations of objects occur
in a 3D, volumetric (as opposed to only the surface of an object) and object-centred
form. In an object-centred representation the view-point is not relevant, since
description of the object is based on an object-centred co-ordinate system where
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components of the object are described in relation to each other, or to the major axis of
the object (see later). In their model, information about an object is processed through
a series of four stages: The first stage (primal sketch), represents an object in terms of
its edges, bars, and blobs which carry characteristics of orientation, width, length,
contrast, and position. In the second stage, the IVi D sketch, cues for depth, surface
texture, and contour occlusion are added. A 3D structural description is achieved in the
third stage, by describing the object in an object-centred fashion and classifying the
object with the help of stored structural descriptions. Finally, in the fourth stage, the
structural description is used for semantic interpretation. Marr and Nishihara (1978)
suggest that for describing an object, one has first to set up a co-ordinate system which
is determined by the overall shape of the object itself. Each 3D model description
specifies the following: 1) the model axis: a single axis which defines the overall
volumetric shape of the object; 2) the relative spatial arrangement, orientations and the
length of the component axes; and 3) the volumetric primitives (generalised cones)
which are associated with each axis. 4) Then, repeatedly, each component axis
becomes a model axis for its sub-components, until the wanted level of detail is
reached (see Fig. 3.2a). Alternatively, for recognising parts of the whole object the
model allows direct access to the information at any subordinal level. For example, a
limb of a human body can be described as an (model) axis of an component part
relative to its major axis (of the whole body). This model axis of the arm becomes a
major axis if components such as the upper arm, forearm and the hand are described in
relation to their major axis (arm itself) (Mair and Nishihara, 1978).
To describe these volumetric primitives, Marr's model of object recognition
uses 'generalised cones'. A generalised cone “refers to the surface created by moving a
cross section along a given smooth axis. The cross section may vary smoothly in size,
but it shape remains constant.” (Marr, 1982). These generalised cones do not reveal
any detail of the object's part such as surface pattern or texture, but have a cylinder like
property. This simplifies the object structure substantially, resulting in a 3D 'stickfigure' (see Fig. 3.2b). In addition, this kind of representation does not use information
obtained from surface patterns.
Marr realised that occluding contours (silhouettes) were very effective visual
stimuli for object recognition. He argued that any silhouette could arise and be

Figure 3.2. Marr and Nishihara's (1978) model of object recognition, a) A hierarchy of 3D
models. Each box shows the major axis for the figure of interest on the left, and its
component axes to the right, b) A catalogue of 3D model descriptions at different levels of
specificity (reproduced from Marr and Nishihara, 1978).
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constructed by using a number of different 3D shapes. However, we are ail capable of
recognising a silhouette as the same 3D object. He therefore suggested that there must
be some kind of constraints on the possible range of interpretations of the contour,
which might be due to assumptions made by the visual system. Such assumptions were
suggested to be that 1) each point of a silhouette represents a point on the surface of
the 3D object; 2) two points close together in a silhouette will also be close together on
the object; and 3) all the points on the contour line of a silhouette will lie in a single
plane of the object viewed. These assumptions lead Marr to conclude that any
silhouette of an object (and therefore the 3D object itself) is based on one or several
generalised cones which are described in relation to the principal axis of the object
(Marr, 1982).
The next question addressed was how these axes are derived from the object's
occluding contours. Marr and Nishihara (1978) suggested that the complex contour is
segmented into a number of distinct parts (generalised cones). They gave an example
of a toy donkey silhouette and segmented its contour into distinct parts by finding the
different concavities in the contour (Fig. 3.3). This was done by first labelling the
different concave sections, which brings out the strong segmentation points. Then the
outline was divided into a set of smaller segments using the strong segmentation points
just defined. Next, these points are connected to other strong, neighbouring
segmentation points of the contour in a straight line. Finally, the component axes are
determined which are then linked up and related to each other.
Marr (1977) suggested that where there is a concavity in the contour of an
object, there is a discontinuity indicating a change - the contour is not continuous.
Nonetheless, he argued that from occluding contours alone one is unable to derive
enough relevant information about the object for its recognition. This is because
information about, for example, the parts of the object which are not defined by the
overall contours of the object, such as internal parts (eyes, mouth, surface detail etc.),
are lost (Marr, 1977). For example, the silhouette of a human body can reveal the
torso, all four limbs and the head. If, however, any of these body components are
pointing toward the viewer, they would not be visible in a silhouette. Furthermore, no
information about internal parts of an object is given, so that a model of object
recognition based on solely the silhouette or the 2 V2 D sketch (such as that of Seibert

Figure 3.3. a) How the major axes are defined from an outline of a toy donkey, b) Convex
(+) and concave (-) sections are labelled, c) Strong segmentation points are found, d) The
outline is divided into a set of smaller segments making use of the points found at c) and
rules for connecting these to other points on the contour, e) The component axis is found
for each segment, f) The axes are related to one another (this lines).(Reproduced from
Marr and Nishihara, 1978.)
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and Waxman, 1991) is implausible. Marr does not provide an answer to this problem
in his theory.
It was put forward by Hoffman and Richards (1984) that different parts of an
object intersect at a contour of concave discontinuity of their tangent planes. In other
words, whenever two surfaces interpenetrate, they will always meet in a concave
discontinuity. So that where one part penetrates the other there is a concave cusp
formed. Therefore, any concavity of an object will indicate the division between the
contours of two intersecting parts of the object. They also pointed out that in the
contours of a smooth object, the concavities can be found by looking at the sites of the
object contour with the greatest negative curvature, i.e. the most inward pointing part
of the silhouette of the object will indicate the presence of a concavity.
In contrast to MaiT and Nishihara's (1978) theory, however, Hoffman and
Richards (1984) suggest that the segregation does not depend on the parts being
generalised cones, but rather is independent of the nature of the parts of the object.
Examples such as the 'face-vase' image support suggestions that the parts of an
object can be predicted from the reversal of their figures. If the vase in this image is
perceived, the concavities point inwards, defining the base, the stem and the bowl of
the vase. However, when the faces are perceived, the concavities point into the face,
defining the parts of the chin, nose, mouth, forehead etc.. Hence, depending on how the
contour of the image is divided into parts, by looking at interpreting the concavities
prior to recognition, different objects can be perceived (in this example either a vase or
two faces each with its own distinct set of parts).
Biederman's theory (1987) of object recognition takes elements from the
theories of Marr & Nishihara (1978), Hoffman & Richards (1984), as well as from the
works of Lowe (1987). According to Biederman's theory, perceptual recognition of
objects is a process by which the image is segmented into cone-components (called
'geons') which are derived from five properties of edges in a 2D image. Geons, no more
than 36 in number, are like Marr's generalised cones but more diverse (Fig. 3.4). They
all arise by translating a 2D outline along an axis which can either be straight or
curved. The 2D outline can, during the transitional process expand, contract and bend.
Because of these additional properties, a more flexible shape recognition is produced

Figure 3.4. Left side: Some examples of Biederman's volumetric primitives called ‘geons’;
R ight side: Examples of objects made up of a number of geons (suitcase, lamp, mug etc.).
Note, that the spatial relationship between the geons is highly important (see text);
(reproduced from Biederman, 1987).
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compared to Marr's model, though Marr's model does offer more precise information
about the spatial arrangements of the components.
Biederman’s (1987) model of object recognition starts off with extracting edges
from the image of a viewed scene of 3D objects. The edges enhance the presence of
non-accidental properties, and hence indicate that these properties are reflected by the
image from the real world. So that if, for example, a set of parallel lines are present in
an image, it can be assumed that these lines are a property of the edges of an object in
the real world and are parallel in 3D space. Biederman points out that because these
non-accidental properties are constant over different view-points they can be used as
additional information to determine the geons used for the object representation stored
in memory. The other main information needed to determine the geons, is derived by
segmenting the silhouette of the object image at regions of sharp concavity, resulting in
a set of object parts (as done in Marr’s model, 1977). These determined parts are then
matched against the representations of the different geons. From the nature and
anangements of these geons, the structural model of the object can be defined (every
known object has its own structural model based on its geons, the geon's relative sizes,
orientations, place of attachment, etc.), resulting in the recognition of the object. It is
very important to note the spatial arrangement between the geons of an object, since
this builds the base of recognition of that object. Two different objects may have the
same number and type of geons, but different spatial arrangements between them.
Biederman (1987) uses terms like “on top o f ’ or “attached at the side” to specify the
spatial arrangement between the geons. Some of these descriptions (e.g. on top of),
however, are based on a viewer-centred co-ordinate system, since they describe the
position of the geon in relation to the viewer. Such view based terms should not be
used in Biederman’s object-centred description, since he explicitly points out that there
is no top or bottom in a representation of an object.
A summary of the different stages involved in Biederman's model of object
recognition is given below:
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Edge extraction
t:2
Parsing of regions of concavity

Detection of non-accidental
properties

Determination of components
__________(geons)__________
Matching of components to
object representation
Object identification

Biederman (1987) carried out some experimental work to support his theory of
object recognition by components. Subjects were to name as fast as possible simplified
line drawings of objects presented for 100 ms. The complexity of these objects ranged
from complete objects composed of only two geons to complete objects composed of
nine geons. Randomly interspersed between the presentation of complete images of
objects, were images of different incomplete objects. For example, a 9-component
object could have been presented with 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 or 6 components missing.
Alternatively a 3-component object could have been presented with only two
components present. Biederman found that subjects take longer to name and make
more recognition errors if some parts of an object are missing irrespectively of how
complex the complete version of the object was. However, for the more complex
objects, recognition error was low (< 10%) if more than three geons of the object were
presented (Biederman, 1987). Furthermore, the addition of colour, brightness and
texture did not significantly improve recognition response times (Biederman and Ju,
198&X
In an different experiment, Biederman (1987; Biederman and Gerhardstein,
1992) measured subjects’ response times and error rates in naming images which were
degraded in several ways: 1) the information for the object's geons were present, i.e.
the contours of an object were detected at regions where they can be replaced by
coliniarity or smooth curvature (non-accidental properties), and 2) the information for
the geons of the object were missing, i.e. the contours were detected at regions of
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concavity so that coliniarity and smooth curvature of the segments bridges the
concavity (Fig, 3.5). The results showed that recognition was slightly faster and more
accurate (approximately by an error rate of 30%) if the information for the geons was
present. Biederman (1987) concluded that, as in the previously described experiment,
recognition of an object is carried out on the basis of the object's geons. However, the
suggestion that recognition of an object is better if regions of sharp concavities are left
intact in a fragmented image, than the recognition of an image where the object is
fragmented in such a way that the concavities are removed, may be questionable.
Biederman and Gerhardstein (1992) argued that in the first instance geons are more
easily found for recognition purposes than when the concavities are removed from the
image. However, this is debatable since priming and recognition of an image is best if
enough information is available in the image to support perceptual closure. Perceptual
closure is based on the Gestalt principle of filling in gaps in an contour to achieve the
most meaningful forms of an image (Snodgrass and Feenan, 1990). Biederman's image
of a fragmented object where regions of sharp concavities are intact could aid in
Gestalt principle closure rather than an image of a fragmented object where the
concavities are removed. Hence, this could influence the results found in these
experiments.
In addition, Biederman and Cooper (1991b) studied object recognition with a
priming technique, where a priming image was briefly presented before the taiget
image of an object. They investigated whether or not a priming effect is due to 1) the
object's features, such as e.g. edges and vertices; 2) the object's model, i.e. what the
object is (name of object class); or 3) the component parts (geons) of the object. The
subjects were presented with a priming set of familiar objects which had half of their
contours deleted by either deleting every second feature from each part (for
investigation point 1), or removing half of the parts of the object (for investigation
point 3). The subjects were then asked to view a second set of images (the primed
images) which could either be: a) the identical object image as the priming image; b)
the complementary image with the missing contours of the priming object; or c) a
different example of the priming object (such as a grand piano and a ordinary piano).
The results showed that target images were recognised equally fast and accurate if the
image had been primed with either the identical or the complementary image. If

Figure 3.5. Examples of objects being parsed in two different ways: Left column: original
intact version. Middle column: sites of concavities still intact: the contours have been
deleted in regions where they can be replaced through colliniarity or smooth curvature;
Right column: parsing at sites of concavities, resulting in colliniaiity or smooth curvature
of the segments bridging the concavities (reproduced from Biederman, 1987).
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priming occurred with a different exemplar of the same object class as the target
image, RTs and error rates were higher than when using the other priming conditions.
Biederman concluded that visual priming was not based on image vertices and edges
and that a visual image representation would have to be more global than that
specifying the image features. This would leave two plausible types of the
representations named above: either a representation based on the component parts of
the object, or a representation which is a specific object model itself (e.g. a grand
piano). However, when the component parts (geons) of an object were removed, RTs
and error rates were much better if the target image was primed with the identical
image, rather than with the complementary image. Hence, priming only occurred when
the convex components (geons) were present in priming image (as well as in the
primed image). It was concluded that “a// the visual priming in object naming can be
attributed to the explicit (actual) presentation of the components in the image” and the
spatial arrangement between them (Biederman and Cooper, 1991b).

Hierarchical organisation: Bottom-up vs Top-down processing
The theories described up to this point are based on bottom-up processing, i.e.
recognition of parts of an object lead to the recognition of the whole object. A
controversial view of these theories has been promulgated by Baker-Cave and Kosslyn
(1993) who argue that object features (or the whole object) are matched directly with
the image stored in long-term memory without first being parsed. This would be in
support of 'top-down' processing theories of object recognition. Testing involved
exposing subjects to line drawings of objects where the image was segmented (parsed)
in different ways (Fig. 3.6). Segmentation was made at a) 'natural' boundaries and b)
arbitrary sites of the object. In addition, half of these resulting line drawing of the
disconnected objects were scrambled. Furthermore, images of objects where parts of
the object had been removed were tested. Subjects were presented with an image of an
object for 1 sec (in some cases only 200 ms) and were asked to name the object as fast
as possible. As can be expected, RTs and error rates for correct naming of the object
were fastest and most accurate if the whole object was presented. There was, however,
no difference between RTs and error rates for the different types of disconnected
conditions. That is, the way an object is parsed does not influence recognition. If the

Figure 3.6. Examples of stimuli drawings used by Baker-Cave and Kosslyn (1993).
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disconnected object parts (natural or unnatural parse) were scrambled, naming RT and
error rates were higher than when the parts were simply disconnected from each other.
It was concluded that one critical factor for recognition of an object was the spatial
relationship between the parts of the object (scrambled or proper organisation).
Furthermore, Baker-Cave and Kosslyn (1993) found no interaction between the effect
of (i) the way an object was parsed and (ii) the arrangement on the page (scrambled or
unscrambled). Baker-Cave and Kosslyn (1993) suggested on the basis of their results
that in normal viewing conditions the overall shape of an object is encoded without the
image being parsed into parts.
Unfortunately, Baker-Cave and Kosslyn (1993) did not look in greater detail at
the effect of part deletion, which might influence and/or diminish the quality of object
recognition. They only showed that a whole intact object can be recognised and named
faster than an image of the same object with some of its parts removed. According to
Marr's theory, part deletion should not greatly influence the recognition process, since
recognition can start at different levels of the 'stick-like model', i.e. one can access the
model at different levels of detail depending, on the need for specific information on
e.g. a particular part of the object. On the other hand, Biederman's theory of object
recognition very much depends on the object' components, so that deletion of parts
would have a greater impact on the recognition process.
Earlier theories based on bottom-up processing, where components of an object
are identified and recognised prior to the recognition of the whole object, were put
foreword by Lowe (1985), Tarr (1989), Ullman (1989) and Kosslyn (1990). It was
suggested that object recognition is based on processing information from edges, or
regions of colour or texture (Tarr and Pinker, 1989; Ullman, 1989; Kosslyn, Flynn et
al., 1990). These features of the object are then matched against the representation in
long-term memory. All these theories are based on a viewer-centred object recognition
mechanism (see below), since the information used for recognition (edges, colour and
texture) is very specific to certain views of the object rather than to the overall
configuration of the object.
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Physiological evidence for the role of component parts in object recognition
It has been proposed that the inferotemporal cortex (IT) plays a central role in
visual pattern and object recognition (Gross, 1973; Ungerleider and Mishkin, 1982;
Schwartz et al., 1983; Desimone et al., 1984; Tanaka and Fujita, 1991). Many
physiological studies have been carried out in this region of the monkey brain, some of
which will be discussed below.
One of the attempts to study shape selectivity of individual cells in the IT
cortex examined how IT cells can extract information about the overall shape of an
object by analysing the local boundaries of the image (Schwartz, Desimone et al.,
1983). Schwartz et al. (1983) investigated whether any object can be described in terms
of its boundaries curvatures (the contours). They argued that the visual system describe
these boundaries in two steps. First, the boundary orientation function of the shape,
which is the orientation of the shape’s boundaries measured at regular intervals around
the perimeter, is determined. This boundary orientation is then expanded in a Fourier
series. These Fourier series, which have a particular frequency (number of lobes),
amplitude (lobe indentation) and phase (orientation), were named 'Fourier descriptors'
(FD). A FD can also be described as a shape which is systematically varying in
boundary curvatures. According to Schwartz’s theory, every shape is described by its
own sets of FD,
Schwartz and his colleagues (1983) explored the selectivity of single cells in
the IT cortex of the macaque monkey by presenting visual stimuli of different
complexity. The cells were tested with slits of light, complex objects and FD's. The
FD's were white on black background (or vice versa, see Gross 1972) presented in a
semi-random fashion at the centre of gaze. The stimulus was oscillated 1° per second
for a presentation duration of 2.5 seconds. It was noted that 54% of the cells tested
responded to specific FD's (different cells being maximally activated by different FDs);
26% did not show any response to any FD tested; 13% responded to all FD's; and 7%
showed a multimodal tuning curve, i.e. responded to several but not all FDs tested.
These response patterns were found to be the same for most IT cells even if the size
and position of the optimal stimulus was changed (though there might have been a
change in response amplitude). The study suggested that IT cells may be involved in
the analysis of global boundary orientation. However, this cannot be the only function
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of cells in the IT cortex, since some cells have been found to be sensitive to a particular
shape in a particular colour or texture, or sensitive to 3D-objects, faces or hands
(Desimone, Albright et al., 1984; Tanaka and Fujita, 1991; 1993; Kobatake and
Tanaka, 1994) - all which normally are much more complex stimuli than FD. Some of
these cells, nonetheless, were in addition sensitive to FD's. The conclusion drawn, was
that selectivity for boundary curvature is not a characteristic of all IT cells, nor is it the
only response property of many of these cells.
Another systematic attempt to determine the mechanism for selectivity for a
particular stimulus dimension, such as shape, was conducted by Desimone and
colleagues (1984). Previous work concentrated on recordings of cells selectively
responsive to stimuli which were either simple, as for example white and coloured
bars, or complex such as patterns, hands and faces (see e.g. Gross, Rocha-Miranda et
al., 1972; Perrett, Rolls et al., 1982). Desimone et al. (1984) tested cells in the IT
cortex systematically with simple stimuli, such as bars with different length and width,
2D patterns, and with a wide range of 3D objects. Once the preferred object/pattern of
a cell was identified, they tried to isolate the critical stimulus which was responsible
for the response of the cell. They also studied cells in the superior temporal sulcus
which were selectively responsive to face stimuli.
This investigation showed that most cells in the inferior temporal cortex
responded to many different visual stimuli and therefore it was concluded that these
cells cannot be narrowly tuned 'detectors' for a particular object. This is in contrast to
theories of 'Grandmother cells' and 'Yellow Volkswagen detectors' discussed earlier.
Half of the IT cells which showed some selectivity seemed to be selective for
shape, colour, texture or a combination the three (Desimone et al., 1984). Of these
cells, some showed the same kind of sensitivity to length, width, or a coloured bar as
the cells found in earlier stages of the visual pathway (striate and prestriate cortex). As
pointed out in chapter II, the receptive field of IT cells are much larger (almost always
include the centre of gaze and usually extend into both the contralateral and ipsilateral
visual field), than the receptive fields of cells found in the striate and prestriate cortex.
Other cells found by Desimone (1984) were only sensitive to stimuli with some
kind of texture, or complex 3D objects. These cells would often fail to respond to
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simple stimuli such as a bars. It was concluded that the IT cortex must play an
important role in higher shape recognition.
IT cells which respond selectively to faces or hands were first identified by
Gross et al. (1969). In 1972, Gross and his colleagues showed that there are FT cells
which best respond to photographs of faces. Later investigations (Desimone, Albright
et al., 1984), however, showed that cells which are selective for a specific object are
very rare throughout the IT cortex. Perrett et al. (1982) demonstrated a more frequent
appearance of cells selectively responsive to faces in the anterior part of the superior
temporal sulcus (STS) which partially overlaps with the TT cortex. Nonetheless, the
cells appeared to be distributed non homogeneously - a particular clumped distribution
for particular features with cell type patches of 1-4 mm" (Perrett, Smith et al., 1984;
1985; Harries and Perrett, 1991).
Perrett and colleagues (1982; 1983; 1984) tested face sensitive cells for their
neuronal responses to the sight of faces with component parts, such as the eyes, the
mouth or the hair, being occluded from sight. It was reported that most of these cells
responded significantly better to the face with certain parts of it occluded than to
various control objects and base line activity (S/A). However, most cells responded
better to the whole face than to just isolated parts of the face. Different cells were
found to be maximally activated by different individual component parts of the face.
Furthermore, some cells only required one face part present whereas other cells
required several parts present. For the remaining cells the response magnitude was
highly reduced when any part of the face was occluded, i.e. the entire face was
necessary to drive the cell.
The overall configuration of the component parts of a face also seem to play a
highly important role in the neuronal firing of these face responsive cells (Perrett, Rolls
et al., 1982; 1984; Desimone et al., 1984). A face has several different shapes,
contours, colours and textures which all have to be arranged in a certain order to
compose a face. Perrett et al. (1982; 1983) found that when this arrangement was upset
(i.e. jumbled faces) then the cell response of most ceils was greatly reduced.
Desimone (1984) suggested that, as in other visual areas, cells in IT are not
specific for a particular object stimulus, but rather a complex stimulus will activate
many different IT cells. He concluded that the neuronal representation of an object in
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the r r cortex is the pattern of activity of a population of cells rather than one specific
cell (see also Tanaka, 1993). However, face and hand selective cells are an exception
to this system (Desimone et al., 1984). This might be due to the fact that, for primates,
faces play an extremely important role in social communication and therefore, might
have been in favour during selective evolutionary pressure to build a separate (but not
necessarily independent) neuronal mechanism coding biologically important objects
such as faces and hands. Nonetheless, faces may not be extraordinary exceptions from
objects since face stimuli could activate many millions of cells selective for face
features, which might be analogous to the representation of other complex objects.
More recent studies of object selectivity in different parts of the FT cortex have
been carried out by Tanaka et al. (1991) and Kobatake and Tanaka (1994). They
suggested that the IT cortex is divided into two areas: the posterior (PIT) and anterior
inferior temporal cortex (AIT). PIT receives its information from V4 and in turn
projects to a wide posterior-anterior range of AIT. V4 also projects to the posterior part
of area AIT ( see chapter II and e.g. Desimone et al., 1980; Baizer et al., 1991).
Tanaka and his colleagues (1991; Kobatake and Tanaka, 1994) tested single
cells in different cortical areas of the ventral pathway (areas V2, V4, PIT and AIT). All
the cells recorded from in the these areas were classified into six groups:
1) Primary cells: Maximally activated by slits or dots, where the exact shape of the
stimulus is not crucial;
2) Texture cells: Maximally activated by textures such as stripe or dot patterns;
3) Elaborate cells: Maximally activated by pattern features which are more complex
than only orientation of contours, colour blocks or simple textures;
4) Others: Cells which responded to a change in colour of a block or some specific
movement;
5) Weak: Cells responding only very weakly to any stimuli tested; and
6) Unresponsive: Did not at all respond to any of the visual stimuli tested.
The distribution of these cells was as follows: Texture, weak and unresponsive
cells were scattered throughout the whole FT cortex. V2 cells were mainly selectively
responsive to texture but not shape (texture cells), whereas primary cells were mainly
found in V4 and PIT. 38% of V4 cells required quite complex features for a cell to
respond (elaborate cell), whereas the percentage of such cells selective for complex
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features (e.g. bars or discs with adjusted size, orientation and/or colour) increased up to
49% in PIT. The highest relative proportion of elaborate cells, however, were found in
the remaining anterior part of the IT cortex. Between 67% and 75% of AIT cells were
highly selective in their response to complex features (such as a particular shape with a
particular texture and/or colour, faces or hands) and did not respond to other complex
features tested (Tanaka et al., 1991; Kobatake and Tanaka, 1994). There seemed to be
an abrupt change in the distribution of the cells between the posterior and anterior part
of the r r (Tanaka and Fujita, 1991). Hence, Tanaka concluded that the IT cortex is
divided into posterior and anterior IT cortex, and cells in the anterior part require more
complex visual stimuli than only orientation of a contour or a certain colour of the
object. Therefore, object recognition and its coding advances significantly in the
anterior IT, where an integration process of pattern information occurs based on the
selectivity of earlier V4 and PIT cells (Kobatake and Tanaka, 1994).
Fujita and colleagues (1992; Tanaka, 1992) suggested that cells in the anterior
IT cortex (AIT, TE) are arranged in columns (Fig. 3.7). This would be a convenient
method to represent the image of a whole object and is supported by the finding that
AIT cells lying closely together seem to have related and similar selectivities of
stimuli. This was investigated by vertical and oblique penetrations through area AIT.
First the critical feature of a cell in the middle of a penetration was determined. The
critical feature was obtained when simplifying the original complex object stimuli by
gradually removing features but still having the cell responding maximally.
Consequently, a set of stimuli with different activation properties of the cell tested
(optimal, suboptimal and ineffective) was produced. These were used to test the
responsiveness of the cells along the same penetration as the first recorded cell. This
study showed that cells in vertical penetrations had identical or similar stimuli
selectivities. It was suggested (Fujita, Tanaka et al., 1992; Tanaka, 1992), that area AIT
is built up of many columnar modules in which cells with similar and overlapping
stimuli selectivities, cluster together. These cell clusters were on average 0.4 mm in
width, which would results in an individual column to be approximately 0.16 mm“ in
square width. It was therefore suggested that there are about 800-1200 columns in the
anterior IT of the monkey (Fujita, Tanaka et al., 1992).

Figure 3.7. A schematic diagram of the columnar organisation in area TE. The average
size of columns across the cortical surface is 0.4 mm. Cells in one column have similar but
slightly different selectivities as indicated by shapes (reproduced from Tanaka, 1992).
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Tanaka et al. (1992) proposes that modules in area AIT are selectively activated
when an object is viewed. This activity is specific to a subset of modules, which
represents a particular partial feature of the object. However, the feature is not coded in
the activity of one specific cell, but rather in the pattern activities of many cells in the
same module. The whole object is then coded as the activity patterns of a particular
subset of modules, whereas the individual features which make up the object, are
coded in activities distributed over a population of cells in corresponding modules.

View discrimination: obiect-centred vs viewer-centred
A further question is addressed: Is the representation which is produced objectcentred, Le. view-independent (Man' and Nishihara, 1978; Marr, 1982; Biederman,
1987), or view-centred, i.e. view-dependent (Koenderink and van Doom, 1976; Perrett,
Smith et al., 1985; Tan and Pinker, 1989; Ullman, 1989; Kosslyn, Flynn et al., 1990;
Poggio and Edelman, 1990; Seibert and Waxman, 1992a, b; Baker-Cave and Kosslyn,
1993)?

a) Obiect-centred representations
An object-centred representation allows the object to be recognised when the
object or the parts are seen from any view-point (hence is view-independent). A major
advantage of this kind of representation is that only a single description of each object's
spatial structure would have to be stored in long-term memory, to allow recognition of
the object from any (even a previously inexperienced) view.
Marr and Nishihara (1978) argued that the mental description of an object
carries information which is invariant to transformations such as rotation of the image
(both in the picture plane e.g. upside-down, and around the model axis) or
displacement of the object in distance, changing the image retinal size. As described
above, Marr (1982) suggests a computational model of object recognition from the
retinal image to the object representation stored in long-term memory. In this model,
the goal of early visual processing is to establish a 2Vi D sketch which represents a
viewer-centred description of the object's surfaces. The IVi D sketch provides
information about the description of the surfaces, texture, shading and local motion
present in the image with respect to the observer. The primal and the 2Vi D sketch are
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early representations of the object which need further processing to establish a
representation with a co-ordinate system independent of the view observed.
Marr and Nishihara's (1978) model of object recognition is based on an objectcentred co-ordinate system in which the position of every generalised cone is described
ultimately with respect to the model axis, i.e. the principal axis of the major
component. In this hierarchical system, each component axis becomes a major/model
axis for its subcomponents. Therefore, only one representation is needed, since
everything can be related back to this axis. This structural description of an object is
totally view-independent and is based on the spatial arrangements between the object
and its parts.
Having an object-centred representation, the question arises how, from
different views of the same object, is the same object-centred description accessed?
Marr (1982) gives a vague answer to this question, by suggesting that the major axis of
an object (which is essential to the recognition of the object), is derived from the image
itself. Hence, the same object-centred description will be produced irrespective of the
view of the object.
According to Biederman's theory, the view-point is also unimportant for
recognition since everything is related to a major axis and can be described by the
spatial arrangement of the object's geons (the components) in relation to each other.
Furthermore, not only the overall configuration of the object is represented in a objectcentred manner, but also each individual geon has its own object-centred description
and can be recognised independently. Therefore, like Marr's theory (although not as
clearly described), object recognition in Biederman’s model is view-independent. This
system allows different objects to be made of the same kinds of geons, but with a
different spatial arrangement between them, as for example a cup and a bucket. If the
"handle-like" geon of a cup is removed and situated at the top of the cylinder one
recognises the object as a bucket rather than the cup, despite the same kind and number
of geons used to generate these objects. However, if certain characteristics of a geon
are occluded, then the recognition task becomes increasingly difficult. Biederman
argued that generalisation across different view-points is achieved because each geon
and the different spatial arrangement of the geons are "qualitatively coded" and many
geons can be used to recognise the same object. Nonetheless, if the key part of a geon
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is self-occluded then the description must be view-sensitive. For instance, the pointy
part of a cone is occluded from sight when viewing the geon from below and therefore
not distinguishable from the bottom view of a cylinder. This argument holds tme for
the entire object description, in that if a key geon is occluded from sight and
recognition is qualitatively diminished, then the description has to be view-sensitive
since the object cannot be recognised with equal ease from any view-point.
Experimental evidence for an object-centred representation was provided by
Gerhardstein and Biederman (1992). Their experiments were based on priming
techniques where recognition times and accuracy of line drawings of object were
recorded. Images were first primed by the same object irrespective of the view of the
object, i.e. the rotation in depth of the priming object. They found that there is no
difference in recognition abilities of an object's view, if the geon structural description
of the priming and target images of the same object are equal (which would be no
change in view) or highly similar, i.e. less than a 45° difference of rotation in depth. In
other words, if the same geons are visible irrespective of different views of the object
(only up to 45° difference tested), recognition occurs at the same speed and accuracy.
In addition, Gerhardstein and Biederman (1993) tested and supported this finding with
nonsense objects composed of a set of geons and constructed on the basis of his model
of recognition by components. Nonetheless, one can still argue that with such a model
as Biederman's, one still needs some view-dependent information for rotations greater
than 45° in depth. Say the whole body is an object and the head was one of its geons.
The back of a head does not have eyes, but the front does, hence, the presence of the
eyes indicates the view of the head. Nonetheless, if both views (with a rotated
difference of 180°) of the head can be recognised with equal speed as a body or give
equal priming, then Biederman would be correct in suggesting an object-centred
representation.

b) Viewer-centred representation
A representation of an object in a viewer-centred manner relies on view-pointspecific information about smaller aggregates of the visual characteristics of the object.
There are two main streams of viewer-centred theories: 1) Only one view of the object
is stored (Koenderink and van Doom, 1979; Palmer, Rosch et al., 1981; Jolicoeur,
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1985); and 2) Multiple representations are stored in long term memory (Tarr and
Pinker, 1989; Edelman and Bülthoff, 1990; Cutzu and Edelman, 1992).
Single view representation
Palmer et al. (1981) suggested that the view of the object which is stored in
memory is a ‘canonical’ view, a view which maximises the most marked and
noticeable information about the object. In most cases. Palmer suggested this view to
be a Va view of the object, i.e. 45° rotated away in depth from the front view. Such a
model suggests that there is only one view-dependent representation stored and that the
incoming image is transformed in a certain way, such as using mental rotation, to
match this stored canonical view. Note, that this is different from an object-centred
description, since the stored representation is described by a co-ordinate system based
on the viewer.
Multiple view representations
Tarr and Pinker (1989) suggested a model of object recognition where several
views of the object are represented in memory. An incoming image is transformed (e.g.
mentally rotated) to match the nearest stored view or the canonical view of that object.
Edelman and his colleagues (Edelman et al., 1990; 1991; 1992) also favoured a
multiple-view model. They suggested that the stored image of the object is in a multirepresentational, two dimensional, view-dependent form. However, they suggested that
the transformation process of the incoming image is not by mental rotation, but rather
the novel views of an image are interpolated between the stored views.
Multi-representational models suggest the presence of cellular units coding
different specific views of an object, such as e.g. front view, back view and the profiles
of a head (Perrett, Oram et al., 1991).

Physiological evidence; obiect-centred vs viewer-centred
Some physiological evidence is related to the issue of determining whether the
representation of objects stored in memory is in an object-centred or viewer-centred
fashion. Two major papers will be discussed: Hasselmo et al. (1989) argued for an
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object-centred representation (but not solely, see below), whereas Perrett et al. (1991)
argued that the representation is in a viewer-centred form in the STPa.
Hasselmo et al. (1989) suggested that there are three classes of neurons
involved in the representation of objects. Cells coding in 1) an object-centred form; 2)
an intermediate form; and 3) a viewer-centred form. They recorded from and tested a
total of 37 cells in the superior temporal sulcus (STS) of the monkey with different
faces, different identities and different views. Twenty-eight of these cells were tested
with 2D video derived images. They tested 13 cells with two different faces and 8
views [6 in the horizontal plane (depth): front view (0°), 45°, 90°, back view (180°),
270°, 315°; and upright and upside-down], and 15 cells were tested with a more
extensive range of 21 views.
Hasselmo et al. (1989) analysed the neuronal responses of these 37 face
selective cells by using a two-way ANOVA where the group factor was the effect of
the identity of the face, and the treatment factor was the angle of view. Eighteen cells
responded selectively to faces discriminated between different faces. It was argued,
that on the whole, this discrimination was independent of the view of the person's
head, showing a constant difference in the neuronal response of the cell to the two
faces at all views tested and an object-centred representation for identity was
suggested. However, out of these 18 identity specific cells tested, 16 cells were found
to be sensitive to identity and view. These cells should be classified as viewer-centred
(and not object-centred as classified by Hasselmo et al, 1989.), since the cells
responded to particular views. Therefore, one might be able to suggest that the coding
of identity is in an object-centred manner, but not the coding of view.
The remaining 19 (19/37) face selective cells, responded to all faces equally
well. 16/19 of these cells showed different responses to different viewing angles and
therefore can also be classified as coding head information in a viewer-centred manner.
The study by Hasselmo et al. (1989) further suggested, that most cells are broadly
tuned across views, i.e. the neuronal response is relative invariant with respect to the
view from which the face was seen. Because of this coexistence of object-centred and
viewer-centred cells they suggested that the cortical area represents the processing
stage at which three dimensional objects are computed from different views of the
object.
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Hasselmo et al. (1989) argued that because the front view of the head carries
more information than the back view, the majority of the cells respond better to a view
where some part of the front of the head was visible, rather than to views were the back
of the head was visible. Note though, that there was no clustering of optimal views
around the front view or the profile view. However, as Perrett et al. (1991) point out,
the statistical analysis used by Hasselmo et al. would not truly represent the optimal
view distribution of a cell population. For example, a bimodal cell maximally tuned to
the two profiles would have been incorrectly classified as maximally tuned to the front
view of the head, since in Hasselmo et al.’s analysis the response of the two profiles
would cancel each other out and the reported preferred view would be the front view of
the head.
Perrett et al. (1991) who investigated similar issues as Hasselmo's (1989) study,
concluded differently. In their study most cells (110/119) showed a viewer-centred
manner of coding with an unimodal tuning to one specific view. Four cells (4/119)
showed an object-centred manner of coding by responding to all views equally well,
and 5 cells (5/119) showed mixed properties, responding to all views better than base
line activity (S/A) and control stimuli, but also discriminate between views. Perrett et.
al. also tested 56 cells for sensitivity of identity. They found only six cells which
showed such discrimination.
In addition, unlike Hasselmo et al. (1989) who argued that the front and profile
view is coded by more cells than any other view, Perrett et al. (1991) suggested that all
views (front, two profiles and back views) are equally well represented in memory.
They found that the majority (52/73, 71%) of view sensitive cells were optimally tuned
to visual angles ‘on-axis’, i.e. within 22.5° either side of one of the characteristic views
which were especially the face view (0°), the two profiles (90° and 270°) and to a
lesser extent the back view (180°) of the head. The remaining 21/73 cells were
optimally tuned to visual angles of the head which were ‘off-axis’. Of all the viewercentred cells tested, most (54/73) cells showed relative narrow tuning for their optimal
perspective view.
Perrett et al. (1991) found two classes of viewer-centred cells [cells responding
to one or more (but not all) views better than S/A and control objects]. 99/110 cells
displayed a unimodal pattern, having one view to which they responded significantly
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better than to other views. 11/110 cells showed a bimodal distribution where two nonadjacent views (e.g. the two profiles of the head) were significantly better than other
views.
Furthermore, Perrett et al. (1991) estimated the tuning for cells and showed that
for most cells, 60° of rotation of the head in depth reduced the magnitude of neuronal
response to half of that of the optimal view. Therefore, only four cell populations are
needed to code all possible views of the head. Perrett et al. (1991) suggested that the
differences between his study and Hasselmo’s could be based on the formula applied
by Hasselmo et al. (1989) to calculate statistical findings. Perrett and colleagues argued
that this formula is insufficient and misleads the results since it is a formula designed
for calculating cells with an unimodal neuronal distribution and not cells with a
bimodal distribution (see above).
Perrett et al. (1991) classified only a small number of cells (4/119) as objectcentred. The authors suggested that these object-centred cells could arise from getting
input from different viewer-centred cells (Perrett, Smith et al., 1984; 1985; 1989). This
pooling mechanism has been supported by findings that latencies for object-centred
cells are longer that latencies for the viewer-centred cells (Perrett, Hietanen et al.,
1992). It was, therefore, suggested that more cells coding in an object-centred manner
might be found at a later stage of the processing pathway, subsequent to the STPa
sampled.
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Chapter IV
G e n e r a l e x p e r i m e n t a l m e t h o d s : s in g l e u n it r e c o r d in g in t h e
MACAQUE
"How much easier it would be to understand the brain if (single) neurons would light
up when they talk to each other. "
(Lord Sherrington)

Single cell responses were recorded from six awake macaque monkeys
[Macaca mulatta, 2 females (J, E) wt. 4-8 kg and 4 males (B, H, D, S) wt. 5-8 kg] with
an initial age of approximately three years. The majority of data presented in this thesis
were obtained from subjects E and S. This chapter will describe the general
experimental methods applied, with specific details of each experiment (such as
stimuli used) presented subsequently in the relevant chapters.

Pre-sursical trainins and fixation task
The subject was first trained to climb voluntarily into a primate chair. The
monkey was made familiar with being situated in the chair for an initial period of 3060 minutes, which later was extended up to three hours, due to an increasing
complexity of the training session and tasks to be learned by the monkey. This was
achieved by restricting and closely controlling the amount of water and fruit available
in the home cage (deprivation up to 12 hrs prior to training/recording session) and
rewarding the monkey in the primate chair with liquids and fruits. One of the principal
aims was to train the monkey on a colour discrimination task where a green LED light
signalled reward and a red LED light instructed the monkey to withhold behavioural
responses (see below).
To familiarise the monkey with the discrimination task, several basic
applications were employed. The monkey was first trained to feed himself from a small
plastic container held by the experimenter. It was not able to see the content of the box
and was therefore forced to reach out and tap the box, resulting in the experimenter
tilting it to enable the monkey to see the content and reach for the reward. Once the
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monkey was able to feed himself, two coloured boxes were introduced. A red container
with no food reward and a green container with a small piece of favourable food. The
subject was to learn the association of the green coloured box with food reward. When
the 90% correct criterion was reached, the coloured boxes were replaced with one
white box having a LED (red or green light) attached to it. Now the monkey had to
discriminate the colour of the LED before knowing whether the box would contained a
food reward or not. Eventually, the floating LED light was distanced further and
further away from the box and thereby from the monkey. Once the monkey was able to
carry out the discrimination task with the LED placed at a distance of 4 m (the ultimate
testing distance), the food reward was changed to liquid reward by introducing licktubes. The lick-tubes were attached in front of the monkey's mouth. As soon as the
monkey touched the end of the lick-tubes with its tongue, the circuit between the chair
and the lick-tubes closed, activating the solenoid driven pump system and resulting in
liquid administration through the lick-tubes to the monkey. For this pump system to
work, a very tight and secure contact between the monkey's tongue and the lick-tubes
was required. Even with this occurring, the solenoid pumps were found to be relatively
unreliable in delivering liquid. Since especially during the training phase, the delivery
of fruit juice reward is cmcial, a new Infusion pump system (Hamilton MicroLab 941,
Dundee, Scotland) was introduced. This system was found to be highly reliable in
delivering the required quantity of liquid at any given time. In addition, the amount of
liquid delivered could be closely controlled. And hence, during the training period,
larger quantities of liquid could be delivered decreasing the amount as the monkey
became familiar with the task. At first, longer periods of the LED stimulus were
presented in order for the subject to learn the task. Subsequently, however, the
presentation time was progressively reduced down to one second during which
discrimination had to occur for possible reward. The LED stimuli were first presented
in an experimenter controlled fashion, having a greater number of green stimuli than
red stimuli. Once the monkey correctly carried out the discrimination task, the
presentation pattern was gradually changed to a computer controlled pseudo-random
order. It was also possible to manually change the LED position on the screen to five
different locations (+/- 10° above or below, or +/- 15° to the left or the right of the
central LED position).
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The final result of the training period was as follows: A short 500 ms signal
tone, to indicate the start of a trial, obtained the monkey's attention. Once fixation
occurred on the LED light presented on a white wall (at eye level) at a distance of four
metres, the monkey's task was to discriminate the colour of the LED. Licking, while
the LED light was green, resulted in fruit juice reward. The monkey was to withhold
licking in order to avoid delivery of a weak saline solution while the LED was red.
Towards the end of the training period the LED colour discrimination task was carried
out at a high level of accuracy with fast responses (300-500 ms). This was achieved
regardless of whether objects or images of objects were presented simultaneously with
the LED light. At this stage, operation procedures for neurophysiological single unit
experiments were prepared.

Implant construction
An implant frame was constructed from two stainless steel recording rings
(internal diameter of 16 mm, outer diameter of 19 mm, 10 mm deep) fitting a David
Kopf hydraulic micro-drive, and two plastic tubes (5 mm internal diameter) used for
the restraining of the monkey’s head during recording sessions. These tubes were made
of either PTFE or Tuffnal, since experience showed that perspex tubes are prone to
cracking and breaking. Tuffnal was found to be the strongest and most lasting type of
substance especially with the use of ethanol for cleaning purposes. A proportional plan
(1:1) of the implant was drawn onto graph paper which was then placed underneath a
glass plate on which construction of the implant occurred. On the graph, the orthogonal
axes represented the saggital and interaural planes of the monkey's head. Therefore,
precise positioning of the recording rings was possible. The rings were centred on the
glass plate with the stereotaxic co-ordinates between 12 and 15 mm to the left and the
right of the implant mid-line and between 11 and 15 mm anterior to the interaural
plane. The two plastic tubes (5 mm diameter) were positioned perpendicular to the
mid-line (corresponding to the interaurial plane in the monkey) in front and behind the
wells with a distance of approximately 65 mm between them. This layout of the two
wells and two tubes was then fixed to hold in position by cementing them down to the
glass plate with dental acrylate (Autenal Dental Products Ltd., Harrow, England).
Small amounts of liquid dental acrylic was applied to the wells and the glass, making
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sure that the acrylic was not placed higher than 2 mm on the walls of the rings allowing
good grip for the micro-drive at a later stage. The plastic tubes were fixed in position
in a similar way to the glass. By joining up the dental acrylic between all four parts in a
cross-like fashion, the base of the implant was formed.
Once the dental acrylic hardened, small quantities of water were used to 'floatoff the implant from the glass. The implant was now readily prepared for the operation
and therefore placed with the estimated anterior and posterior co-ordinates in a
sterotaxic holder (David Kopf Instruments, California).

Sureerv
Twenty-four hours prior to the surgical operation, the subject was taken off
liquid and food. On the day of the operation, the monkey was given an intra-muscular
injection of 1 ml of atrophine to reduce mucous secretion, 1 ml dupocilin to reduce
bacterial infection and sedated with a weight dependent dose of ketamine (Vetalar, 10
mg/kg. Park Davis and Co., Gwent). Once sedated, the head was closely shaven and
swabbed with alcohol and iodine. In addition, a drop of paraffin oil (Atropine) was
placed in each eye of the monkey to protect and avoid the drying of the eyes. Finally, a
barbituate anaesthetic (Sagatal, 60 mg/ml. May and Barker Ltd., Dagenham) was
administered intravenously. The usage of a Butterfly vein set (JERUM, Surflo IV
catheter; obtained through the district of St. Andrews vet Dr. Wilson) connected by a
infusion set (Bioset) to a Hartmann's solution drip (compound sodium lactate, Baxter)
was introduced to aid the administration of anaesthetic drugs during the operation.
Once the cessation of the gabella reflex took place, the monkey's head was carefully
positioned in the David Kopf stereotaxic frame. Under full sterile conditions the
operation proceeded. To monitor and regulate the monkey’s body state, a breathing
counter and a rectal thermometer linked to a heating plate were set up. The depth of
anaesthetic level were closely monitored by regularly checking the breathing rate (3040 per min) and stretch reflexes.
By making an anterior-posterior incision, the skull was exposed and the skin
pulled back. Connective tissue covering the area of interest of the skull (equivalent to
the size of the implant) was reflected and the skull cleaned. The already fixed implant
was now lowered down onto the skull using the David Kopf stereotactic instrument
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set-up with the predetermined co-ordinates (which are to be such that the implant is 0°
lateral/medial and 0° anterior/posterior). The relative size and position of the recording
rings were marked on the skull and the implant was temporarily raised. Using an
electric drill (constantly applying distilled water to prevent an increase in bone
temperature), the bone underlying the two ring marks were removed, leaving the dura
intact and thereby establishing a cranial defect. The implant was once again lowered
down onto the exposed skull by the stereotaxic apparatus. To be able to fix the implant
securely in position onto the skull, several small elongated holes were drilled into the
skull for the insertion of 6-8 small (1.0 cm in length, with two cross-bars of
approximately 1.0 cm in length and 0.3 cm wide) stainless steel H-shaped pieces which
were subsequently locked into position. In addition, 0.5 cm long stainless steel screws
fixed to the skull and stainless steel wire were added around the implant. Finally, a
larger mass of liquid dental acrylic was once more applied to the implant frame, the
screws, the wires and to the skull to securely fixate the implant.
A small amount of topical antibiotic (PEP, 3% powder) (Intervet Laboratories
Ltd., England) was placed onto the exposed dura in the wells and around the implant.
The well rings were then covered with plastic aerated caps.
The monkey was returned to its home cage where it regained consciousness
after approximately two hours and was allowed to recover from surgery. Re-training
sessions started after one to two weeks after the operation until pre-surgical
performance in the colour discrimination task was achieved. Restraining of the head
was introduced gradually by inserting two metal rods through the plastic tubes of the
implant and fixing them to the primate chair.

Recordine techniques
Experimental recording was carried out between three and five times a week
for a period of up to two years. During this time, the head implant was cleaned
regularly with either a very dilute antiseptic solution (Boot’s Antiseptic Disinfectant)
or Heprun Saline solution. After cleaning the dura, a small amount of PEP was applied
to prevent bacterial infection before the head caps were replaced on to the recording
wells.
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Before each recording session, approximately 3.0 ml of topical anaesthetic
(Xylocaine 40 mg/ml, ASTRA Pharmaceuticals Ltd.) was applied to the dura. A David
Kopf micro-positioner was fixed to the recording well, allowing a ‘tungsten in glass'
microelectrode (outer diameter, 0.5 mm, Merrill and Ainsworth, 1972) to be inserted
into the temporal cortex through a transdural guide tube with a outer diameter of 1 mm
(which was inserted 3-5 mm through the dura). The electrode was first lowered by
hand to the approximated depth of the target height, aiming for the top of the anterior
part of the Superior Temporal Sulcus (STS) (areas TPO, PGa, TAa of Seltzer and
Pandya, 1978) and then for exploration of these areas further lowered by a hydraulic
micro-drive.

Data collection
The neuronal activity recorded by the electrode was preamplified (NeuroLog
head stage NL 100) and further amplified (NeuroLog NL 104) for the analysis of the
signal. The signal was subsequently filtered with a 50 Hz filter in conjunction of a with
low-pass (800 Hz) and a high-pass (20 kHz) filter (NeuroLog NL125) and finally
displayed on an oscilloscope (Telequipment DM63) and audiomonitor. A voltage
window (Digitimer DM130) allowed the digitisation (conversion to a TTL pulse) of
selected cell activities. Once the spike activity was converted to digital signals and it
was stored in 5 ms time bins on a P.C. compatible computer using CED 1401
(Cambridge Electronic Design). To determine whether fixation and eye movements
influenced the response pattern of cells, eye movements were recorded with each trial
using an infrared reflection system (ACS, modified to allow recording of both
horizontal and vertical signals from one eye), and stored with 8 bit accuracy on the
computer.
Once a cell was successively isolated by its spike wave form, the cell responses
were tested with different stimuli. The LED light and the visual stimuli were presented
from behind a shutter with a rise time of less than 15 ms. A large aperture (6.5 cm
diameter) electromechanical shutter (Compur), or an alternative (20 cm square) liquid
crystal shutter (Screen Print Technology Ltd.) with an inbuild infra-red camera to
monitor eye movements was used [Compact medium-high resolution camera (JVC),
RS Components; resolution: 500 horizontal by 582 vertical pixel; and a wide angle 16
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mm TV-lense, Computar; sensitivity 0.5 lux (at F 1.4)]. The shutter opened for 1.0 sec
after a 0.5 sec warning tone which allowed the monkey to prepare fixation of the LED
position before the shutter opened. This enabled the monkey to lick several times for
multiple juice rewards during the trial period. Visual stimuli (2D) were projected onto
the white wall in front of the monkey on which the LED light was positioned, and 3D
stimuli were presented in front or to either side of the LED. The test stimuli were
interspersed with control stimuli and a no-stimulus condition [the LED alone, to
measure spontaneous activity (S/A)].

Data analysis
Since most cells in the STPa respond with a latency of approximately 100 ms
(+/- 30 ms; Oram and Perrett, 1992) the magnitude of cell activity on individual trials
was assessed over the 1/4 second time period occurring 100-350 ms after stimulus
onset. For some cells [with late response onset (>200 ms) or inhibitory responses] a 1/2
second time period (100-600 ms post-stimulus) was used to assess the cell’s activity.
Cell responses to the head/body presented in different viewing conditions (see
empirical chapters), controls and no stimulus conditions (spontaneous activity, S/A)
were compared by using 1-way and 2-way ANOVAs and post-hoc tests [protected least
significant difference (PLSD); Snedecor and Cochran, 1980]. N.B. All illustrations
presented in this thesis display neuronal responses to all stimuli tested. If in a figure
there is no histogram to a test condition, then this is due to absolutely no response
activity during any of the five trials carried out. Furthermore, it is pointed out that in
the figures of this thesis a schematic representation of a fire extinguisher was used to
indicate responses to control objects.
Post stimulus time histograms (PSTH) were plotted for population estimates of
time course response analysis. This was done by calculating and plotting the average of
the normalised neuronal activities of each of the cells to different stimuli. To ensure
that each cell contributes an equal amount to the population estimate, several
computational steps were performed. First, the response magnitude of each cell to a
particular (test) stimulus was normalised to the magnitude of the difference between
the peak response (measured over 5 ms) of the optimal (best) stimulus and the average
neuronal response to spontaneous activity (S/A). These individual normalised
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responses were then averaged across all cells in 5 ms time bins. Then, these averaged
normalised responses were once more normalised in the same manner as described
above. This procedure resulted in S/A being set at 0% response and the peak of the
most effective stimuli was set at 100% response. Stimulus presentation was set for all
cells at point 0 ms. Some of the cell responses had been collected with slightly
different time bins (4.8, 5.0 and 5.2 ms) and to be able to combine these responses, a
spike destiny function was obtained by convolution of the raw spike train data with a
half 50 ms Gaussian trailing backward in time. Furthermore, this half Gaussian was
chosen to avoid the response curve to reflect neuronal activity that occurred before the
time (spikes) analysed. A threshold point, to determine response onset, was chosen on
the basis of pre-stimulus time period, i.e. the threshold was the upper limit of the 95%
confidence interval of the pre-stimulus period (S/A) (Oram and Perrett, 1992).
Furthermore, to get a better indication of the cell population response,
cumulative response curves (% of the maximum response) were plotted over time. The
average population response rate was calculated after normalising each cell’s activity
(S/A=0, Max Response=100). The cumulative population response is defined as the
running total of this average population response from 200 ms pre-stimulus onset. This
process allowed the possibility to compare levels of average neuronal response at a
given time in a situation where all previous responses above S/A from 200 ms pre
stimulus presentation are taken into account.
Recording sites
After each recording session, frontal and lateral X-ray photographs were taken
using a Portable X-Ray Apparatus (Type MX-2) to localise the electrode (exposure
times of 4-5 sec at 16KV). All the pictures were taken in the same manner and at the
same distance, allowing direct comparison. One set of X-ray photographs were chosen
for base comparison. On these, the mid-line of the skull and the interaural plane were
marked. In addition, a parallel line was drawn 25 mm above the interaural plane. By
superimposing the photographs, the position and angle of each electrode track was
determined. This was done by measuring the distance between the electrode's tip and
the electrode's intersection of the 25 mm line and the mid-line (measurements taken
from the frontal photographs). In addition, the distance from the electrode to the
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interaural plane (measurements taken from the lateral photographs) was also recorded
from two points, the tip of the electrode and the intersection of the 25 mm line.
Furthermore, the final depth of the electrode was noted by measuring the perpendicular
distance between the electrode tip and the interaural plane (the depth recorded by the
micro-drive was also noted). The 3D-position of each electrode track within the skull
was then reconstructed on a PC compatible computer.
In some subjects (B, D, J, H), micro-lesions (10 microamp DC for 30 sec)
made at the end of some electrode tracks, subsequently identified using standard
histological techniques, allowed reconstruction of the electrode position within the
brain. In addition, reference markers were made in all subjects by injection of
horseradishperoxidase (HPR) and fluorescent dyes true blue and diamadino yellow at
the end of some electrode tracks. In one subject (E), five (two in the right and three in
the left hemisphere) dye injections (Indian ink, Winsor and Newton) were made along
electrode tracks after perfusion. Particular tracks, where numerous and clear cell
classification was achieved, were determined on the basis of data obtained during the 2
years of recording. The same co-ordinates and depth as those tracks were used for
marking electrode tracks with black ink. Red ink was used for electrode tracks believed
to terminate in the amygdala. A glass syringe (Scientific Glass Engineering PTY. Ltd.)
with a fine plastic tube extension containing the coloured dye was used in place of an
electrode. Once the acquired position and depth was obtained, frontal and lateral Xrays were taken. Then, very small amounts of dye were introduced as the syringe was
slowly, and with great care, retracted.
The fixed brain was cut with a microtome and the sections were photographed
onto slide film to allow projection (and therefore magnification) onto a blank wall. The
grey matter boundaries were then traced onto paper from where it was transferred to
the computer by again tracing the lines with the mouse. This technique allowed
accurate reconstruction of the brain, since distortion of the tissue (often occurring
during mounting of tissues) did not occur. The micro-lesions and the injected markers
were then located by visually inspecting the brain tissue. Finally, micro-drive depth
measurements of all investigated cells (each classified by their responses), electrode
track co-ordinates obtained from the X-ray photographs and the co-ordinates from
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markers and lesions were combined resulting in full reconstruction of the brain areas of
interest with the cells investigated.

Perfusion and Histology
Once the last recording session was completed, the monkey was given a
sedating dose of ketamine (1.0 ml Vetalar) followed by a lethal dose of barbiturate
anaesthetic (2-3 ml intra-perineal). When the animal was in deep anaesthesia, the
thorax was cut open to expose the heart. The heart was freed of the covering
pericardium, a large bore cannula was inserted into the heart’s left ventricle. To reduce
the volume of perfusate required, the descending aorta was clamped off, allowing
circulation of the perfusate being pumped by the heart to the upper torso only. A tube
was inserted to the right atrium to allow (out) flow from the body.
To prepare the body for the fixative perfusion fluid an initial wash was carried
out using 5 litres of 0.1 M phosphate buffered saline +0.2% NaNOg (pre-fixative wash)
at a temperature of 37°C to remove blood and avoid blood clotting. To support the
heart muscle in its pumping role a mechanical centrifugal pump (C16-C, Charles
Ansten Pumps Ldt.) was used. Perfusates (pre-fixative and fixative solutions) were
situated approximately 1.3 m above the body to allow good and continuous flow of the
solutions.
After buffer wash, 5 litres of phosphate buffered fixative composed of 4%
paraformaldehyde and 0.5% glutealdehyde were pumped through the upper part of the
monkey's body resulting in the stiffening of the neck and face. The head was now
readily perfused, separated from the body and the intact skull exposed and put into
phosphate buffered fixative.
For orientation and reconstruction purposes, the head was then placed in the
stereotaxic frame and eight vertical stereotaxic injections of Indian ink were made at 5, +5, +15 and +25 mm relative to the interaural plane, 10 mm lateral from the mid
line. Five and 15 mm lateral from the mid-line and 10 and 20 mm respectively from
the interaural plane, another eight horizontal injections were made. This was done for
both hemispheres before the brain was removed from the skull. Craniotomy was
performed and the brain set free.
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The exposed brain was now infiltrated with a series of sucrose solutions at 10,
20 and 30% at 4°C or alternatively 2% dimethylsulphoxide and glycerol at
concentrations of 5, 10 and 20% (Rosene et a l, 1986) allowing the possibility of
storage without freezing artefacts occurring. To be able to cut the brain with a Cryostat
(Bright Instruments Company Ltd., Huntingdon, England), the brain had to be frozen
by putting it into isopentane cooled by dry ice to -75° for 45 min. Subsequently, the
brain was moved to the Cryostat where it was allowed to equilibrate for 1-2 hrs.
During the process of brain sectioning, the microtome was kept at a temperature of
-30°C, and sections of 25 or 50 microns thick were cut and selected at an interval 0.25
or 0.5 mm. The sections were free floating and mounted onto gelatine treated slides.
They were then stained using Cresyl Violet for Nissl substance. In addition, every 0.25
mm the coronal brain surface was photographed with a colour slide film aiding in the
reconstruction of the brain (see earlier).
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Chapter V
T h e r o l e o f c o m p o n e n t p a r t s in o b j e c t r e c o g n it io n
Two important issues have been raised in the context of object recognition.
These concern (a) the role of the object's components and (b) the frame of reference
used for specifying the spatial relationship between components of that object. Two
types of frames of reference have been considered: object-centred descriptions relate
an object's component parts to a framework based on the object itself; whereas viewercentred descriptions relate an object's component parts to a framework based on the
observer. This chapter presents a physiological study of the role of the component
parts in the coding of one type of complex object, the body. Chapter VI then goes on
discussing the coding of perspective view of the body and its component parts.

I n t r o d u c t io n
Several theories of object recognition have suggested that the processing of an
object's parts play an important role in the initial stages of recognition (Marr and
Nishihara, 1978; Marr, 1982; Biederman, 1987). Recently, however, Baker-Cave and
Kosslyn (1993) have suggested that even though coding of parts is important for
recognition, parts are processed only after the processing of the configuration of the
whole object (for a more detailed review of these models see chapter III).
To isolate the component parts, the image of the object may be segmented at
regions of shaip concavity of the external boundary (Marr and Nishihara, 1978;
Hoffman and Richards, 1984; Biederman, 1987). Each of the resulting image regions
can then be treated as if it corresponded to a volumetric primitive (i.e. a 3D
component). Theories differ as to the type of volumetric primitives thought to be used
in object recognition. Marr suggested that objects could be built up from a set of
generalised cones (Binford, 1971; Marr and Nishihara, 1978). By contrast, Biederman
postulates a more extensive set of 36 types of cone-components called geons
(Biederman, 1987).
Marr has suggested that the position, 3D orientation and size of each cone
component of an object is described in relation to the object's principal axis (the
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longest axis of the object; Marr and Nishihara, 1978). Biederman (1987) relates geon
components to other geons rather than to the object's principle axis. In Biederman's
model the position and orientation of each geon is specified relative to other geons in
qualitative terms (e.g. geon 1 to the side of geon 2 and joined at the expanded end).
Both these object-centred models suggest that the entire 3D object description can be
accessed from the sight of key component parts. Thus, even when parts of an object are
occluded from sight, recognition can occur on the basis of the remaining visible geons
or cone components. From both Marr's and Biederman's theories, one might expect to
find cellular units late in the visual pathway which respond selectively to one type of
object and are activated by the sight of any major part of that object (a major part of an
object can include several geons).
The processes of accessing the entire 3D description from the sight of one 3D
part is similar to the 'completion' property of parallel distributed processing (PDF)
networks (Kohoen et al., 1981). Networks trained on a 2D image and tested with any
large part of the trained image will settle into a pattern of activity within the network,
which is equivalent to activity pattern generated by the complete training image.

Cellular sensitivity to objects and their parts
As pointed out in chapter II, inferotemporal cortex (IT) is believed to play a
central role in visual pattern and object recognition (Gross, 1973; Ungerleider and
Mishkin, 1982). Most physiological studies of this area have been concerned with the
coding of geometrical features (such as bars, circular areas or fourier descriptors;
Gross, Rocha-Miranda et al., 1972; Schwartz, Desimone et al., 1983; Desimone,
Albright et al., 1984; Tanaka and Fujita, 1991; Fujita, Tanaka et al., 1992; Komatsu
and Ideura, 1993) which may occur in several different objects.
Studies in IT and neighbouring cortex within the superior temporal sulcus
(STS) have also revealed populations of cells with greater visual selectivity that
respond preferentially to particular complex biologically important stimuli such as
hands and faces (Gross, Bender et al., 1969; 1972; Perrett, Rolls et al., 1982; Kendrick
and Baldwin, 1987; 1989; Desimone et al., 1990). These cells offer an opportunity to
determine the importance of an object's component parts in the processing of the entire
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form of the object. Hence these cells can be used to investigate the neurobiological
validity of psychological and computational models of object recognition.
Early studies focused on the importance of facial components for cell responses
to the whole face. Different cells were found to be selective for different regions of the
face (some tuned to the eyes, others to the mouth) (Perrett, Rolls et al., 1982). Though
not systematically studied, it was also noted that most cells responded to several
regions tested in isolation (Desimone, et al., 1984; Perrett, et al., 1982). Facial
characteristics, particularly when seen from the front, are defined by differences in
pigmentation and surface stmcture. The parts cannot be segmented from points of
maximum concavity in the external contour (silhouette). Hence, models such as those
of Marr and Biederman which embody segmentation at concave points in the external
boundary may be less applicable to the processing of the internal structure of the face.
In the present study the investigation of the role of components in the
processing of whole objects is extended by comparing the response of cells to the
entire static body and to two major parts: the head with the body occluded from sight
and the body with the head occluded from sight (preliminary results of have been
reported previously; Perrett et al., 1993; Wachsmuth, Oram et al., 1993).
As pointed out in chapter II, cells with different types of selectivity have been
found in the polysensory area of the anterior STS. This area includes cells selectively
responsive to the whole body in motion (walking). These cells do not respond to a
wide variety of control stimuli when moving in different directions, but respond to a
whole body stimuli (often with a preferred view) walking in a particular direction
(Oram et al., 1993; Oram and Perrett, 1994a, b, c). Furthermore, these form and motion
sensitive cells do not respond to the same optimal stimulus presented stationary (static
stimuli). Part of the present study investigated whether the coding of component parts
for cells responsive to the static body is carried out in a similar manner for cells
selectively responsive to the whole body in motion. Cells selectively responsive to the
body in motion were tested for their response pattern to the whole body and
component parts (head alone, body alone, legs alone) presented in motion (optimal
direction of whole body movement). Since the aim of this investigation was to
compare the static and the motion condition of these whole body sensitive cells, only
walking movements were investigated. Other cells responsive to movements such as
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rotation around body axis, up-down movements, etc. were not the subject of the
current study.
M ethods
General single unit recording methods in the macaque monkey brain were
applied which have been described earlier (see Chapter IV).

Static visual stimuli
Neuronal responses were recorded for both static real 3D objects and 2D
objects (video disk images and slides). The visual stimuli tested were the a) whole
human body (head and body), b) head alone, and c) body alone (defined here as torso,
arms and legs; see for example Fig. 5.1). The posture in all cases was bipedal. The
human body stimuli were photographed onto a 200 ASA ectocrome slide film, with the
person standing against a light grey background. Slides with occluded body parts were
produced by first taking the whole body slide and then occluding the unwanted parts
with black tape.
Alternatively the stimuli were filmed with a video camera (JVC BY-llOE),
recorded on 3/4 inch U-Matic videotape, edited on a JVC editing suite (control unit
RM-88U) and transferred on a laser video disc (RLV Mk II, Optical Disc Corp.). The
video stimuli were then replayed with a video disc player (Philips VP406 LaserVision
Disc Drive) and projected onto the display screen (using a Sony colour video projector
VPH-1041QM).
Where 2D stimuli did not activate cells, 3D stimuli were used. 3D head alone
and body alone stimuli were created by occluding the unwanted parts with a large sheet
of black cardboard or curtain material.
For most cells, before neuronal responses to the visibility of component parts
were collected, multiple views of the entire body stimuli were tested to define the
optimal view of the object (see chapter VI): front view (0°), left profile (90°), back
(180°), and right profile (270°). In addition to these, four intermediate views (45°,
135°, 225° and 315°) were tested for some cells (see chapter VI). For each cell, a
number of different control stimuli were tested (2D and 3D). These included complex
3D objects of different sizes, shapes and textures (lab coats, chairs, etc.), simple 2D

Figure 5.1. Examples of stimuli used for testing: Whole Body, Head alone. Body alone,
Legs alone stimuli presented in different views.

Whole body
view 315°

Body alone
view 0°

Whole Body
view 180°

Body alone
view 180°

Head alone
view 0°

Legs alone
view 0°

Head alone
view 180°

Legs alone
view 180°
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geometrical shapes (bars, spots and gratings) and simple 3D forms (cylinders, balls,
boxes, etc.).

Testins methods
Every cell from which neuronal activity was recorded was first tested in an
exploratory way by presenting a series of static and moving 3D objects (including
bodies), and tactile and auditory stimuli. Cells found to be responsive to static views of
the whole body were then further investigated for sensitivity to body parts. After
identifying the optimal stimulus with a 3D whole body, further testing was canied out
with 2D stimuli. Strimuli were presented in a computer-controlled pseudo-random
order. The cell was then tested with at least five trials of each of the whole body, its
component parts, and different control objects. Testing was perfoimed, where possible,
with stimuli of the (cell's) preferred view (see Chapter VI), control stimuli and no
stimulus. The views used for testing components were the same as used for testing the
whole body.

Testins visual stimuli in motion
Some cells were found to be selectively responsive to the sight of whole bodies
in motion (walking), but not to the same visual image when static. These cells were
tested in the same fashion as cells maximally responsive to static images (see above)
thought the stimuli used were real 3D presentations of the experimenter walking, both
forewards and backwards in different directions (towards and away, and moving from
the left to the right, or the right to the left, of the monkey). The responses of these cells
to the whole body when presented in its optimal view (see chapter VI) and moving in
its optimal direction (see Oram and Perrett, 1994b, c) were significantly greater than
responses to control stimuli moving in the same direction or base line activity (S/A).
These cells were further tested with stimuli of the whole body and its component parts
presented in the optimal view and moving in the optimal direction. That is, six
stimulus conditions were used. Each condition was presented at least five times in a
pseudo-random fashion: 1) Whole body in motion; 2) Head alone [body (torso and
limbs, including legs) occluded] in motion; 3) Body alone (head occluded) in motion;
4) Legs alone (head, torso and arms occluded) in motion; 5) moving control objects
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(see above) and 6) a no stimulus condition (S/A). The direction of movement and the
view was the same for each stimulus.
All stimuli were presented in 3D with the appropriate part of the body
occluded. This was done by holding a large card board in front of the component part
and walking with the board in place in the optimal direction. The experimental set-up,
testing method and data analysis was otherwise the same as carried out for cells tested
with static stimuli.

Sinsle cell data analysis
Cell responses to the whole body and components (head alone; body alone and
legs only if in motion), controls and S/A were compared by using 1-way ANOVA and
post-hoc tests [protected least significant difference (PLSD), Snedecor and Cochran,
1980]. All cells tested were classified on the basis of their neuronal response pattern to
the different visual stimuli tested. They could either respond to none, one, or two body
parts.
In some cases, post-stimulus time rastergrams were plotted to display neuronal
activity during five single trials. These illustrations clearly indicate the pattern of
response latencies of individual trials for a cell.

Population data analysis
An alternative way of classifying the same data into four cell populations than
by looking at the individual cell’s neuronal responses to body parts in comparison to
S/A and control objects, was applied by normalising all cell responses to allow direct
comparison between cells. This was done by presenting the different individual cell
data in form of a scatter plot. For direct comparison between different cells, neuronal
responses to different visual stimuli were normalised for each cell by applying the
following formula:
NORMALISED RESPONSE TO THE HEAD = (H - S/A) / (BEST RESPONSE - S/A)
NORMALISED RESPONSE TO THE BODY = (B - S/A) / (BEST RESPONSE - S/A)
where H = average neuronal response to the head alone stimuli
B = average neuronal response to the body alone stimuli
S/A = average neuronal response to the no stimulus condition
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BEST RESPONSE = average response to the (optimal) stimuli which resulted
in the largest neuronal firing rate difference from S/A and control objects
compared to other visual stimuli. Note that the best response can either be the
average response to an effective component part or the whole body stimulus
depending on the relative firing rates.
. Furthermore, post-stimulus time histograms (PSTH) and cumulative response
curves were plotted for population estimates of time course responses (see data
analysis in general method chapter IV).

R esu lts
For five subjects^, a total of 7287 cells were screened for neuronal responses.
Of these, 23% (1691/7287) were found to be visually responsive, including cells
responsive to moving, or static visual stimuli (see e.g. Bruce, Desimone et al., 1981;
Oram, Perrett et al., 1993) and visual general cells (where no apparent specific visual
stimuli drives the cell). Of the visually responsive cells in the cortex of the anterior
STS a total of 77 cells which were found to be responsive to the static whole body (i.e.
have significantly greater response to the whole body than to control objects and S/A)
were tested for selectivity to static component parts of the body. In addition, 25 cells
selectively responsive to the whole body in motion were tested with component parts
of the body moving in the optimal direction. All the cells included in this study did not
selectively respond to a wide variety of different control objects tested.
For 66/77 of the cells selectively responsive to static faces/bodies, responses
were measured for two body parts [head alone; body alone (torso, arms and legs)] and
the whole body (head and body). The remaining 11/77 cells were tested for the whole
body and only one part, and were therefore not included in the analysis of coding
component parts, but included in the view discrimination study (see chapter VI). Cells
were categorised on the basis of their response to the two parts: they could either
respond to none, one or two parts.
The optimal stimulus for a given cell was defined as the stimuli causing
maximal change in the firing rate relative to baseline activity (S/A). For the majority of

^ It is pointed out that I have only been involved in training and recording from two o f these subjects (E
and S). Since I designed the experimental tests applied, the majority o f data described was obtained from
these two subjects. Some data was obtained from previous monkeys, where the tests were carried out for
identifying the cell responses, though this data was not analysed or described elsewhere.
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cells (73/77), optimal stimuli produced excitatory responses. Four cells gave inhibitory
responses to optimal stimuli. For clarity of explanation, 'greater' response is defined as
greatest change from S/A (whether excitatory or inhibitory).

Codins o f parts
29 cells (44%) responded to only one o f the two component body parts when
tested in isolation.

a) Cells only responsive to the head
For 23 cells (35% of the 66 cells tested) the response to the sight of the head
alone (with the rest of the body occluded from sight) was significantly greater than that
to controls and to S/A. Additionally for these cells, the body alone (with the head
occluded from sight) did not produce a response that was significantly different from
controls or S/A. This pattern of response is shown in Fig. 5.2a. For this cell the
presence of the head was both necessary and sufficient to account for the response to
the whole body.
Figs. 5.2b-d also display responses of the same cell recorded on the five
individual trials with the whole body, head alone and body alone stimuli. Responses to
the whole body (Fig. 5.2b) occurred at approximately 120 ms after stimulus onset, with
an initial transient burst (lasting approximately 350 ms) following a response decline,
though remaining substantially greater than the pre-stimulus activity typical for the
cells found in STS (Oram and Perrett, 1992). Fig. 5.2c shows responses of similar
latency and time course of activity during trials when the head alone was presented.
When the body was presented in isolation (Fig. 5.2d), however, there was no change in
cell activity in comparison to the pre-stimulus period. Thus, the body presented
without the head was an ineffective stimulus for this particular cell.
In addition, Figs. 5.2b-d indicated that for all stimulus types the position of the
eyes was held constant (with +/- 5 degrees) during the time of neuronal response
analysis (100-350 ms). Thus, differences in cell responsiveness for the different types
of visual stimuli (effective or ineffective) were not due to different patterns of fixation.

Figure 5.2. N euronal responses of a cell only responsive to the head, (a) Histogram:
Upper: photographic representation of stimuli used for testing. Lower: mean responses
(+/- I SE) to the whole body, its components (view 0), spontaneous activity (S/A) and
control stimuli are illustrated for one cell (E29_33.56). The responses to the whole body
and the head only stimuli were not significantly different (p>0.05), whereas both these
stimuli produced a significantly higher neuronal response than activity rates produced by
the body alone stimulus, S/A, or control objects (p<0.005 each comparison). ANOVA:
F(7,39)=26.1 p<0.0005. (b-d) R astergram displays of responses of one cell (E29_33.56)
on five trials for each of the stimulus conditions. Each trial (originally in pseudo random
order) is represented by a single row of ticks, each tick indicates one action potential. Pre
stimulus time is given at the figure base. Horizontal eye movements are shown for each
trial in the upper sections. Scale = +/- 100 degrees for horizontal (eye movements were
recorded over a range of positions +/-20 degrees from straight ahead). The responses to
the whole body (left panel) and the head tested in isolation (left centre panel) were not
significantly different (p>0.05), whereas both these stimuli produced a significantly
higher neuronal response than activity rates produced by body alone (right centre panel)
or control objects (right panel) (/7<0.005 each comparison). ANOVA: F(7,39)=26.1
p<0.0005.
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b) Cells only responsive to the body (torso and limbs)
9% (6/66) of the cells showed a response to the body tested in isolation, which
was significantly different to the response to control objects and S/A (e.g. Fig. 5.3).
For these cells the responses to head alone did not differ from S/A or the response to
control objects.
The 29 cells described in this section were responsive to one of the two body
parts tested in isolation. This classification could include cells which show hidden
sensitivity to multiple body parts. Thus even though a cell responds only to one
component when tested in isolation, the other component may influence the response
to the whole object. For 16 of these cells, there was no significant difference between
the response to the effective component part and response to the whole body. For these
cells the response to one part was necessary and sufficient to account for the response
to the whole body. Whereas the remaining 13 cells showed a significant difference
between the responses to the effective component part and the whole body stimuli. In
some cases (7/29 cells), the effective body part did not trigger an average response
which was as large as the response to the entire body visible (Fig. 5.4). On the other
hand, for 6/29 cells the response to the effective body part presented in isolation
resulted in significantly greater response than the response to the entire body (Fig. 5.5).

Codins the entire body
Cells only responsive to whole body
20% (13/66) of the cells showed a response depending on the visibility of the
whole body. These cells responded to neither component part when tested in isolation.
For these cells the whole body stimulus produced a response significantly different
from that to either of the body components (head alone and body alone), control
objects and S/A. The responses to the components individually did not show any
statistical difference from responses to controls or S/A (e.g. Fig. 5.6).

Cells responsive to multiple body parts
The remaining 36% (24/66) of the cells studied showed responses to both
components of the body when tested in isolation. The responses to components and the

Figure 5.3. Neuronal responses o f a cell only responsive to the body (head occluded). Upper:
photographic representation o f stimuli used for testing. Lower: mean responses (+/- ISE) to the
whole body, its components (view 0), spontaneous activity (S/A) and control stimuli are illustrated
for one cell (B77_21.54). The whole body and the body alone stimuli produced no significant
difference in the cells activity rate (p>0.05), whereas both these stimuli produced significantly
higher neuronal activity than activity rates produced by head alone stimulus, S/A, or control object
stimuli (p<0.005 each comparison). ANOVA: F(4,39)=l 1 .4 p<0.0005.
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Figure 5.4. Neuronal responses o f a cell only responsive to the head (body occluded). Upper:
photographic representation o f stimuli used for testing. Lower: mean responses (+/- ISE) to the
whole body, its components (view 0), spontaneous activity (S/A) and control stimuli are illustrated
for one cell (D29_29.82R). The responses to the whole body and the head only stimuli were not
significantly different (p>().05), whereas both these stimuli produced a significantly higher
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Figure 5.5. Neuronal responses of a cell only responsive to the head. Upper; photographic
representation of stimuli used for testing. Lower: mean responses (+/- ISE) to the whole body, its
components (view 0), spontaneous activity (S/A) and control stimuli are illustrated for one cell
(E82_37.00L). The responses to the whole body and the head only stimuli were significantly
different (p>0.05) whereas both these stimuli produced a significantly higher neuronal response
than activity rates produced by the body alone stimulus, S/A, or control objects (p<().05 each
comparison). ANOVA: F(4,20)=21.2 p<0.0()05.
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Figure 5.6. Neuronal responses of a cell only responsive to the whole body. Upper:
photographic representation of stimuli used for testing. Lower: mean responses (+/- ISE) to the
whole body, head alone, body alone stimuli (view 180) and spontaneous activity (S/A) are
illustrated for one cell (D107_35.41 ). The whole body stimuli gave a significantly higher response
than the other stimuli tested (p<0.0005 each comparison). The head tested in isolation and the body
tested in isolation did not show any significant difference from the S/A (j?>0.05 each comparison).
ANOVA: F(3,23)=35.3 p<0.0005.
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whole body were significantly different from the responses to control objects and S/A.
Typically the response to the whole body was greater than the response to the
individual components (e.g. Fig. 5.7).
An alternative way of classifying the same single cell data into four cell
populations was applied by presenting the individual cell data in form of a scatter plot,
where the neuronal responses of individual cells were normalised for direct
comparison (see Fig. 5.8). Clear clustering of cell types can be observed.

Population estimates o f time course responses
To analyse the population’s neuronal response to particular stimuli, post
stimulus time histograms (PSTHs) and cumulative response curves were produced. For
a given cell population, the neuronal responses to particular stimuli were plotted as a
percentage of the optimal (maximal) response over time. At point 0 ms, stimulus
presentation occurred.

Cell population coding one component part (Head alone)
An example of a cell population which is selectively responsive to only one
component part, in this case the head presented in isolation, is given. 14 cells which
have been tested for the entire body and two component parts were included in the
population analysis (see Fig. 5.9). Neuronal population response to the effective
stimuli (whole body and head presented in isolation in the cell’s optimal view) occurs
at a similar time after stimulus presentation. It is interesting to note that the average
population response to the whole body stimulus peaks in the PSTH at a lower rate [at
88% of the maximal (head alone stimuli) response]. However, the response to the
whole body is sustained at a higher rate for a longer time than the response to the
effective body part. Nonetheless, up to 350 ms after stimulus presentation, the head
alone cell population will respond equally well to the head presented in isolation as to
the entire body stimulus. After this point, at a cumulative response greater than
approximately 32% of the maximum response, the cell population will respond faster
to the entire body present than only to the (effective) component part.

Figure 5.7. Neuronal responses of a cell responsive to multiple parts. Upper: photographic
representation of stimuli used for testing. Lower: mean responses (+/- ISE) to the whole body, its
components (view 270), control stimuli and spontaneous activity (S/A) are illustrated for one cell
(D30_27.72). The cell responded more to the whole body stimuli (/;<0.05 each comparison) than to
any other stimuli. The cell also responded significantly more to either of the body regions tested in
isolation (head alone; body alone stimuli) than to S/A or control objects (/;<0.005). ANOVA:
F(4,18)=14.1 p<0.0005.
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Figure 5.8. Population classification: Scatter plot, indicating four cell populations (n=66
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Figure 5.9. Cell population response to the Whole Body stimulus, component part (Head
alone, Body alone) stimuli and control objects, a) Combined responses of 14 cells
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to the head alone stimulus, dark grey area to the body alone stimulus and the black area
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the peak response to the best (in this case the head presented in isolation) stimulus.
Stimulus presentation occurs at point 0 ms. b) Cumulative Response curve of head alone
population estimate. The colour coding for different stimuli responses is identical to (a).
Firing rate is expressed as a percentage of the maximum response to the best (in this case
the head alone) stimulus. Stimulus presentation occurs at point 0 ms. The average
population response rate was calculated after normalising each cell’s activity (S/A=0, Max
Response=100). The cumulative population response is defined as the running total of this
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Furthermore, it is interesting to note the very slight increase of neuronal
population activity to the ineffective (body presented in isolation) stimulus after
approximately 450 ms post-stimulus presentation. The decrease in cumulative response
to control objects is due to the neuronal activity to controls being lower than the
activity to S/A.

Cell population coding multiple parts
12 cells which were selectively responsive to the whole body and the body
parts stimuli were included in this population analysis. A PSTH with all combined
responses to different stimuli was drawn (Fig. 5.10a). The multi-part cell population
starts to respond to different whole body or body part stimuli with a latency of
approximately 90 ms after stimulus presentation (N. B. the very early response onset to
the body alone stimuli is caused by a few cells with exceptionally early response onset,
causing the average latency to be very early). From the graph one can clearly see that
the population response to the whole body has the fastest rise time and peaks the
highest. The population responses to the head alone presented in isolation peaks
second highest at approximately 85% of the maximum response. The population
response to the body component presented in isolation, on the other hand, only rises up
to 65% of the maximum response and decreases much faster.
The cumulative response curve of all cells selectively responsive to the whole
body and the body parts stimuli indicates that the population response to the whole
body is always faster and stronger than responses to component parts presented in
isolation (see Fig. 5.10b). Furthermore, the population response to the head presented
in isolation is at most times greater than the population response to the body alone
without the head.

Cell population coding Whole Body alone
A PSTH of the combined neuronal responses of 6 cells selectively responsive
to the whole body but not to either component parts presented in isolation (whole body
alone cells) is illustrated in Fig. 5.11. Response on-set occurs at approximately 90 ms
after stimulus presentation. It is interesting to note that as a population, small neuronal
responses to component parts occur at 190 ms for the head alone stimulus or 220 ms

Figure 5.10. Cell population response to the whole body stimulus, component parts (Head
alone, Body alone) stimuli and control objects, a) Combined responses of 12 cells
selectively responsive to the static whole body and component parts (multi part cells)
to different stimuli: The clear area displays the population response to the whole body
stimulus, medium grey area to the head alone stimulus, dark grey area to the body alone
stimulus and the black area population response to various control objects. Firing rate is
expressed as a percentage of the peak response to the best (in this case the whole body)
stimulus. Stimulus presentation occurs at point 0 ms. b) Cumulative Response curve of
multi part population estimate. The colour coding for different stimuli responses is
identical to (a). Firing rate is expressed as a percentage of the maximum response to the
best (in this case the whole body) stimulus. Stimulus presentation occurs at point 0 ms.
The average population response rate was calculated after normalising each cell’s activity
(S/A=0, Max Response=100). The cumulative population response is defined as the
running total of this average population response from 200 ms pre-stimulus onset.
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Figure 5.11. Cell population response to the whole body stimulus, component part (head
alone, body alone stimuli) and control objects, a) Combined responses of 6 cells
selectively responsive to only the static whole body to different stimuli: The clear area
displays the population response to the whole body stimulus, medium grey area to the
head alone stimulus, dark grey area to the body alone stimulus and the black area
population response to various control objects. Firing rate is expressed as a percentage of
the peak response to the best (in this case the whole body) stimulus. Stimulus presentation
occurs at point 0 ms. b) Cumulative Response curve of whole body population estimate.
The colour coding for different stimuli responses is identical to (a). Firing rate is
expressed as a percentage of the maximum response to the best (in this case the whole
body) stimulus. Stimulus presentation occurs at point 0 ms. The average population
response rate was calculated after normalising each cell’s activity (S/A=0, Max
Response=100). The cumulative population response is defined as the running total of this
average population response from 200 ms pre-stimulus onset.
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for the body alone stimulus after stimulus presentation. These small responses might
not have been picked up during single cell analysis since individual data was examined
over a 250 ms time period, from 100 ms to 350 ms after stimulus presentation. Indeed,
neuronal activity to the visibility of parts of the whole body might not have been
strong enough to elicit a response in the individual cell, but might well have
accumulated to a small response when looking at the whole body only cell population.
However, the cumulative response curve clearly indicates the main point to be made,
that the whole body cell population responds much faster at any cumulative response
level to the entire object present (see Fig. 5.1 lb). In addition, at any time the response
to the whole body stimulus is greater then the cumulative response to component parts.

Overall population estimates of time course responses
To investigate what the overall neuronal response pattern is of the STS when
viewing the whole body and/or its component parts, all cell types described above were
included in a population estimate. To illustrate this, 35 cells responsive to the entire
body or its component parts were included in a PSTH (see Fig. 5.12a) and cumulative
response curve (see Fig. 5.12b) for a population estimate. The whole body stimulus
triggers the greatest response at any response level and time. Nonetheless, as a
population, the neuronal response to the head presented in isolation is very large.
Looking at the cumulative response curve for all cell types (Fig. 5.12b), responses to
the whole body occur first and at any time result in the greatest activation. It is pointed
out, that the great activity to the whole body stimulus is partly due to the whole body
only cells included in this investigation.

Codins o f parts in motion
25 cells, selectively responsive to the whole body stimulus in motion, have
been tested for their sensitivity to component parts. 18/25 ceils were tested with six
stimulus conditions (5 trials per stimulus presented in a pseudo-random order): 1)
Whole body moving in optimal direction; 2) Head alone moving in optimal direction;
3) Body alone moving in optimal direction; 4) Legs alone moving in optimal direction;
5) Control objects moving in optimal direction and 6) a no stimulus condition (S/A).
The remaining 7 cells were tested for neuronal responses to the whole body and only

Figure 5.12. Cell population response to the whole body stimulus, component part (head
alone, body alone) stimuli and control objects, a) Combined responses of 35 cells
selectively responsive to the static whole body and/or component part presented in
isolation (i.e. all cells tested) to different stimuli: The clear area displays the population
response to the whole body stimulus, medium grey area to the head alone stimulus, dark
grey area to the body alone stimulus and the black area population response to various
control objects. Firing rate is expressed as a percentage of the peak response to the best (in
this case the whole body) stimulus. Stimulus presentation occurs at point 0 ms. b)
Cumulative response curve of a population estimate including all cell types. The colour
coding for different stimuli responses is identical to (a). Firing rate is expressed as a
percentage of the maximum response to the best (in this case the whole body) stimulus.
Stimulus presentation occurs at point 0 ms. The average population response rate was
calculated after normalising each cell’s activity (S/A=0, Max Response=100). The
cumulative population response is defined as the running total of this average population
response from 200 ms pre-stimulus onset.
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one component part presented in isolation and hence these cells were only included in
the analysis of view discrimination (see chapter VI). Therefore, 18/25 of the cells were
classified in a similar way as was done with static stimuli.

Cells only responsive to one component part in motion
17% (3/18) of the cells were found to be selectively responsive to one moving
component part presented in isolation. That is, the response to the sight of the one
component part presented in isolation when moving was significantly greater than the
responses to moving control objects and to S/A. In addition, for these cells, other
component parts presented in isolation and in moving in the optimal direction did not
produce a response that was significantly different from moving controls or S/A. An
example of such a pattern of response is shown in Fig. 5.13. For this cell the presence
of the head in motion was both necessary and sufficient to account for the response to
the whole body. All (3) cells reported here were found to be selectively responsive to
the head presented in isolation. No cells were found to be selectively responsive to
only the body (with the head occluded from sight) or only the legs presented in
isolation moving in the optimal direction. It is, however, pointed out that number of
cells selectively responsive to only one component part is very small.

Codins the entire body in motion
Cells responsive to multiple body parts in motion
61% (11/18) of the cells studied showed responses to all (tested) components of
the body when presented in isolation and presented in motion. The responses to
components and the whole body were significantly different from the responses to
moving control objects and S/A. Typically the response to the moving whole body was
greater than the response to the individual components in motion (e.g. Fig. 5.14).

Cells only responsive to whole body in motion
The remaining 22% (4/18) of the cells showed a response depending on the
visibility of the moving whole body in the optimal orientation. These cells responded
to none of the component part (head alone, body alone, legs alone in motion) when
tested in isolation. For these cells the moving whole body stimulus produced a

Figure 5.13. Neuronal responses of a cell only responsive to the head in motion.

Upper: photographic representation of stimuli used for testing. Lower: mean responses
(+/- ISE) to the whole body in motion, its components in motion (view 0 move 90),
spontaneous activity (S/A) and moving control stimuli are illustrated for one cell
(E102_39,31L). The responses to the whole body and the head alone stimuli in motion
were not significantly different (p>0.05), whereas both these stimuli produced a
significantly higher neuronal response than activity rates produced by the body alone
stimulus, S/A, or moving control objects {jj<Q.05 each comparison). ANOVA:
F(5,29)= 14.527 p<0.00()5.
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Figure 5.14. Neuronal responses of a cell responsive to multiple parts in motion.

Upper; photographic representation o f stimuli used for testing. Lower: mean responses
(+/- ISE) to the whole body in motion, components in motion (view 0 moving 0),
moving control stimuli and spontaneous activity (S/A) are illustrated for one cell
(E88_35.41R). The cell responded more to the whole body stimuli in motion (p<0.05
each comparison) than to any other stimuli. The cell also responded significantly more to
either o f the body regions tested in isolation (head alone, body alone and legs alone
moving stimuli) than to S/A or moving control objects (/?<0.005). ANOVA: F(5,29)=8.7
p<0.0005.
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response significantly different from that to other moving body components, moving
control objects and S/A. The responses to the moving components individually did not
show any statistical difference from responses to moving controls or S/A (e.g. Fig.
5.15).

Histological Localisation
Reconstruction of cell position in 5 monkeys revealed that cells responsive to
the head and body were located in the upper bank (and to a certain extent in the lower
bank) of the anterior STS. Fig. 5.16 illustrates the position of the different cell types
recorded in one monkey (J) and Fig. 5.17 gives an example of the STPa for another
monkey (E) at 15 mm anterior to the interaural plane (for more extensive cortical maps
of the STS tested see Appendix 1 & 2). The different cell types were intermixed within
the cortical areas sampled. This is true for both cells selectively responsive to the
optimal stimulus in motion (Fig. 5.17b) or presented stationary (Fig. 5.17a).
Nonetheless, in subject E, there seems to be a hint of a static head alone cell cluster at
a quite anterior site (between 15-16 mm anterior). Furthermore, it is pointed out that
even though in subject E a wide range of the STS was sampled [from 6 mm to 17 mm
anterior of the interaural plane (in X-ray mm), see Appendix 2 for maps of the STS
indicating recording tracks], most cells were found to be located at a quite anterior site.
There was, therefore, no indication that the more anterior in the visual processing
pathway one samples, the more generalising cell responses become, i.e. find a greater
number of cells to be selectively responsive to both the whole body and the component
parts.

D is c u s s io n

Cell sensitivity to the body
Previous studies of form processing of biological stimuli in the temporal cortex
have focused on cell responses to the sight of the face and other views of the head
(Perrett, Rolls et al., 1982; Perrett et al., 1984; 1985; Kendrick and Baldwin, 1987;
1988; Hasselmo, Rolls et al., 1989; 1991; 1992). In the present study, it was not
suiprising to find cells responding selectively to the sight of the head alone, since the
face carries much social information.

Figure 5.15. Neuronal responses o f a cell only responsive to the whole body in
m otion. Upper: photographic representation o f stimuli used for testing. Lower: mean
responses (+/- ISE) to the whole body in motion, head alone in motion, body alone in
motion, legs alone in motion stimuli (view 0 moving 0), moving control stimuli and
spontaneous activity (S/A) are illustrated for one cell (E18_31.79R). The whole body
moving towards 0 stimuli gave a significantly higher response than the other stimuli
tested (p<0.0005 each comparison). The head tested in isolation and the body tested in
isolation did not show any significant difference from the S/A (/;>0.05 each comparison).
ANOVA: F(5,29)=42.53 p<0.0005.
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Figure 5.16. Histological reconstruction: U pper Left: Schematic drawing of the right
hemisphere of the macaque brain. Shaded region indicates the location area STPa. Upper
Right: Frontal section of the brain of one monkey (J) 9.5 mm anterior to the interaural
plane. The superior temporal sulcus of the left and right hemispheres indicated by the
shaded areas. Lower: Series of frontal sections every 1 mm (15.5 to 6.5 mm anterior to
the interaural plane) showing the location of cells responsive to the head alone (open
circles), body alone (filled circles), whole body only (open triangles) and responsive to all
parts (filled triangles). The thick lines indicate the brain surface, the thin lines show the
boundary between white and grey matter. Cells were located in both the upper bank and
fundus of the superior temporal sulcus.
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Figure 5.17. Histological reconstruction. A frontal section of subject E taken at 15 mm
anterior to the interaural plane showing the location of: (a) cells responsive to the static
head alone (open circles), body alone (filled circles), whole body only (open triangles) and
responsive to multi-parts (filled triangles); (b) cells responsive to the moving head alone
(open circles), moving body alone (filled circles), moving whole body only (open
triangles) and responsive to moving multi-parts (filled triangles). The thick lines indicate
the brain surface, the thin lines show the boundary between white and grey matter. Cells
were located in both the upper bank and fundus of the superior temporal sulcus (see
Appendix 1 and 2).
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The surprising result of the current study was the extent to which information
arising from parts of the entire body, other than the head, influences cell responses.
The responses of the majority of cells (65%, 43/66) carried information about regions
of the body other than the head. There were three types of cell for which body
information was found to be important. For the 6 cells responsive to the body alone,
information about the head presented in isolation was insufficient to drive responses.
For 24 cells independent responses could be measured to both the head and to the rest
of the body. Finally for 13 cells, spatially continued information from the head and the
body was critical before the cell responded.
The high proportion of cells found in the present study sensitive to body
information suggests that other studies overlooked the importance of the body. It is
unlikely that 4 new classes of cells have been uncovered, rather additional information
processing abilities of cells that have already been described have been revealed. In
previous studies cells have been described as 'face responsive' or even dubbed 'face
cells'. The present analysis suggests such labelling may be inappropriate, as it can
underestimate or bias interpretation of cell selectivity and functions. The function of
cells may require an integration of information from multiple body parts including the
eyes, face, hands, body posture etc. (Perrett, Hietanen et al., 1992).

Implications for models
a) Cells selective for one body part
44% (29/66) of the cells studied responded to only one of the two body parts
tested. Hence the component parts of an object appear to be coded separately within
higher visual association cortex. One might suppose that such findings fit models
suggesting an initial encoding of objects in terms of their component 3D volumetric
parts (Marr and Nishihara, 1978; Biederman, 1987). Detailed consideration (below)
indicates that the current findings do not fit these models.
The neurophysiological recordings indicate response sensitivity to body
components that are more complex than simple 3D volumetric shapes. First, the cells
are unresponsive to a wide variety of simple and complex control stimuli. If a cell was
selective for a particular geon (e.g. a cylinder shape) then one would expect responses
both to the shape of a human body which would include several cylindrical
components and to a great variety of control objects (e.g. a mug, a broom etc.) which
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also have cylindrical components. Second, most cells showed sensitivity to body view
(see chapter VI). Indeed, some cells discriminate between mirror symmetrical views
(e.g. left profile but not right profile) which contain identical geometric shapes. If a
cell response to one body part is to be explained by the presence of a particular 3D
volumetric shape (geon or cylinder), then the cell should be equally responsive to all
views where this shape remains visible. Even though the psychological models of
object recognition proposed by Marr and Nishihara (1978) and Biedennan (1987)
suggest that object components are encoded independently during visual processing,
physiological data reported here show that the complexity of the component parts,
which are separately analysed within the STS cortex, is much greater than suggested
by those models (i.e. generalised cones or geons).
The results are also incompatible with viewer-centred models of recognition
which suggest that only the global shape (whole object) of a particular object view are
represented (without independent part representation; Koenderink and van Doom,
1976; 1979; Edelman and Billthoff, 1990; Poggio and Edelman, 1990; Seibert and
Waxman, 1991).

b) Cells selective for multiple body parts
One population of cells (36%, 24/66) studied was responsive to the whole body
and to multiple parts of the body when tested in isolation. This population of cells is in
accordance with the models of Biederman (1987) and Marr and Nishihara (1978).
These models predict one global description of an object stored in memory which is
independently accessible from the sight of any major object component. However, the
view tuning of these cells suggests that even these cells do not support these models
(see chapter VI).
The categorisation of cells applied here may have underestimated multicomponent coding. Sensitivity to information from both the head and the body alone
may have been present even for some of the cells categorised as responsive to only one
part. First, for some of these cells (13/29) responses to the entire body were different to
the response to the most effective part tested in isolation (e.g. Fig. 5.4), indicating that
the 'non-effective' part could influence response when viewed together with the
effective part. Second, for four cells view tuning was present for the entire body but
was not evident for the effective part tested in isolation (see chapter VI).
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c) Cells selective for the whole body
The models of Marr and Nishihara (1978), Biederman (1987) and Lowe (1987)
do not predict the population of cells (20%, 13/66) which were only responsive to the
entire body. For these cells there was no activity provoked by isolated parts. Thus, the
cell activity provides a description of the appearance of the entire body but this
description is not accessible from the isolated parts. The cell responses provide
information about the overall appearance of the object but they do not provide
information about independent parts of the object.
The responses of such cells may fit suggestions of Baker-Cave and Kosslyn
(1993). These authors propose a model of visual processing in which the overall
appearance of the entire object is processed before the parts. If the cells selective for
the entire body represent a description of the overall configuration that is processed
first, then one would not expect them to be activated by independent parts. The overall
configuration of an object could perhaps be revealed from an analysis of coarse image
attributes (e.g. low spatial frequencies). This course of analysis could be independent
of the detailed form of individual object parts. It is noted, however, that the majority of
cells selective for the whole body (as all other cell classes) showed viewer-centred
properties in coding (see chapter VI). View discrimination would not be predicted
from a very coarse analysis of the body form. Thus, the findings reported here do not
fit with the proposal of Baker-Cave and Kosslyn (1993).

Codins body parts in motion
The results of the empirical study reported here indicate that cells selectively
responsive to the walking body stimulus code information about component parts of
the body (in motion) in a similar fashion as cells selectively responsive to static stimuli
of the body. That is, some cells (17%) respond to only to one component part when
presented in isolation (and in motion), whereas other cells (22%) require the visible
presence of all body parts in their correct configuration, i.e. the whole body walking.
The majority of cells (61%), however, will respond to any one component part
presented in motion and/or the whole body walking in the optimal direction. These
form and motion sensitive cells will not respond to the optimal stimulus presented
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motionless (see Oram and Perrett, 1994a, b). It is suggested, however, that for cells
selectively responsive to static body stimuli, the response pattern to different stimuli
(head alone, body alone, whole body) presented in motion would not change the
response pattern of the cell (thought the overall response amplitude might be slightly
decreased since the stimulus is optimal if presented stationary rather than in motion).
Little empirical data comparing neuronal responses to moving and static stimuli is
available at this point.

Codins o f isolated object parts
One question arising from the current study is why parts of the body are coded
independently of each other? Under natural viewing conditions individual parts of a
body or indeed any object are often not fully visible. Such situations arise when a body
is viewed from behind an intervening object or when one part of the body occludes the
sight of another part. It would be impossible to recognise objects in such circumstances
if the cortex only contained cells selective for the intact or entire object (such as that
depicted in Fig. 5.6). The separate coding of object paits allows recognition under
conditions of partial object occlusion.
If each of the major (articulating) parts of an object are coded separately from a
small number of views, then recognition of the object is possible despite changes in the
configuration of these parts. An alternative processing scheme could rely on cells
selective for the entire object's configuration with different cells selective for different
configurations. While this scheme is possible, it is also inefficient and would require
large numbers of 'templates' or cells, each selective for one of the huge range of
possible configurations. Thus, an advantage of separate coding for distinct body parts
is that such coding is compact and accommodates the great variety in configurations of
those body parts. It is noted that single cell coding for specific configurations may
exist for some of the more meaningful body postures (e.g. crouching, bipedal,
quadrupedal, see Perrett et al., 1982).

Learnins the association between parts
One issue that is raised by the current study concerns the mechanism by which
the nervous system integrates information about different parts of the same object.
Several unsupervised learning mechanisms have been proposed whereby output units
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in artificial or real neural networks 'learn' the pairing of independent input patterns
when these inputs are associated over time (e.g. Rumelhart and Zipser, 1985; Foldiak,
1990; 1991). After learning the association, the output units of the network are able to
respond to any of the input paired patterns.
Twenty-four of the cells (or 35, including walking cells) that are described here
were selectively responsive to any of the component parts of the body tested in
isolation. The body parts for which the cells' responses were conjointly sensitive are
visually distinct, but nonetheless these two parts are physically related in the entire
object. This physical (spatial) association means that the head and the body (in the
same view) are frequently encountered together. It is speculated, therefore, that the
sensitivity of cells responsive to multiple parts is established through a learned
association of simultaneously presented inputs from cells selective to only one body
part. Studies of Miyashita and colleagues (Miyashita, 1988; Miyashita and Chang,
1988; 1990) have demonstrated that single cells in the anterior and ventral temporal
cortex do register the temporal association of abstract patterns which are presented
sequentially with an interval of 15 seconds. A recent report by Sobotka and Ringo
(1993), however, failed to find evidence that an association between complex arbitrary
patterns (presented simultaneously in pairs) occurs in IT cells. They trained monkeys
on a discrimination task to associate two paired abstract pattern and found that IT cells
were not any differently activated by simultaneously associated patterns, than when
two non associated patterns were viewed. There are, however, several reasons why
such a result might have been found. Firstly, there was always a blank gap between the
two associated patterns, allowing the subject to perceive the paired images as two
independent entities (unlike a whole body composed of body parts). Furthermore, the
paired images were randomised in their spatial location in respect to each other, i.e.
sometimes pattern A would be presented at the top and pattern B at the bottom,
whereas during the next presentation the order is reversed. Hence the spatial
relationship between the patterns varied discouraging the perception of the pattern as
one entity.
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The scheme described above implicitly assumes that cells responsive to
individual body parts should be activated by the visual input before cells responsive to
multiple parts.

Population estimates o f time course responses
Having discussed cell responses at the single cell level, it is now important to
ask the question: what happens to the overall neuronal response of a brain area studied
when viewing particular stimuli? STPa cells selectively responding to only one
component part of the body also respond to the whole body stimulus (since the
effective component part is present in this image). It is interesting to note that the
overall neuronal response of head selective cells to the whole object is initially the
same as the response to the head presented in isolation (see Fig. 5.9). Only after
approximately 530 ms after stimulus presentation (once neuronal response to the whole
body and the head alone stimuli reach a level of 32% of the maximum response), the
head alone cell population discriminates between the two stimuli. That is, the response
to the whole object is greater than the response to the head presented in isolation.
Therefore, if there were only cells in the brain selectively responsive to the head
presented in isolation and none of the other cell types describes above, then one would
expect that at the behavioural level, reaction times (RTs) for discrimination between
the head alone and the whole body presented should not differ if carried out by the
cells within the first 350 ms.
Furthermore, whole body only cells, cells which only respond if both body
parts (head and body) are present in their correct spatial relationship, will eventually
also respond (though only slightly) to either component part presented in isolation (see
Fig. 5.11). This activity pattern could be explained if one argues that the main aim of
these cells is to signal the presence of a whole body in the visual field. Once this has
been established, further information about the head and eventually the body part can
be taken into account for, for example, social communication (facial expression,
direction of attention, etc.).
Looking at the overall neuronal activity, including all cell type populations
selectively responsive to the visibility of the head/body, then the response to the whole
body stimulus is at all times and at any response level greater than the response to
either component part presented in isolation. This can explain behavioural recognition
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studies which suggest that whole objects are recognised faster than isolated parts of the
object (Baker-Cave and Kosslyn, 1993). However, this response pattern does not
necessarily suggest top-down processing (where the whole is recognised before
component parts), but can be explained by the magnitude of population cell response to
the whole object (body) in comparison to the population response magnitude to
component part stimuli. That is, response onset latency may not differ between the
different stimuli, but because there is a greater response to the whole body stimulus,
any level is reached by the response to the whole body first.

View Discrimination
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Chapter VI
V ie w Sp e c if ic it y a n d C o m p o n e n t P a r t s
As described earlier (chapter HI) there have been two types of reference frames
suggested for object recognition. An object-centred representation is a description
which relates an object’s component part to a framework based on the object itself.
Such a representation would allow very effective object identification, but not carry
any additional information about the object (e.g. what direction the object is pointing;
or if the object is a person, in what direction does he/she look). A viewer-centred
representation, on the other hand, is a description which relates an object’s component
parts (or the entire object) to a framework based on the observer. Such a framework
would require several representations, each coding a specific view of the same object
(e.g. front view, back view etc.). This chapter describes and discusses an empirical
investigation of the role of component parts in coding an object’s view.
I n t r o d u c t io n
Obrect-centred representation
Both Marr and Biederman's accounts of object recognition can be considered
object-centred (Marr and Nishihara, 1978; Biederman, 1987). In these models only one
descriptive representation of the object is stored in long term memory (see also Lowe,
1987; Porrill et al., 1988). This description should be accessible from all view-points,
provided the principle axis is fully visible (Marr and Nishihara, 1978).
As mentioned previously, under Biederman's account, object recognition can
be based on a very small number of geons (see chapters III and V). Thus, as long as a
sufficient number of geons are visible, recognition should not be affected by view.
Under both Marr and Nishihara’s and Biederman’s object-centred scheme, perspective
view should not affect the cellular mechanisms involved in the higher stages of object
processing (beyond the limitations noted). One would expect, from both theories, to
find cellular units late in the visual pathway which code an object in a way which is
accessible from all views (i.e. cells that respond to all views of an object).
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Psychological studies show that for brain damaged and normal subjects, ease of
recognition is influenced by the visibility of an object's salient features and cues to the
3D view/orientation of the object (Warrington and Taylor, 1973; Humphreys, 1984;
Warrington and James, 1986; Humphrey, 1989).
Viewer-centred representation
Representation of an object in a viewer-centred manner relies on descriptions
of the object relative to the viewer. Such description includes a collection of the 2D
visual characteristics of the object that are visible from a specific view-point. The
number of characteristics present in any one viewer-centred description is therefore
smaller than that of an object-centred description. Two main types of viewer-centred
representation have been considered, in which a) only one view of the object is stored,
or b) multiple views are stored in long term memory (Palmer, Rosch et al., 1981;
Jolicoeur, 1985; Tarr and Pinker, 1989; Ullman, 1989; Edelman and Biilthoff, 1990;
McMullen and Farah, 1991; Cutzu and Edelman, 1992; Verfaillie, 1992). Note that
under scheme (a) where a single view is stored, the view of the object's components
would be specified with respect to the viewer. Hence, this single description is not
object-centred.
Palmer et al. (1981) has defined the 'canonical view' as the single view which
reveals the maximal information about an object's salient features. For most objects
(8/12 objects of those studied by Palmer et al., 1981), the canonical view lies between
the 'front' and 'side' views, with the object's principal axis oriented 45° to the observer's
line of sight. In addition, for heads the 45° (or 3/4) view is the most readily recognised
in naming and matching tasks (Bmce et al., 1987; Perrett, Benson et al., 1994). Models
envisaging storage of a single viewer-centered description (such as the canonical view)
rely on a transformation of the incoming image to match the stored description. The
transformation may involve processes akin to mental rotation (Shepard and Cooper,
1982). If an object is represented by a single canonical viewer-centered description,
then one might expect to find greater numbers of cells selectively tuned to this view of
an object rather than to other views of the same object.
Most viewer-centered models of object recognition suggest that several views
of an object are represented in memory (Koenderink and van Doom, 1979; Tarr and
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Pinker, 1989; Ullman, 1989; Edelman and Biilthoff, 1990; Poggio and Edelman, 1990;
Seibert and Waxman, 1991). The theories, however, differ as to the number and nature
of the views stored. In these models the incoming image is either transformed to match
to the nearest stored view, or alternatively the image is identified by interpolation from
a minimum of three surrounding stored views. Multi-representational viewer-centred
models suggest the presence of cells coding different specific views of the same object.

Cellular sensitivity to object view
Physiological studies have investigated the view sensitivity of cells responsive
to faces in the temporal cortex (Desimone, Albright et a l, 1984; Perrett, Smith et al,
1984; 1985; Kendrick and Baldwin, 1987; Hasselmo and Rolls et a l, 1989a; 1989b;
1991; 1992). All studies reveal that the majority of cells are sensitive to change in
perspective view. That is, most cells code in a viewer-centred fashion. Different cells
are tuned to different optimal views (some to the face, some to the back of the head,
etc.). It is interesting to note that in humans, evoked potential studies also indicate
viewer-centred processing of the face in that some different views triggered differently
shaped VEPs (Boetzel and Griisser, 1989; Jeffreys, 1989; Jeffreys et a l, 1992; Jeffreys
and Turkmachi, 1992).
A small population of cells in the macaque STS has been found to respond
equally to all views of the head (Perrett, Smith et a l, 1984; 1985; Hasselmo, Rolls et
a l, 1989a; 1989b; 1991; 1993). The insensitivity of these cells to changes in view is in
accordance with the definition of object-centred coding. Object-centred cells could
arise from a combination of the outputs of different viewer-centred cells (Perrett and
Oram, 1993).
The aim of the current study was to compare view tuning for the whole body
with view tuning for component body parts. This aspect of the study could provide
potential insight in the role of view-selective processes in the integration of
information about separate object parts.
Furthermore, STPa cells which are selectively responsive to the whole body in
a particular view and walking in a particular direction (but not activated by different
body views or direction of motion) have been reported (Perrett and Oram, 1993; Oram
and Perrett, 1994b, c, see also chapter V). Such cells were tested for their neuronal
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response pattern when only isolated component parts of the whole body were
presented in different views moving in the optimal direction. It was therefore possible
to investigate whether view discrimination for component parts moving in their
optimal direction is carried out in a similar manner as when the optimal stimulus is
stationary.

M ethods
General testing and single cell recording methods, as described in chapter IV,
were applied.

Visual static stimuli
2D and 3D visual static whole body and component parts (head presented in
isolation, and body without the head presented in isolation) stimuli were used to test
neuronal response patterns of cells selectively responsive to the head/body. These
stimuli have been described in the method section of chapter V. For most cells
multiple views of the stimuli were tested: front view (0°), left profile (90°), back of
head (180°), and right profile (270°). In addition to these, four intermediate views (45°,
135°, 225° and 315°) were tested for some cells. Therefore, testing was performed with
stimuli of the (cell's) preferred view, the opposite view (180° rotation was usually the
least effective view), control stimuli and no stimulus. The views used for testing
components were the same as used for testing the whole body. For each cell, a number
of different control stimuli were tested (2D and 3D) (see chapter IV).

Visual stimuli in motion
Furthermore, cells selectively responsive to walking bodies were investigated
for their neuronal response when moving body component parts (head alone, body
alone, legs alone; see method section of chapter V) and whole body stimuli were
presented in different views. The direction of motion (walking) of the test stimuli was
always the most optimal direction for that cell, though the view of the head/body
varied (0°, 45°, 90°, 135°, 180°, 225°, 270°). Generally, once the optimal direction of
motion and the optimal view of the whole body was established, the cell was tested for
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its response to whole body and body parts stimuli presented in the optimal view and
the same stimuli rotated in depth by 180° (e.g. 0° and 180°; 45° and 225°).

Data analysis
The influence of view on cell responses to the whole and component parts was
analysed off-line with 2-way ANOVAs with view and body part tested as main factors.

View discrimination index
A view discrimination index was computed for each viewer-centred cell from
the view producing the greatest change in activity from S/A (best angle) and smallest
change in activity (worst angle) to the whole body stimulus. The cell's activity was
then measured to the component stimulus in the same two views. This was carried out
for both static and motion cells.
The formula used to calculate these indices was the same as used previously
(Oram and Perrett, 1992):
[(response to best angle-S/A)-(response to worst angle-S/A)]
Iv =

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------(response to best angle-S/A)

R e su l t s
View sensitivity was investigated for a total of 73 cells which responded
significantly different to the visual whole body stimulus than to a wide range of static
and moving control objects and spontaneous activity (S/A). 53 of these cells were
selectively responsive to the head/body presented stationary (static stimuli), whereas
the remaining 20 cells were selectively responsive to the head/body in motion. For
53/73 cells (39 cells responding to static and 14 cells responding to moving head/body
stimuli), view sensitivity was tested for the whole and at least two parts (head alone,
body alone, legs alone), whereas for 20/73 cells view sensitivity was measured for the
whole and only one part (either presented in static form or in motion depending on the
preference of the cell). These latter cells are not included in the classification of cells.
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but can be included in the analysis of how effective cells are in discriminating different
views. In this section, cells selectively responsive to static faces/bodies and their
responses to whole bodies and component parts of the body presented in different
views are described first. The classification which is established thereby is then used to
describe neuronal responses of cells selectively responsive to the whole body and
sometimes its component parts when in motion (walking).

Cell responses to static heads/bodies
Cells with viewer-centred properties
47/53 (89%) of all the cells selectively responsive to the static head/body were
found to show viewer-centred properties in their coding of the whole body stimulus.
That is, neuronal responses to one view of the body (the best/optimal view) was
significantly different (greater) than responses to other non-optimal (worst) views of
the body. As should be evident from most the figures used in this thesis, different cells
were found to be tuned to different views (some responded maximally to the front
view of the body, others to the back, others to the left profile, and others to the right
profile etc.). Below I will describe the findings, using the classification of cell types
established in chapter V.
Cells coding only one static bodv part
29/53 cells were selectively responsive to only one (effective) component part.
These cells responded to the other component part at rates not significantly different to
S/A or control objects (23 head alone and 6 body alone cells were tested). 97% (28/29)
of the cells studied displayed sensitivity to view. These cells responded significantly
different to a minimum of two views of the whole body. Furthermore, the majority of
these cells (90%, 26/29) with viewer-centred properties for the whole body also
showed view-selectivity for the effective component part tested with the same views as
the whole body stimuli (see e.g. Fig. 6.1). The remaining 3/29 cells (2 body alone and
one head alone cell) discriminated between different views when the whole body was
tested, but did not discriminate between views for the effective body part tested in
isolation (see e.g. Fig. 6.2). Since one cell discriminated between different views of the
head presented in isolation, this phenomena cannot be argued to be due to little

Figure 6.1. Neuronal responses o f a ‘head alone’ cell with viewer-centred properties to
the whole body and the head alone. Histogram o f response (spikes/sec) to different
stimuli. Upper: photographic representation o f stimuli used for testing. Lower: mean
responses (+/- ISE) of one cell (E99_40.16L) tested to view 0° and view 180° o f the
whole body and its components. Two-way ANOVA revealed a significant main effect of
view [F (l,24)=31.3 p<0.0005]; body part tested [ANOVA: F(2,24)=9.3 p=0.001]; and
interaction between these factors [F(2,24)=5.2 p<0.05]. Protected least significant
difference tests (PLSD), post-hoc tests, indicated significant response discrimination
between the different views of the entire body (p<0.0005) and of the effective body part
tested in isolation, head only (p<0.0005).
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Figure 6.2. Neuronal responses o f a ‘body alone’ cell with viewer-centred properties to
the whole body but not to the body alone. Histogram of response (spikes/sec) to different
stimuli. Upper; photographic representation of stimuli used for testing. Lower; mean
responses (+/- ISE) of one cell (E92_38.20L) tested to view 180° and view 0° degrees of
the whole body and its components. Two-way ANOVA revealed a significant main
effect of view [F (l,22)=4.5 p<0.05]; body part tested [ANOVA; F(2,22)=8.06 p<0.005];
however, there was no interaction between these factors [F(2,22)=0.12 p>0.5]. Protected
least significant difference tests (PLSD), post-hoc tests, indicated significant response
discrimination between the different views o f the entire body (p<0.05) but not for the
different views tested of the effective body part (body alone) (p=0.5).
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difference in the visual appearance of the stimuli tested when presented in different
views.
Coding the entire bodv
Cells responsive to multiple static body parts
11/53 cells which were selectively responsive to the whole body and multiple
component parts tested were tested for their sensitivity to different views of the whole
body and the same views of the component parts. 7/11 cells were found to be coding
the whole body and its component parts in a viewer-centred manner (see e.g. Fig. 6.3).
The view discrimination for the whole and parts was found to be compatible for
all cells. That is, no cells responsive to multiple static body parts were found to only
carry out view discrimination for the whole body but not its component parts. If a cell
exhibited view discrimination between two views of an isolated body part, then the cell
also showed the same direction of view discrimination for the whole body.
Furtheimore, view sensitivity was observed to be similar for both component parts.
Cells only responsive to the static whole body
13 of all the cells (13/53) tested were selectively responsive to the whole body
only and did not respond to the component parts of the body at rates significantly
different than to S/A and control objects. The majority of these cells (12/13, 92%)
were found to be coding information about the whole body in a viewer-centred manner
(see e.g. Fig. 6.4).

Cells with object-centred properties
11% (6/53) of all cells tested for their selectivity to different views of the
head/body showed no preferred view for either the whole body or its components (see
e.g. Fig. 6.5). It should be noted that some of these cells were classified as objectcentred on the based of only two test views (best and worst view).
One cell (1/29) of all cells selectively responsive to only one component part of
the body was found to be coding information about the whole body and the effective
body part in an object-centred manner.

Figure 6.3. Neuronal responses o f a cell with viewer-centred properties to the body
and its com ponents. Histogram o f response (spikes/sec) to different stimuli. Upper:
photographic representation o f stimuli used for testing. Lower: mean responses (+/- ISE)
o f one cell (B06_17.88R) tested to view 270 degrees and view 90 degrees o f the whole
body and its components. Two-way ANOVA revealed a significant main effect o f view
[F (l,27)= l 1.4 p<0.005]; but not for the body part tested [F(2,27)=0.3 p>0.5j; nor was
there an interaction between these factors (F(2,27)=0.7 p>0.5]. Protected least significant
difference tests (PLSD), post-hoc tests, indicated significant response discrimination
between the different views of the entire body (p<0.005) and o f the body parts tested in
isolation, head only (p<0.05) and body only (p<0.()5).
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Figure 6.4. Neuronal responses of a ‘whole body on ly’ cell with viewer-centred
properties to the whole body. Histogram o f response (spikes/sec) to different stimuli.
Upper: photographic representation o f stimuli used for testing. Lower: mean responses
(+/- ISE) o f one cell (E08_26.50R) tested to view 0 degrees and view 180 degrees o f the
whole body and its components. Two-way ANOVA revealed a significant main effect of
view [F( 1,16)= 10.46 p=0.0005]; body part tested [F(2,16)=7.3 p=0.006)]; and interaction
between these factors [F (2,16)=11.2 p=0.001)J. Protected least significant difference tests
(PLSD), post-hoc tests, indicated significant response discrimination between the
different views of the entire body (the only effective stimuli, p<0.0005).
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Figure 6.5. Neuronal responses of a cell with object-centred properties to tbe body
and its com ponents. Upper: photographic representation of stimuli used for testing.
Lower: mean responses (+/- ISE) o f one cell (E79_35.14L) to the back (view 180) and
front (view 0) views of the whole body and its components are shown. 2-way ANOVA
showed no significant main effect o f the body part tested [F(2,24)=1.9 p=0.2] and no
effect of view [F( 1,24)= 1.4 p>0.5] and no interaction between view and part tested
[F(2,24)=0.2 p>0.5]. All responses to the whole body and parts stimuli in either the front
view or the back view were significantly greater than control stimuli and S/A [ANOVA
for the views: F(4,20)=6 p<0.005; ANOVA for the back views: F(4,20)=4.1 p<0.05).
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4 /11 of the cells responsive to multiple static body parts showed object-centred
properties when tested with different views of the stimuli (Fig. 6.5). All the cells coded
information about effective body parts in the same object-centred manner as they
coded information about the whole body.
One cell out of 13 static whole body only ceils did not discriminate between
different views of the entire body tested. This cell responded equally well to the entire
body presented in different views, but did not respond any differently to different
views of the component parts than to S/A and control objects.

Cell responses to heads/bodies in motion
Motion sensitive cells with viewer-centred properties
A total of 20 cells were tested for their responses to different views of the
whole body and its component parts when moving (walking) in the optimal direction.
95% (19/20) of these cells showed viewer-centred properties of coding information
about the head/body. As before, the previously established classification of cells (see
chapter V) is used to organise the findings.
Coding of single bodv parts in motion
Seven cells were selectively responsive to the whole body and only one
component part when moving in the optimal direction. All the cells (100%) coded
information about the whole body in a viewer-centred manner (see e.g. Fig. 6.6). Of
these viewer-centred cells, only one cell discriminated between different views to the
whole body stimulus but not to the same views of the effective body part.
Coding the entire bodv in motion
Cells responsive to multiple body parts in motion
8/9 cells selectively responsive to multiple body parts tested, coded information
about the entire body in a viewer-centred manner. The majority (6/8) of these cells
generalised the view-sensitive coding from the whole body to the component parts
tested in the same views (see e.g. Fig. 6.7). Two cells, however, only coded
information about the whole body in a viewer-centred manner and not information
about isolated body parts presented in the same views moving in the same direction.

Figure 6.6. Neuronal responses of a ‘head alone in m otion’ cell with viewer-centred
properties to the whole body and the head alone moving in the optimal direction (move
towards 225°). Histogram o f response (spikes/sec) to different stimuli. Upper:
photographic representation of stimuli used for testing. Lower: mean responses (+/- ISE)
o f one cell (E94_38.18L) tested to view 180° and view 0° o f the whole body and its
components. Two-way ANOVA revealed a significant main effect of view [F( 1,32)= 10.6
p<0.005]; body part tested [ANOVA: F(3,32)=10.6 p<0.0005]; and interaction between
these factors [F(3,32)=6.76 p=0.001 ]. Protected least significant difference tests (PLSD),
post-hoc tests, indicated significant response discrimination between the different views
o f the entire body (p<0.0005) and o f the effective body part tested in isolation, head only
moving towards 225° (p<0.0005).
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Figure 6.7. Neuronal responses o f a cell with viewer-centred properties to the body
and its com ponents in m otion Histogram o f response (spikes/sec) to different stimuli.
Upper: photographic representation o f stimuli used for testing. Lower: mean responses
(+/- ISE) o f one cell (E88_35.34L) tested to view 180° and view 0° of the whole body
and its components when moving 0° (i.e. towards the monkey). Two-way ANOVA
revealed a significant main effect of view [F( 1,32)= 130.0 p<0.0()05]; and for the
face/body stimuli tested [F(3,32)=7.8 p<0.0005J. However, there was no significant
difference between responses to component parts o f the body presented in the optimal
view and moving in the optimal direction (protected LSD p>0.05). Furthermore, there
was an interaction between these factors [F(3,32)=7.88 p<0.0005]. Protected least
significant difference tests (PLSD), post-hoc tests, indicated significant response
discrimination between the different views o f the entire body (p<0.0005) and of the body
parts tested in isolation, head only (p<().()005), body only (p<0.0005) and legs alone
(p<0.0005).
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This was not due to smaller responses to the component parts resulting in a non
significant difference, but rather information about the view of component parts are
suggested to be coded differently than the views of the whole body stimulus.
Cells responsive to only the whole body in motion
Finally, all 4 cells selectively responsive only to the whole body moving
showed viewer-centred properties of coding the effective whole body stimulus. That is,
the cells responded to one view of the whole body but not to other views of the same
stimulus (see e.g. Fig. 6.8).

Motion sensitive cells with object-centred properties
Only one cell (1/20) of all the cells tested showed object-centred properties.
This cell generalised across different views for the whole body and the component
parts stimuli (see Fig. 6.9).

View discrimination indices
a) View discrimination: Static whole bodv vs static head alone
The responses of 34 viewer-centred cells were used in a population analysis to
compare the efficiency of view discrimination for the static whole body and the head
presented alone (Fig. 6.10a). Cells were only included in this analysis if they
responded to the static whole body and to the head when tested in isolation.
The distribution of 1^ values is shown in Fig. 6.10a for the whole body and for
the head alone. For an index value of 1.0 response to the worst view was the same as
S/A. Index values > 1.0, arise when the cell response to the best view was greater than
S/A, and the response to the worst view was less than S/A. ly can have a negative
value if a neuronal response is numerically greater for the 'worst' view than the 'best'
view. This can only occur when the index is computed for the component body parts,
since the best and worst views were defined on the basis of responses to the whole
body.
For cells responsive to the head, the distribution of ly for the entire body was
not significantly different from the distribution of ly when the head was tested alone
(matched pairs /=-0.77, df=33, p=0.45).

Figure 6.8. Neuronal responses of a ‘whole only in m otion’ cell with viewer-centred
properties to the whole body. Histogram of response (spikes/sec) to different stimuli.
Upper: photographic representation of stimuli used for testing. Lower: mean responses
(+/- ISE) o f one cell (E18_31.79R) tested to view 0° and view 180° of the whole body
and its components moving towards 0° (i.e. towards the monkey). Two-way ANOVA
revealed a significant main effect o f view [F( 1,32)= 12.5 p=0.001]; body part tested
[F(3,32)=32.3 p<0.0005)]; and interaction between these factors [F(3,32)=16.17
p<0.0005)]. Protected least significant difference tests (PLSD), post-hoc tests, indicated
significant response discrimination between the different views of the entire body (the
only effective stimuli, p<0.0005).
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Figure 6.9. Neuronal responses of a cell with object-centred properties to the body
and its com ponents in m otion Upper: photographic representation of stimuli used for
testing. Lower: mean responses (+/- ISE) of one cell (E96_39.75L) to the right profile
(view 270°) and left profile (view 90°) of the whole body and its components moving
towards 270° are shown. 2-way ANOVA showed no significant main effect of the body
part tested [F(3,30)=0.94 p=0.4] and no effect of view [F(l,30)=0.13 p>0.5] and no
interaction between view and part tested [F(3,30)=0.12 p>0.5].
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Figure 6.10. View discrim ination indices, a) Whole Body
Head alone: An index ot
view discrimination was computed (see text) for 34 viewer-centred cells responsive to
the whole body and the head alone. The black bars display the ability of the cell
population to discriminate between views of the whole body stimuli. The light grey bars
display the ability of the same cells to discriminate between views of the head alone. The
distributions of index values were not significantly different (f=-0.77, df=33, p=0.45). b)
Whole Body Body alone. A similar comparison was made for 17 viewer-centred cells
responding to the whole body and the body alone. The black bars display the population's
ability to discriminate between views of the whole body stimuli. The grey bars display
the population's ability to discriminate between views o f the body only stimuli. The
distributions did not significantly differ (r=-0.61, df=16, p>0.5).
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b) View discrimination: Static whole body vs body alone
The efficiency of view discrimination for the static whole body and the body
alone was computed in a similar way for 17 cells (Fig. 6.10b). These cells were
responsive to both the whole body and to the body without the head visible. The
distribution of ly values obtained with the whole body visible was not significantly
different to that obtained from the body alone (r=-0.61, df=16, /?>0.5).
This analysis was repeated for 11 cells responsive to multiple parts and again it
was shown that the distribution of ly for the entire body did not significantly differ
from the distribution of ly for the head alone (matched pairs t~ -\3 9 , df=10, p=02) nor
the body alone (matched pairs /=-0.53, df=IO, p>0.5).
Thus, as a population of cells there was no significant difference of quality for
view discrimination between viewing the entire body or its isolated parts.
c) View discrimination: Whole bodv in motion vs effective bodv part alone in motion
16 viewer-centred cells selectively responsive to the whole body and at least
one component part moving in the optimal direction were included in this view
discrimination analysis. The data was analysed in the same manner as the data
obtained from cells responding to static stimuli. A t-test showed that the distribution
for Iv for the whole body in motion did not differ from the distribution of Iv for the
effective component part in motion (/=-1.87, df=15, p>0.05). It is suggested that
information about component parts of an object/body is processed in a similar manner
whether the image is stationary or in motion.

Population estimates of time course responses
29 (viewer-centred and object-centred) cells selectively responsive to the static
head/body tested for their response for at least two different views were included in a
population estimate analysis (see Fig. 6.11). A PSTH was drawn indicating that as a
population of cells the overall neuronal activity to the best view is always greater than
the overall activity to the worst view. However, the main point of this illustration is to
show that there is no difference in response onset (latency) to the whole body best
view stimulus compared to the whole body worst view stimulus. Both stimuli types

Figure 6.11. Population estim ates o f time course responses. Cell population response to different
whole body views and control objects, a) Combined responses of 29 cells to different Whole Body
views: best and worst view (see text). The clear area displays the population response to the best
view o f the whole body stimulus, dark grey area to the worst view o f the whole body stimulus and
the black area population response to various control objects. Firing rate is expressed as a percentage
of the peak response to the best view of the stimulus. Stimulus presentation occurs at point 0 ms.
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located in both the upper bank and fundus of the superior temporal sulcus (see Appendix
3).
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evoke a response which reaches threshold (95% confidence level, see chapter IV) at
approximately 90 ms after stimulus presentation.

Histoloeical Localisation
The reconstruction of cell position as described in chapter IV and V indicated
that the cells tested were located in the upper and lower bank of the anterior STS.
Viewer-centred cells were present in both banks and throughout the length of the STS
sampled (see Appendix 3 or Fig. 6.13 for reconstruction of one monkey E; a total of 23
cells classified). It is interesting to note that the small number of cells coding
information about the static head/body in an object-centred manner were mainly found
at quite anterior locations.

D is c u s s io n
Before the empirical data on view discrimination reported above is discussed, it
is pointed out that cell responses to whole bodies and component parts in motion
perfoiin view discrimination in a very similar way as cells selectively responsive to the
static head/body. Therefore, view discrimination for the entire cell population, i.e. cells
selectively responsive for static and moving heads/bodies, are discussed.

Object-centred codins
The analysis of view sensitivity revealed that representation of the body and its
parts within area STPa occurs mostly in a viewer-centred fashion (discussed below).
Only 10% (7/73) of the cells studied were found to respond to all views of the body
that were tested and can therefore be considered as coding in an object-centred manner.
An object-centred cell may receive multiple inputs from cells with viewer-centred
properties, accounting for the responses of object-centred cells. It is possible that such
a pooling mechanism resulting in object-centred coding occurs in areas subsequent to
the STS. One would therefore expect to more frequently encounter cells with objectcentred properties in areas which receive input from the STS or other areas with cells
which have predominantly viewer-centred properties. Such areas might not be
exclusively visual areas, such as the amygdala and the hippocampal complex.
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Viewer-Centred codins
The remaining 90% (66/73) of the STPa cells studied were selective for view.
This result is in marked contrast to models which employ object-centred
representations since these representations should be accessible from all views (e.g.
Marr and Nishihara, 1978; Biederman, 1987; Lowe, 1987; Porrill, Pollard et al., 1988;
Hasselmo, Rolls et al., 1989; 1994; Logothetis et al., 1994; 1995).
It emerged that different cells were selective for different views of the whole
body. This parallels the observation that different cells in the STPa are tuned to a range
of head views (Desimone, Albright et al., 1984; Perrett, Smith et al., 1985; Hasselmo,
Rolls et al., 1989b; Perrett, Oram et al., 1991), Thus, no single canonical view of the
body can account for or represent the entire range of view tuning observed (Oram and
Perrett, 1994a). The results are therefore consistent with models suggesting multiple
viewer-centred representations stored in memory (Koenderink and van Doom, 1979;
Tarr and Pinker, 1989; Ullman, 1989; Edelman and Biilthoff, 1990; Poggio and
Edelman, 1990; Seibert and Waxman, 1991; Cutzu and Edelman, 1992). As noted in
chapter V, the results are consistent with a view sensitive representation of parts, rather
than a view sensitive representation of the global form which is common to most
viewer-centred models.

View discrimination occurs for both the whole body and its effective parts
The present study did not set out to define the distribution of view tuning
amongst cells responsive to the body. Nevertheless, view tuning for the whole body
appears to have similar properties to view tuning for the component parts. For a
minority of cells (6/73 cells, 8%) view tuning was apparent for the whole body but was
not present for the effective component part(s) which provoked responses when tested
in isolation. As a population of cells, analysis showed view discrimination (as
measured by the index) exhibited to the whole body which was equivalent to the view
discrimination manifest to the head alone or to the body alone. That is, there was no
improvement in quality of view discrimination for the entire body, compared to a
situation in which only one body part was visible. The view preference exhibited by
cell responses to the whole body generalised to the responses to the effective
component part (e.g. Fig. 6.1 and 6.3).
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Associations and learning configurations
It was apparent in the present study that cells tuned for multiple parts exhibited
compatible view tuning for these parts. If such a cell responded more to the front than
the back view of the head, then the cell was also more responsive to the front than the
back view of the rest of the body. This compatible view tuning supports the
speculation that sensitivity to multiple body parts arises through experience of the
association between the parts. For example the face is seen in association with the front
view of the body. If cells learn the association of parts, then it follows that the cells
will tend to be selective for the same view of these parts (assuming that the parts are
normally to some degree co-aligned).

Population estimates o f time course responses
The overall response pattern of the entire cell population which was selectively
responsive to the static head/body was investigated. From the PSTH it is evident that
cells respond equally fast to the whole body in its preferred view than to the whole
body in its non-preferred view. If mental rotation (Shepard and Metzler, 1971)
occurred at a neuronal level, i.e. a rotation process was applied to the incoming image
or the representation stored, then one would expect to find that the response onset to
the best view would be earlier than the response onset to the worst view (the view to be
transformed/rotated). This time difference in latency could be argued to be due to the
mental rotation process. However, no such time difference was observed and therefore,
the data presented here does not support models suggesting mental rotation.
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Chapter VII
E f f e c t o f r o t a t io n o n o b j e c t r e c o g n it io n
I n t r o d u c t io n
Rotating an object in the picture plane does not influence the relative positions
of the object's parts visible from one perspective view. The overall direction of the
parts, however, relative to the observer, and relative to the gravitational and scenebased axes does change. For example, if the whole body is viewed upright and from
the left profile, then the nose points to the left of the viewer. If, however, this view of
the body is inverted, even though the body remains in left profile view, the nose now
points towards the right of the viewer. If a representation of an object present in higher
visual areas can be activated independent of the view and orientation relative to the
observer, then such a representation will be referred to as object-centred. On the other
hand, if the representation of an object is preferentially activated by a specific
orientation, then the representation will be referred to as viewer-centred.
Behavioural studies in Humans
Short term memory
Simultaneous matching of shapes
Shepard

and

Metzler

(1971)

presented

subjects

with

two

shapes

simultaneously. Subjects were asked to determine whether the shapes were the same or
were mirror images of each other. All subjects reported that the method used, was to
imagine a three-dimensional rotation of one of the objects and thereby matching it to
second image. It was found that reaction times (RTs) to perfomi such a task increased
as the angle between the first and second image increased. This increase of reaction
time was taken as an estimate of the time to ‘mentally rotate’ one image in such a way
that it could be directly matched against the other image. Hence, the larger the angle of
rotation between the two images, the longer the reaction time needed for mental
rotation to be completed.
Shepard and Metzler (1971) therefore suggested that mental rotation occurred
at a speed of 60° per second. It should be noted, however, that inverted images of most
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familiar objects do not require 3 seconds for recognition. Thus, mental rotation
phenomena (at this speed) appear too slow for general object recognition. Moreover,
Corballis and Nagourney (1978) argued that if mental rotations did occur, one would
have to expect that if the orientation of the viewed object is changed relative to the
orientation of the stored representation, there would be a linear function relating
stimulus orientation to recognition times. RT/orientation functions are, however, often
non-monotonic, with 180° rotations (inverted images) being processed faster than 120°
rotations (Jolicoeur, 1985; McMullen and Jolicoeur, 1990; 1992).
Successive matching of shapes
Tarr and Pinker (1989) asked subjects to learn a series of letter-like characters.
The subjects were then shown one character presented in a different orientation from
the trained character and had to recognise the image as the same or as a mirror
reflection of the trained image. Initially, the greater the angle of rotation between the
learned image and the test image, the longer the RTs, however, a practice effect did
arise (see below). They also found that recognition of characters that were a mirror
reflection from the trained images, was performed with equal efficiency independent of
the orientation of the stimulus. That is, the time taken to match an upright letter-like
object to its upright mirror image was the same as the time taken to match an inverted
letter-like object to its inverted mirror image. It should be noted that mirror images
preserve the orientation of many of the object’s component features, thus matching
mirror images and matching across a rotation of >45° may involve fundamentally
different processes.

Long term memory
Identification and naming tasks
Jolicoeur (1985) measured recognition times of line and colour drawings of
common objects presented in different orientations. RTs increased as the angle of
rotation increased from the ‘upright’ orientation (i.e. the orientation in which the object
was most commonly experienced). Jolicoeur (1985) therefore suggested that the
representation for most objects is viewer-centred and that the upright orientation is
‘canonical’. Similarly Palmer et al. (1981) suggested that an object can have a
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canonical perspective view which maximises the visibility of the object’s most salient
features.
This suggestion that most objects have a canonical orientation is supported by
neuropsychological studies. Turnbull et al. (in press) describe a patient who shows
difficulties in establishing the canonical orientation of objects, though shows little
impairment in recognising objects. This is independent of the patient’s ability to
perceive orientation, since she is able to correctly carry out orientation matching tasks
even matching the orientation of two objects.
Practice effects
Jolicoeur (1985) also found that after practice recognising all test orientations,
subjects became less affected by the stimulus orientation and that the speed of
recognition of all non-upright orientations was similar. Familiarity with an object in
multiple orientations, therefore, diminishes both the effect of rotation on object
recognition and the canonical nature of the upright orientation. This might be
interpreted as the speed of mental rotation becoming faster with practice. Modification
of the speed of mental rotation, however, did not generalise to untrained objects.
McMullen and Jolicoeur (1990; 1992) presented images of line-drawn objects
and asked subjects to either name the object or to locate a dot which was placed near
the top or the bottom of the object. A linear increase in RTs for both tasks was found
when the image was rotated away from the upright orientation (for 0° to 120° rotation).
The effect of orientation on object naming decreased as images were viewed more
frequently. One can speculate that experience in recognising one object (at different
orientations) could result in the establishment of a greater number of orientation
specific (viewer-centred) templates for that object, and consequently the angular
distance required for the matching process would be decreased, reducing all RTs.
Nonetheless, such practice effects were less prominent when the subject had to indicate
the top and the bottom of rotated objects (dot location task). In this task, the linear
effect of stimulus orientation on top-bottom discrimination remained despite practice.
McMullen and Jolicoeur (1992) therefore argued that an object-centred representation
cannot be used to carry out the top-bottom discrimination task^. Instead, knowledge
^ Most object-centred representational schemes use the ‘major axis’ o f an object as an internal spatial
reference for describing the disposition o f object parts (Marr and Nishihara, 1978; Biederman, 1987).
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about the location of object features (or the orientation of the object's principle axis)
relative to the viewer is critical for determining the top and bottom of objects.
To account for these effects one needs to differentiate recognition of whether
an object is upright with respect to self or gravity and recognition of an object without
regard to its orientation. These two tasks are differentiated by the studies of McMullen
and Jolicoeur (1992).

Models explainins rotation effects
Rock (1973) suggested that recognition of disorientated objects occurs by first
identifying the orientation of the object (principal axis). In this theory the object is
described relative to the environmental and gravitational upright (see also Cooper and
Shepard, 1973; Jolicoeur, 1985). An object becomes increasingly difficult to recognise
as it is rotated away from an upright position. This is because it is increasingly harder
to assign the specific orientation to the object. Rock argues that the effect on
recognition ability caused by changes of orientation in the picture plane is greater than
changes of orientation in the depth plane (i.e. change in perspective view). This is
because change of view occurs independent of the direction of the object relative to the
environmental and gravitational upright.
To account for recognition of the object rather than the object’s orientation
several authors (e.g. Jolicoeur, 1985; Tarr and Pinker, 1989; Ullman, 1989; 1992)
suggest that the retinal image produced by an object is matched against a viewercentred representation stored in memory applying an alignment process. Different
theories suggest different numbers of stored (view and or/orientation specific)
representations. Palmer et al. (1981) and Jolicoeur (1985) stress that only one single
(canonical) view and orientation of the object is needed for the representation of an
object, whereas others (Koenderink and van Doom, 1979; Perrett, Smith et al., 1985;
Tarr and Pinker, 1989; Ullman, 1989; Edelman and Biilthoff, 1990; Cutzu and
Edelman, 1992; 1994; Logothetis, Vetter et al., 1994) suggest that there are several
views represented and stored in memory. Most theorists would agree that stored
representations are based on views and orientations with which the observer is
familiar. Some models which include multiple representations of different views do
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not require multiple representations of different image orientations and sizes (Seibert
and Waxman, 1991; 1992a,b).
Jolicoeur (1992) suggests that the orientation of an object’s representation is
specified using a retinal co-ordinate system (an object is upright when it is aligned with
the naso-temporal division of the retina). If the object being viewed is not in its upright
orientation, then the visual system either applies mental rotation to the image, or
processes the image on the basis of certain critical features of the object. These two
methods can also work in parallel. Mental rotation in the picture plane transforms the
image using the shortest 2D rotational path possible to achieve a match with the
canonical upright representation. Tarr ..and Pinker (1989) suggest that several
representations are stored in memory (each representation corresponding to one
specific orientation commonly experienced). An input image is matched to the
canonical orientation or the closest matching representation possible (through mental
rotation).
One major problem with transformation models is that they assume some kind
of recognition before the correct transformation process can be carried out. As
Corballis (1988) points out, the visual system cannot rotate something to its canonical
upright position without knowing what the object is, since without knowing the object
one does not know what its canonical orientation is. To overcome this problem, Tarr
and Pinker (1989), Jolicoeur (1992), Ullman (1989) acknowledge that specific
details/characteristics or key features of objects are identified prior to matching with
stored representations (using mental rotation or other transformation processes). The
nature of these characteristics or features and how they are determined remains a
weakness in these models.
Unlike the 2D approaches of the above models, Lowe's (1987) model of object
recognition is based on matching the input images to stored 3D representations. This
matching process is founded on the spatial organisation of the object’s edges and
corners etc. As with the model of Marr and Nishihara (1978) there is no reason that the
object’s orientation in the picture plane should affect the efficiency of matching.
However, processing in both object-centred models can be more difficult when the
object’s main features or the object’s principle axis is obscured due to an unusual
perspective view (e.g. foreshortened axis).
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Interpolation models (Poggio and Edelman, 1990; Edelman and Weinshall,
1991; Cutzu and Edelman, 1992; Intrator and Gold, 1992) use multiple 2D descriptions
of an object from different perspective views. These 2D views are stored as clusters of
views in a ‘representational space’. When sufficient views are stored, the appearance
of any view falling in-between those stored, can be specified by interpolation between
(or a linear combination of) those views that lie adjacent to the input view. This is
perhaps most easily imagined in the orientation domain. For example, the appearance
of an object rotated 45° from upright could be interpolated from two stored
descriptions: one where the object is represented in its upright position and a second
description where the object has been rotated 90°. The effectiveness of matching is
then judged on how well the input image fits a stored view or the inteipolation between
stored views. Interpolation models do not need to perform any processes akin to mental
rotation (linear transformations or normalisation) in order to match an image to stored
representation. Increased RTs for unusual orientations or views occur because these
views lie between stored views and require more complex or time consuming
interpolation.
With a sufficient number of 2D descriptions contained in views the same
amount of information about an object can be specified as that by a single 3D
description (Poggio and Edelman, 1990). Models utilising multiple views also have the
flexibility to expand the number of stored views/orientations representations. That is, if
an unusual orientation of an object becomes experienced due to viewing practice a new
representation of that view can be added to those already stored. This leaves the
problem of how one builds or links a collection of 2D representations together to
represent the same object. Though such links could depend on continuity of experience
(Foldiak, 1991; Perrett, Oram et al., 1991; Seibert and Waxman, 1991; Logothetis,
Vetter et al., 1994; Oram and Perrett, 1994a).

Behavioural studies in other species: monkeys^ apes and pigeons
Generalising across orientations
At the behavioural level it is apparent that image orientation affects visual
processing in monkeys. Monkeys can discriminate a change in orientation in the
picture plane of a simple grating pattern of 2-7° depending on the task (Vogels and
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Orban, 1994). Holmes and Gross (1984a, b) show that normal monkeys can
differentiate objects rotated through an angle of 30°.
Of more relevance here is the capacity of animals to generalise across
orientations. Monkeys can learn to discriminate the difference between pairs of faces
and having done so show generalisation across a change in stimulus orientation during
discrimination (Rosenfeld and van Hoesen, 1979). Thus rotation in the picture plane
does not prevent face recognition in normal monkeys (Ockleford et al., 1977; Dittrich,
1990), although it may influence the way in which faces are processed.

Inversion effects
Several studies (Bruce, 1982; Overman and Doty, 1982) have claimed, that
monkeys process information about faces in a different way from humans. Bmce
(1982) claimed that in contrast to humans (see later; Yin, 1969; 1970), monkeys show
no inversion effect for recognising and remembering faces. That is, monkeys recognise
upright and inverted faces with equal ease.
Bruce explored a variety of tasks, where pairs of stimuli were presented
simultaneously in an upright or inverted orientation. After training discrimination of a
given stimulus pair to a criterion of 90% correct, new images of the same stimuli were
presented with the expression, size or lighting of the original image changed (transfer
stimuli). No significant difference in the learning phase was observed when the face
images were presented upright or upside down. In addition, monkeys were able to
recognise the transformed face stimuli and inverting the image did not affect
performance in transformation tasks. Bruce (1982) concluded that monkeys do not
show an inversion effect, and that this lack might be attributed to the “macaque's
precocious development, smaller cortex, and lack of hemispheric specialisation”.
It has also been pointed out (Bruce, 1982) that the representation of faces may
occur predominantly in cortical areas present in humans, that are not present in the
macaque monkey (though Bruce did not specify which areas), accounting for the
differences of the presence of an inversion effect. The human cortical mantle is several
times greater in size than the cortical mantel of the monkey. However, if evolutionary
development of the human brain was responsible for the visual inversion effect, why
lose the ability to generalise across orientations? Surely, a primordial face recognition
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system developed in ancestral primate species would be more effective if the system
can recognise faces equally well and fast when presented in any orientation, than a
system that recognises one orientation better than another. Moreover, neuronal
mechanisms for processing faces appear similar in macaques and humans in terms of
orientation sensitivity.
Bruce's (1982) speculation was based on several earlier findings. Young
humans (children under 10 year old) do not exhibit an inversion effect when faces are
viewed at different orientations, as has been observed in human adults. That is,
children can remember faces equally well irrespective of the orientation of the image.
The ability to establish representations (for face recognition) that are orientation- and
shape-specific appears to develop only around the age of ten (Carey and Diamond,
1977). In addition, this orientation specific representational system appears to be
lateralised to the right hemisphere. This was suggested since the right-hemisphere
advantage (left visual field presentation superior to right) for faces is first noted in
human children who are approximately 10 years old (Carey and Diamond, 1977). If the
right hemisphere face processing mechanisms fails, other mechanisms may be able to
cany out the task of face recognition (Yin, 1969; 1970; De Renzi et al., 1994; Rapcsak
et al., 1994). Such mechanisms might be similar to those applied by young children,
e.g. using a 'piece-meal' strategy which would not be sensitive to inversion (Carey and
Diamond, 1977).
More recent studies indicate that both the inversion effect and a hemispheric
latéralisation of face processing occurs in children of younger ages (Flin and
Dziurawiec, 1989; de Schonen, 1992). Such evidence calls into question Bruce’s
(1982) interpretation of face processing mechanisms.
Experimental and clinical studies have suggested that the human brain is
designed to process information about the upright face and that the right hemisphere is
the main site for this information processing. Studies in monkeys, however, suggest
that face processing does not show any hemispheric asymmetry in other primates
(Overman and Doty, 1982, though see Hamilton and Vermeire, 1988), but rather takes
place in both hemispheres.
However, monkeys might process information about upright and inverted faces
in the same way. These claims were assessed by Perrett et al. (1988) who used
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behavioural and physiological methods to study processing of face configuration at
different orientations.
In one task, Perrett et al. (1988) measured the behavioural response (response
times) of monkeys to discriminate between faces (presented in different orientations)
and non-faces (images of objects and scenes). Images were presented successively in a
GO-NOGO paradigm where the monkey was trained to lick for fruit juice reward when
a face was presented and to withhold licking when a non-face stimulus was presented.
The results showed no effect of orientation of face images on the behavioural RTs, The
monkeys, however, may have been able to solve the task using a ‘piecemeal feature
detection strategy’ and the inversion effect may depend critically in utilising
configurational clues. In a second task therefore, monkeys were trained to discriminate
normal from jumbled face configurations stimuli, presented in upright, horizontal and
inverted orientations. Once the monkeys reached a criterion level of 90% correct (on
upright normal vs jumble face discrimination) the RTs to all stimulus orientations were
recorded. It was found that RTs increased as the image was rotated away from the
upright position. A similar experimental paradigm revealed comparable effects of
stimulus orientation on the ability to discriminate normal and jumbled faces for human
subjects. Thus, humans and monkeys both show an 'inversion effect’ when processing
configuration of stimuli that have been experienced predominantly in one (upright)
orientation.
In a further experiment (Perrett, Mistlin et al., 1988) monkeys were retrained on
further face configuration judgements, but this time with a new set of face and jumbled
face stimuli all presented in an inverted orientation. Having pre-trained on inverted
orientations for normal and jumbled faces, the target face in a horizontal orientation
(i.e. rotated 90° from the training orientation) was still processed with a delay
(increased RTs)"^. Interestingly, any interpretation based on mental rotation of stimuli
to the gravitational upright orientation would predict that the effects of this pre-training
would speed up decisions about horizontal faces. An interpretation that is favoured
here is that extensive experience with a complex object which occurs predominantly in
one orientation, leads to specific neural 'templates' for that object. Some of these
templates may be selective for particular features (parts) of the object, whereas other
Equivalent effects have been found for human subjects trained to recognise unfamiliar faces in specific
non-upright orientations (Tarr, 1995; personal communication).
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templates may be sensitive to the combination and configuration of parts. Both types of
template are likely to be maximally sensitive to the orientation most frequently
encountered.
The face inversion effect or any decrement in performance for objects
presented in unusual orientations, may simply reflect the lack of experience at
particular orientations which in turn will cause a lack of relevant orientation specific
templates. Of course, some face classification tasks can be solved by reference to
individual distinctive features or object parts (Rapcsak, Bolster et al., 1994). In these
tasks, orientation (normal or unusual) of the image is irrelevant. (N.B. Parts of objects
can be complex items made up of several features; some templates coding parts are
presumably also sensitive to configuration.) The sensitivity to the orientation (and
configuration) may underlie the Thatcher Illusion (Thompson, 1980). In this illusion an
inverted mouth embedded in an otherwise upright face appears 'normal' when the entire
image is viewed rotated by 180° in the picture plane, presumably because the features
can now be recognised in their gravitationaly normal orientation.
Phelps and Roberts (1994) compared the memory of humans, squirrel monkeys
and pigeons for upright and inverted faces. Monkeys and pigeons were presented with
a sample image (upright or inverted) and immediately afterward with a pair of images
of which one was the same as the sample image. Both test stimuli were presented in
the same orientation as the sample stimuli. Humans, on the other hand, had to first
view lists of 24 (upright or inverted) sample images before being tested on pairs of
images of which one matched a sample image. Again, the sample and test stimuli were
presented in the same orientation. Using a collection of human faces as stimuli, both
monkey and human subjects were less accurate at recognising inverted stimuli
compared to upright stimuli.
In addition, Phelps and Roberts (1994) tested humans, squirrel monkeys and
pigeons on recognition of other classes of primate faces (human, great ape and a
variety of new and old world monkey species). Colour images were presented either in
their upright or inverted orientation. Squirrel monkey and human subjects were
significantly more accurate in recognising upright human and ape faces compared to
the inverted versions. Thus, both species found it harder to recognise upside-down
faces (a face inversion effect). For monkey faces and outdoor scenes there was no
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effect of stimulus orientation on recognition accuracy. Pigeons, on the other hand,
showed no effect of orientation on the recognition of any class of stimuli. It is
interesting to note a practice effect where monkeys improved at matching the inverted
human and ape face images until accuracy for recognising inverted images was at the
same standard as for upright images. Thus practice removed the advantage of upright
orientation.
The behavioural evidence from this study and from that of Perrett et al. (1988)
indicates that both monkeys and humans show a face inversion effect and possess
similar orientation sensitive systems for recognising faces. The effects of stimulus
orientation are particularly apparent in both species where, for recognition of the
stimulus, processing of the configuration is required (Perrett et al., 1988). Pigeons by
contrast, appear to use recognition strategies that are less sensitive to stimulus
orientation.

Neurovsvcholosical studies in humans
It has been suggested that orientation-independent object recognition is
accomplished by mental rotation (Shepard and Metzler, 1971; Jolicoeur, 1985). Farah
and Hammond (1988) on the other hand argue that orientation-invariant object
recognition does not rely on mental rotation processes. They tested a patient with a
stroke in the territory of the large right middle cerebral artery on his ability to recognise
rotated objects and carry out mental rotation tasks. It was found that even though the
patient was able to recognise objects presented in various orientations he was unable to
carry out mental rotation tasks.
Another patient described by Turnbull et al. (in press) shows that recognition of
objects can occur without knowledge of the orientation of the object with respect to
gravity. This patient seems unable to indicate the canonical orientation of an object.
Turnbull et al. (in press) suggest (following Milner and Goodale, 1993) that there may
be two pathways in normal object recognition, the ventral-pathway which displays
object-centred properties and the dorsal pathway which shows viewer-centred
properties. Equally, such observations could indicate orientation-dependent viewercentred descriptors present in the ventral system with access to view-independent
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descriptors and semantic associations, but with no access to parietal systems necessary
for finding orientations with respect to egocentric or gravitational axes.
Human studies have shown that when a face is inverted, subjects have much
greater difficulties in recognising and memorising the face than when the face is
presented in its upright position. Yin (1970) studied the recognition of upright and
inverted unfamiliar faces in patients with focal brain damage. Each subject first viewed
a set of 40 singly presented upright faces, then was tested on a series of 24 upright
image pairs, having to indicate which of the two images he/she had seen previously.
The experiment, was repeated with new set of faces presented upside-down. Subjects
with posterior right hemisphere lesions performed at a lower rate than normal subjects
or patients with other unilateral brain injury (3 left anterior, 7 left posterior and 3 right
anterior) when face images were in the upright orientation. When the images were
inverted, all subjects made more errors than with upright images. Surprisingly, patients
with posterior right hemisphere lesions did as well as the normal control subjects,
whereas patients with other unilateral damage showed greater problems recognising
inverted images compared to control subjects.
It is interesting to note that the dissociation did not occur for a second type of
object (houses). Yin (1969; 1970) concluded that the difficulties in recognising and
memorising inverted faces were two fold; “a general factor of familiarity with mono
orientated objects” (objects normally viewed in the upright orientation) and “a special
factor related to faces” (Yin, 1969). In addition, Yin suggested that the right
hemisphere mainly deals with the processing of upright faces, since brain damage of
the right hemisphere only influenced the processing of upright but not inverted faces
(Yin 1970).
Yin (1969; 1970), Carey and Diamond (1977) and DeRenzi (1994) have
suggested that in humans an upright face is processed in terms of its feature
configuration, whereas an inverted face is processed in a piecemeal manner, with each
feature analysed separately. One can speculate that the inversion effects (increased
reaction time or decreased accuracy of processing) are dependent on configuration
coding and that in humans the right posterior cortex is specialised for face processing
using configurational cues (Perrett et al., 1988).
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Ventral lesions: Visual agnosia
A patient (DF) who suffered damage to posterior and mainly ventral areas
(though she has spared striate areas) and damage to the parasaggital occipitoparietal
region was studied (Milner et ah, 1991). DF suffers from visual form agnosia and
showed a profound impairment in recognising the orientation and size (see chapter
Vm) of stimuli. She could not match the orientation of two stimuli presented
simultaneously or accurately apply the verbal labels ‘horizontal’ or ‘vertical’.
Unexpectedly, DF was able to carry out a 'posting' task in which a hand held card had
to be fitted into a rectangular slot of different orientations. She was unable, however, to
indicate the orientation of the slot without performing the motor movement (Milner et
ah, 1991). Thus, orientation appears to be processed in DF’s dorsal stream and capable
of guiding visuo-motor co-ordination when dealing with objects.

Dorsal lesions: Optic ataxia
Patients with more dorsal lesions (i.e. to parietal cortex) show a converse
pattern of deficits. These patients show no visual form agnosia and can verbally label
the orientation of objects but are impaired in carrying out visuo-motor tasks. A patient
(VK) who suffered bilateral damage to the parieto-occipital lobe (Jakobson et ah,
1991) was studied. VK’s performances were significantly different from control
subjects when cairying out a prehension task. In contrast to DF, VK was unable to
adjust her grasp appropriately to the size and the orientation of the object to be picked
up. Patients with dorsal stream damage are able to recognise complex line drawings
and recognise the correct orientation of objects, but cannot make the correct
prehension movement towards the object (Jeannerod, 1981; Perenin and Vighetto,
1988). These studies indicate that the mechanism which underlies conscious perception
of an object’s qualities such as size and orientation, is quite distinct from the
mechanism underlying visual guidance of prehension.

Neuropsvcholoeical studies in monkeys
Ventral lesions
Lesions in monkeys to the occipito-temporal areas but not the dorsal parietal
areas produce a profound impairment in the ability to learn and discriminate objects
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(for reviews see Dean, 1976; Ungerleider and Mishkin, 1982). These findings,
however, do not specify whether the ventral or dorsal visual pathways are involved in
the capacity to generalise across different viewing transformations, or are just involved
in object learning. Several studies have addressed this question of the involvement of
temporal cortex in object constancy more directly (Humphrey and Weiskrantz, 1969;
Ungerleider and Brody, 1977; Holmes and Gross, 1984a, b; Weiskrantz and Saunders,
1984; Walsh et al., 1992).
Weiskrantz and Saunders (1984) trained unoperated control monkeys and
monkeys with varying lesions to parietal cortex, foveal prestriate cortex [combined V4
and posterior inferotemporal cortex (PIT)], anterior inferotemporal cortex (AIT), and
posterior superior temporal sulcus (pSTS), on a number of visually presented 3D
objects each seen under constant conditions. They then transformed the appearance of
objects either in size, 3D orientation (a compound change of perspective view and
orientation with respect to gravity), or lighting (shadows). The monkeys were then
tested on their ability to generalise recognition across the transformed views of the
training objects. Testing continued afterwards with transformed views trained as new
targets.
Normal unoperated monkeys were to some degree impaired on the initial trials
of generalisation testing (transformation of orientation produced 36% errors). This
performance may be better than chance because in most problems particular features,
such as object colour, could be used to aid generalisation (across orientation and other
transformations). With continued testing, normal subjects performance with orientation
transformed objects improved to an average of 28% errors.
Monkeys with foveal prestriate and AIT lesions were found to have great
difficulty in the initial learning of untransformed objects. Training continued for these
monkeys on the initial problems to criterion (90/100 correct). In one experiment both
foveal prestriate and AIT lesion groups showed inferior performance relative to
parietal cortex lesions on generalisation across orientation. This generalisation deficit
was not only present on initial transfer trials, but was also maintained across the
subsequent 10 trials. In a separate experiment, generalisation across orientation was
not markedly impaired for monkeys with prestriate and AIT lesions relative to normal
controls during the first trials of generalisation (AIT 55%, Prestriate 33%, Normal 36%
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errors). Nonetheless, generalisation performance for both ventral lesions (AIT and
prestriate) was significantly impaired relative to normal controls after extended testing.
N.B. during this extended testing all monkeys may have been treating the novel
transformed versions of the target as independently rewarded patterns. One cannot be
sure that the monkeys were aware that the transformed versions of one object were
different instances of the same object; at no stage did the monkeys witness a
continuous transformation between alternative viewing conditions.
To summarise, normal monkeys do not show perfect ability to transfer learning
across orientation transformation. Monkeys with prestriate or anterior inferotemporal
lesions have problems learning about objects generally. Both these groups are impaired
on generalisation across orientation once they have learned a standard orientation
problem. It should be noted that the impairment is relatively mild compared to normal
animals, the two ventral system lesions produce greater impairment in orientation
generalisation than parietal or posterior STS lesions. The mildness of the impairment
in the study of Weiskrantz and Saunders may be due to the tasks being soluble using
transformation independent cues such as colour or particular shape features (pointed,
or jaggy).
Since visual information reaches IT cortex by travelling through the prestriate
regions (V4 and PIT), foveal prestriate damage will automatically deprive the IT cortex
of visual information. Hence, it should be expected that foveal prestriate and ATT
damage both produce deficits in learning about objects. One might also expect equal
deficits in generalisation performance. It is argued here that one needs experience with
multiple instances of the particular features or shapes, and the transformations between
these to build representations that generalise across change in size or orientation. In the
experiments of Weiskrantz and Saunders (1984), subjects did not experience
continuous transformations of individual objects. The subjects could perhaps rely on
preoperative experience of orientation and size transformations of particular features
and shapes. If orientation and size generalised representations of such features are
located in AIT cortex, then they would be available for normal monkeys and monkeys
with pSTS or parietal lesions, but inaccessible for subjects with foveal prestriate
lesions and directly damaged AIT.
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Weiskrantz and Saunders (1984) interpret their results as indicating the
posterior part of the IT cortex being involved in defining viewer-centred information
about features of objects and the anterior parts of IT cortex containing generalising
(object-centred) representations. The authors argued that the results were consistent
with representations used for object recognition becoming less view specific (and more
prototypic, object-centred or generalising) as one moves anterior in the temporal
cortex. The gradient of this progression is, however, not defined by the lesion study of
Weiskrantz and Saunders (1984); viewer- and object-centred representations could
both exist within anterior temporal regions.
Holmes and Gross (1984b) examined generalisation across orientation for the
recognition of 3D letter shapes after IT lesions in the macaque monkey. The monkeys
were trained to discriminate simultaneously presented pairs of stimuli (J vs 7C, and P vs
T). Training was continued to 90/100 correct and then subjects were overtrained to the
same criterion with partial reinforcement. Both stimuli in a pair were transformed on
probe trials in their orientation (original orientation 0°, transformed orientations 90°,
180° and 270°), or their real size (described below). It was found that animals with IT
lesions took longer to learn the original discriminations, but generalised across
orientation transformations in a way directly comparable to the unoperated controls.
These results appear difficult to account for if one speculates that orientation general
descriptions of objects and features are only present in AIT. Without AIT, subjects
should fail to generalise over orientation because they would be deprived of the only
neural apparatus which is tolerant to pattern orientation.
There may be, however, particular simple features present in the stimulus pairs
that can be analysed by early visual cortex in an orientation-independent manner. For
the P vs T stimuli in the study of Holmes and Gross (1984b), the detection of the
presence of a small closed circular feature could be sufficient to allow discrimination
at any orientation. Hypothetical feature detectors would not have to be maximally
activated by the D component of the P stimulus to enable discrimination independent
of orientation. For the J vs tc stimulus pair, a multi-sided feature □ that tolerates one
side missing (H) would be activated by the n but not the J stimuli in the 4 test
orientations. This explanation is not implausible given the nature of cell selectivity
recently described in V2 (e.g. Fig. 7.12b, Kobatake and Tanaka 1994).
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In another study, Holmes and Gross (1984a) tested monkeys with IT lesions on
a two-choice visual discrimination task, using either different 2D patterns or 3D
objects, or identical patterns of objects but presented in different orientations. Monkeys
with IT lesions were impaired in learning to discriminate two different patterns or
objects. The IT lesion group were, however, unimpaired in learning to discriminate
two identical stimuli with one transformed in its orientation by a large amount (90° or
180° for 2D patterns, 60° or 120° for 3D objects). When the two stimuli differed by
only a small angle of rotation (2D patterns: 30- 60°; 3D objects: 30°), monkeys with IT
lesions were severely impaired. The authors (Holmes and Gross, 1984a) suggest that
control subjects might be more proficient at using environmental cues when dealing
with more complex objects (i.e. the angle an object makes with respect to gravity or its
position with respect to landmarks). By contrast, animals with IT lesions might rely on
coarse feature specific cues (e.g. big blob at the top for rewarded object). When a
stimulus is rotated only a small amount (less than 60°) the IT lesioned animals would
lose their strategy in discriminating the objects because key features would still occur
in a similar location (e.g. the stimuli are indistinguishable because in both cases the big
blob is in the upper part of the visual image). Interestingly, animals with IT lesions
performed equivalently to control subjects in discriminating vertical and horizontal
lines (0° vs 90°), but were impaired discriminating oblique line stimuli separated by
the same angle (e.g. 45° vs 135°). Holmes and Gross suggest that the lines are
processed in a different way than patterns and objects. That is, early prestriate and
striate orientation sensitive mechanisms could be employed for the discrimination of
lines. Holmes and Gross (1984a) conclude that IT cortex is involved in the
discrimination of different patterns but is not necessary for the discrimination of two
versions of the same pattern transformed in orientation by a large angle of rotation
(>60°).
Walsh and Butler (in press) concluded along similar lines, suggesting that there
may be two separate mechanisms for the perception of rotated objects. Walsh et al.
(1992) found that monkeys with V4 lesions were unable to relearn discriminations
between different shapes or between two versions of the same shape rotated through
any angle between 30°-180° (despite being able to perform these tasks preoperatively).
One can conclude that for discrimination tasks, involving two versions of the same
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pattern rotated by more than 60°, there are usually visual differences in the stimulus
pair which are evident on the basis of processing in V4. For more subtle changes in
stimulus orientation (<60°), a more sophisticated pattern of processing needs to be
executed in IT with orientation sensitive analysis of feature configuration.
Lesions of the parietal cortex can prevent monkeys from discriminating
between two stimuli that differ only in orientation (Eacott et al., 1993). Parietal lesions
do not, however, prevent discrimination between different shapes. Walsh and Butler
(in press) argue that depending on the degree of rotation between the two test images
(same shapes), different mechanisms might be utilised for perceptual discrimination. If
two patterns (of the same shape) differ in orientation by more than 60°, then the
pathway from the prestriate cortex to the parietal cortex is sufficient to support visual
discrimination between stimuli. This pathway is sufficient to define the location of
simple but salient features (e.g. there is a blob at the top of one of the patterns). If the
patterns differ by some smaller angle of rotation, then the complete ventral pathway
involving prestriate cortex and IT is necessary for discrimination (e.g. blob will be
approximately at the top of both patterns).

STS lesions
Lesion studies of IT cortex rarely differentiate between anterior STS cortex and
IT cortex. The cortex within the STS was commonly regarded as an extension of IT
cortex (Dean, 1976), yet it may have different roles in recognition. Eacott et al. (1993)
tested monkeys for their ability to learn to discriminate two simultaneously presented
images of ASCII characters, where either the images differed in their shape (same
orientation), or in their orientation of presentation (same shape rotated 90° or 180°).
Monkeys with STS lesions (including anterior and posterior STS) were impaired in
both the shape and orientation discrimination tasks. It is interesting to note that
monkeys with IT lesions were only impaired in shape but not orientation
discrimination.
In conclusion, neuropsychological lesion studies in both humans and monkey
subjects suggest that PIT may support feature analysis in an orientation specific
manner. If pattern discrimination and generalisation can be solved by feature analysis,
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subjects with AIT lesions (leaving PIT feature analysis intact) will be able to solve the
tasks. The STS appears to function similarly to the IT in recognition processes, though
may have an additional role in the analysis of orientation.

Single cell studies
Orientation specificity
The majority of cells found in area V4 exhibit tuning for simple attributes of
the image, including spatial frequency or stimulus width, length and colour. Some cells
in V4 do show selectivity to slightly more complex features (e.g. preference for a
circular but not square shape, or the angle between 2 contours; Kobatake and Tanaka,
1994). The majority of V4 cells sensitive to simple or more complex features exhibit
sensitivity to orientation (Desimone and Schein, 1987; Haenny and Schiller, 1988;
Kobatake and Tanaka, 1994). Kobatake and Tanaka (1994) show an example of a V4
cell which is selective to the orientation of the optimal stimulus (a white bar presented
at 315°) but generalises across size change [two sizes were tested, short (20%) and
long (100%), see chapter VIE]. The main anatomical input into inferotemporal (IT)
cortex is through V4 and it is therefore perhaps not surprising that cells in IT are also
orientation sensitive (see Perrett and Oram, 1993; Oram and Penett, 1994a; Vogels
and Orban, 1994).
For some features which do not have an axis of elongation such as a dark spot,
a circular or square shape, and radially symmetrical patterns (e.g. high frequency
Fourier Descriptors; Schwartz, Desimone et al., 1983; Gross, 1992) cells with
preference for these features will automatically show tolerance of 90° or 180° rotation.
In this sense, such feature detectors are orientation-invariant.
Tanaka et al. (1991) found that cells in the AIT which respond selectively to
complex objects, such as faces and features, appear to be orientation selective. Ten
AIT cells responsive to faces were tested for four orientations (0°, 90°, 180° and 270°).
For these cells, the rotation of the optimal stimulus by 90° reduced the neuronal
response by more than half. An additional 11 cells were reported which also exhibit
orientation sensitivity, but were only tested qualitatively. The optimal orientation of the
face stimulus varied from cell to cell, though the upright orientation was most
commonly encountered (Tanaka et al., 1991).
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Orientation generalisation
Physiological studies (Perrett et al., 1982, 1984, 1985; Hasselmo et al., 1989b)
have shown that cells in the IT and STS cortex of macaque monkeys are selectively
responsive to faces. In an initial study by Perrett et al. (1982) of selective cells in the
STS, generalisation across object orientations appeared to be universal. All the face
responsive cells studied (26) did not differentiate in response magnitude between
upright, horizontal or inverted faces (Perrett et al., 1982). A closer examination of
responses indicate that cell latencies can be affected by orientation even when response
magnitude of the cells was similar for upright and inverted faces. Neural response
latencies for 62% (16/26) of the cells were affected by the orientation of the image
presented (Perrett et al., 1988). When the orientation of the image was changed from
the upright orientation, the response latency of 10/26 cells were not affected. 15/26
cells responded with longer latencies to inverted or horizontally presented faces.
Perrett at al. (1988) described this increased response latency as additional 'processing
time' which may parallel increased RTs to identify faces or face configurations.
Hasselmo et al. (1989b) tested a small group of cells which responded to a
particular movement (ventral flexion of the head; ‘head nodding’). These cells
continued to respond to the head movements even when the image was rotated in the
picture plane, i.e. upside-down. This process altered the retinal or viewer-centred co
ordinate system, but not the object-centred co-ordinate system, since for the latter the
position of the relative parts of the object are solely related to the object itself (i.e. the
forehead moves towards the chest) and is therefore not dependent on the view. Their
findings suggest that this small population of cells reflected the latter, the objectcentred description of the movements. However, their results are limited in information
about generalisation of rotation in the picture plane as they apply to stimulus motion.
In summary, physiological data shows that early visual areas (VI, V2, V4)
exhibit orientation-specific coding of features of objects. Cells from these areas feed
into more anterior visual processing areas (PIT, AIT), where cells are selectively
responsive to progressively more complex features and object such as faces. From
studies carried out so far, it appears that ail IT cells exhibit orientation specificity
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whether the ceils are selective for elementary features or more complex objects.
Studies in the STS indicate the presence of cells which are selective for complex
objects and which respond irrespective of the stimulus orientation. Interestingly, such
cells exhibiting orientation-invariant responses to faces require extra time for the
processing of unusual orientations of the stimuli.
It is pointed out, however, that for single cell studies described above only very
few orientations were tested. Indeed, in the majority of instances only the neuronal
responses to the upright and the inverted stimulus was investigated. The empirical
study reported here was concerned with the extent to which cells in the STPa show
orientation invariance (generalise across different orientations), or orientation
specificity in their responses to heads, bodies or whole bodies presented in multiple
orientations, often up to eight different orientations in the picture plane. This allows us
to address the question of how orientation in the picture plane is processed by the
visual system and whether this is done in a similar fashion as object view (see chapter
VI and Perrett et al., 1991). In addition, neuronal response timing factors to different
orientations of the stimulus for a cell population will be described and discussed.

M ethod
General single unit methods (see chapter IV) were applied to investigate the
response pattern of cells in the STPa of the macaque monkey. All cells tested showed a
significantly different response to the whole body than to both control stimuli and
spontaneous activity (S/A). For each cell the optimal perspective view was first
defined for the upright body (see chapter VI), and subsequently the cell was presented
with that view of the whole body in different orientations. Note that the entire body
stimulus was used for testing purposes. This is because cells selectively responsive to
only one component part usually (see chapter V) responded to the entire body
significantly better than to S/A and control objects. In addition, it is assumed that
neuronal response selectivity to a particular orientation is held constant across different
body parts (and the entire body) as seen with view. That is, if e.g. a ‘head alone’ cell is
selectively responsive to a particular orientation of the head presented in isolation, then
it is expected to find that the entire body presented in the same orientation as the head
alone will elicit a cell response of the same magnitude (or larger, see chapter V) than
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the response to the head presented in isolation. This makes sense, if one follows the
argument from chapter V, that component parts are associated with each other. It is
unlikely, therefore, to find e.g. a figure where the head is upright in respect to gravity
and the body component is inverted.

Visual stimuli
The visual stimuli were all photographed onto 200 ASA ectocrome print film,
with the subject (bipedal whole human body) standing against a light grey background.
Eight pictures of the whole body presented in eight different perspective views (rotated
in depth, see chapter VI) were taken. For each view, eight orientations in the picture
plane were presented (resulting in 64 different stimuli, see e.g. Fig. 7.1). This was done
by re-photographing the upright image rotated by 45° steps anti-clockwise onto a 200
ASA Ectocrome slide film, resulting in the following orientations: 0° (upright), 45°,
90° (horizontal), 135°, 180° (inverted), 225°, 270° (horizontal) and 315°. The images
(at a size of 1.73 m) were then projected against a white wall at a viewing distance of 4
m resulting in the image size being 24.4°. The neuronal response of a cell was
normally tested for eight (in some cases only four) different orientations.
Besides the specific body stimuli tested, a range of control stimuli and a ‘no
stimulus condition’ (S/A) were used. The control stimuli included slide images of
complex 2D and 3D objects of different sizes, shapes, textures and orientations (e.g.
broom, lab coats, chairs, pictures of different animals, etc.), simple 2D geometrical
shapes (bars, spots and gratings) and simple 3D forms (balls, cylinders, boxes, etc.).

Testing methods
Every cell from which neuronal activity was recorded was first tested in an
exploratory way by presenting a series of static and moving 3D objects (including
bodies), tactile and auditory stimuli. Cells found to be selectively responsive to static
views of the whole body were then further investigated for sensitivity to orientation.
After identifying the optimal stimulus view with a 3D or 2D whole body stimulus (see
chapter VI), further testing was carried out with at least five trials of each of the 2D
slide stimuli described above. Stimulus order was presented in a computer-controlled
pseudo-random order.

Figure 7.1. Exam ples o f stim uli used for testing: Whole body stimuli presented in

different orientations of the picture plane and different (depth) views.
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For some cells which were selective in their response to a particular orientation
of the stimulus, a receptive field test was carried out to ensure that the response (or
more the lack of response) was due to the orientation of the stimulus, rather than the
position of the optimal part in the receptive field. This was often only carried out as an
observational test (little statistical data available). Therefore, if the cell was previously
classified as maximally responsive to only one body part (head or body presented in
isolation), the effective body part was randomly presented in three different locations
of the visual field: at the top (0.9 m above central LED, angular displacement of 13°),
the centre (on top of the central LED) and the bottom (0.9 m below the central LED).
During these investigations the monkey was to fixate on the central LED to avoid eyemovements.

Data analysis
Cell responses to different test conditions were compared by using 1-way
analysis of variance (ANOVA) and post-hoc tests (protected least significant difference
(PLSD), Snedecor and Cochran, 1980) with a significance level of p<0.025 (see
chapter IV),
In addition, a multiple linear regression analysis was carried out on cells tested
with eight different orientations. This was done to estimate the best relationship
between response and second order cardioid function of orientation of the stimulus
(Perrett et al., 1991). This regression analysis calculates the values of the coefficients
pi -5 of the equation defined below for producing the highest correlation between cell
responses and the angle of orientation.
R = pi + p 2 cos (0) + p 3 sin (0) + p4 cos (20) + ps sin (20)
where R is the response, P 1.5 are coefficients and 0 is the angle of the body orientation
(adapted from Perrett et al., 1991).
A Chi-square test was then carried out on cell responses which produced a
significant result with the regression analysis. This was done to compare the observed
response rates with the expected response rates predicted by the equation defined
above (significant relation, p<0.05). If the relation between the observed response
values and the expected response values was significant, the equation defined above
was used to define the optimal angle of orientation (0 max), the maximum response at
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this orientation (Rmax), the sharpness of tuning (i.e. the average angle of rotation
required to reduce the response of half of that if Rmax) and the angle of magnitude of
any other peak in the orientation tuning (Perrett et al., 1991).
Furthermore, an orientation discrimination index was computed for 24 cells to
investigate the cells ability to discriminate between the upright and inverted orientation
of a whole body stimulus. All cells tested for the upright and the inverted body stimuli
were included in this analysis, regardless of the cell classification (i.e. whether
generalising to tuned to particular orientation). This formula used was adapted from
the view discrimination index formula used in chapter VI:
Orientation Discrimination Index (Iq) = [(response to upright orientation- S/A) (response to inverted orientation - S/A)] / (response to upright orientation - S/A).
In addition, post-stimulus time histograms (PSTH) and cumulative response
curves were plotted for population estimates of time course responses (see general
method chapter IV).

R esu lts
Of the visually responsive STPa cells of two subjects a total of 25 cells which
were found to be responsive to the whole body (i.e. have significantly greater response
to the whole human body than to control objects and S/A) were tested for selectivity to
different orientations in the picture plane of the whole body. All the cells included in
this study did not respond to a wide variety of different control objects tested. The
majority of cells (18/25) were tested for the whole body in eight different orientations,
whereas the remaining 7 cells were tested with less than eight orientations. Cells were
then categorised on the basis of their response to the different orientations: 1)
generalising across all orientations; 2) generalising across all orientations with
orientation tuning superimposed on the generalised response; and 3) selectively
responsive to a particular orientation.
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Generalising across orientation
Seven cells (of 25 tested) responded to all orientations at a rate significantly
above S/A and control stimuli. Four of these cells responded statistically equivalently
to all orientations (see Fig, 7.2).

Generalising across all orientations with some tuning
Three cells showed orientation tuning superimposed on the generalised
response (see Fig. 7.3).

Selectively responsive to a particular orientation
The remaining 18 cells responded to some, but not all orientations (see e.g. Fig.
7.4). To ensure that the cell was not only sensitive to the optimal stimulus in a
particular region of the visual field, a visual field test was carried out. If the cell did not
respond significantly different to the stimulus presented in a different location (see Fig.
7.4b), then the response pattern to different orientations of the stimulus was suggested
to be due to the change in orientation rather than the presence of the stimulus in a
particular location. In this case, the cell was then included in the analysis of orientation
sensitive cells. Different cells were maximally responsive to different orientations.

Distribution o f orientation tuning
The majority of cells (21/25, 82%) were selectively responsive for orientation
in the picture plane. While most of the tuned cells (15/21) were selective for
orientations close to upright (see e.g. Fig. 7.4), some (6/21) cells, however, were
selective for non-upright stimulus orientations such as inverted images (e.g. Fig. 7.5).
All the cells displaying orientation selectivity displayed an approximately
monotonie tuning function (e.g. Fig. 7.6). That is, the cell responded best to one
orientation and showed a gradual decrease of response amplitude as the stimulus was
rotated away from its optimal orientation.
The tightness of the tuning varied across the cells. Rotation of the stimulus
away from optimal by 45° to 90° would reduce most cell responses by half.
To find the shape of orientation tuning in the picture plane a regression analysis
for each cell was used to estimate the maximal response (Rmax) and the optimal angle

Figure 7.2. The mean responses (+/- ISE) to the front (0°) view of the whole body and
spontaneous activity (S/A) are illustrated for one cell (E83_38.31L). The cell response
showed no significant difference between different orientations tested (generalisation),
but responded to all orientations significantly different than to spontaneous activity and
controls (^<0.05 PLSD each comparison). ANOVA: F(9,40)=1.89 p<0.05.
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Figure 7.3. The mean responses (+/- 1SE) to the back ( 180°) view of the whole body and
spontaneous activity (S/A) are illustrated for one cell (E64_33.06L). The cell responded
best to the whole body stimuli when upright (/?<0.05) (tuned), but also responded to
other orientations better than to spontaneous activity (S/A) (p<0.05) (generalising).
ANOVA: F(9,39)=3.9 p=0.001.
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Figure 7.4. (a) The mean responses (+/- 1SE) to the front (0°) view of the whole body
and spontaneous activity (S/A) are illustrated for one cell (E99_40.16L). The cell
responded best to the whole body stimuli at upright position, but also responded to some
other orientations better than to spontaneous activity (S/A) (p<0.05) (tuned). ANOVA;
F(9,40)=3.8 p<0.005. (b) No significant difference in response at different positions
(angular displacement of 13° up and down from the central fixation point) were found
(ANOVA: F(4,19)=6.5 p<0.005). All the stimuli tested gave a significantly different
response than the one to control stimuli and S/A (p<0.05).
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Figure 7.5. The mean responses (+/- 1SE) to the front (0°) view of the whole body and
spontaneous activity (S/A) are illustrated for one cell (E6I_31.82L). The cell responded
best to the whole body stimuli when inverted, but also responded to some other
orientations better than to spontaneous activity (p<0.05) (tuned). ANOVA;
F(9,40)=3.097 p=0.006.
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Figure 7.6. Responses of a viewer-centred cell (E86_38.43R) with uniinodal tuning to
orientation in the picture plane. The mean responses (± ISE) recorded for eight different
whole body stimulus orientations are illustrated (R^ = 0.684; F(4,39) = 18.939,
/7<0.0005). The dashed lines indicate the mean response to control stimuli and S/A.
Responses close to the upright (optimal) orientation (45° and 315°) were not significantly
different than 0° (Protected LSD tests /?>0.05) but were significantly greater than to
controls and S/A (/?<0.0005 each comparison). ANOVA: E(9,49)= 12.38, /)<0.0005.
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of orientation (0max) at which Rmax occurred (Fig. 7.7). This figure includes all
tuning curves for 14 cells maximally sensitive to one orientation in the picture plane
(see methods above) (Perrett et al., 1991). To combine different individual tuning
curves, a normalisation was applied. This was done by setting the mean base line (S/A)
firing rate of each cell to 0 and Rmax to 1.0. The regression analysis was then repeated
resulting in ‘normalised’ individual tuning curves. The peak normalised responses (1.0
for each cell) were aligned at point 0 (optimal orientation for each cell) on the X-axis.
If a normalised response curves falls below the point 0 (i.e. response < average S/A),
then the cell response is inhibited to that orientation of the stimulus.
Having established tuning curves for each cell tested with eight different
orientations of the stimulus, an average tuning curve for these cells was produced. This
is done by averaging the coefficients obtained from the individual regression analysis
for each cell (normalised responses were used) (Fig. 7.8).
Finally, having shown that different cells have different optimal orientations in
which the stimulus is viewed, a polar plot was drawn to indicate the distribution of
these optimal orientations across the cell population. All view-sensitive cells (14 cells)
were used in this illustration, which included cells tested for 4 or 8 orientations. The
polar plot indicates that the majority of cells sensitive to orientation are tuned to the
upright orientation ± 22.5° of the stimulus (see Fig. 7.9).

Orientation Discrimination Index
The orientation discrimination index indicates the ability of the cells to
discriminate between the upright and the inverted orientation of the body stimulus (see
Fig. 7.10). This index shows that most cells are able to discriminate between upright
and inverted body orientations (i.e. most cells have an orientation index value (/o)
which is greater than say 0.2 or smaller than -0.2). If lo equals 0, then the cell will
respond equally well to the upright and the inverted image. If the

Iq

equals 1.0, then

the response to the inverted body is the same as S/A and the response to upright images
is significantly greater than S/A. If lo > 1.0, then the cell response to the upright
orientation is greater than S/A and the response to the inverted orientation is less than
S/A. At a negative I q , the neuronal cell response to the inverted body is greater than the

Figure 7.7. NormaUsed tuning curves for cells selectively responsive to view
(including cells which respond to all body orientations > S/A, but show some tuning
superimponsed) tested for eight orientations in the picture plane. The tuning curves for
14 cells are estimated from the best fit cardioid function relating resonse to an
orientation. S/A = 0 and maximal response = 1,0. Angle o f orientation is expressed as an
angle o f rotation from optimal orientation (Qmax).
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Figure 7.8. An average tuning curve from ali 14 view sensitive cells (described in Fig.
7.7) which have been tested for eight different orientations in the picture plane was
computed. S/A = 0 and maximal response = 1.0.
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Figure 7.9. Polar plot: Distribution of optimal response orientations (tuning) across
the population of cells sensitive to view (n=14). Each line presents the optimal
orientation obtained through the regression analysis of an individual cell (see text).
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cell response to the upright image (i.e. cell is tuned to a non-upright orientation and
hence is able to discriminate between the two orientations).

Population estimates o f time course o f responses
To obtain population estimates of time course of responses of cells tested with
different orientations in the picture plane (all cell types included), post stimulus time
histograms (PSTH) were plotted for a population of 10 cells (Fig. 7.1 la). At point 0 ms
stimulus presentation occurred and thus, the average response on-set appears to be for
all effective stimuli at approximately 60 ms. As a population, the response to the
upright image was the greatest. After response on-set, average neuronal response
increased for approximately the first 320 ms and then decreased down to threshold
level after approximately 600 ms following response on-set (540 ms after stimulus
presentation).
A cumulative response curve of the same data was plotted to obtain a better
indication of the cell population response (all cell types included) (Fig. 7.11b). This
graph allows one to compare levels of average neuronal response at any given time.
Therefore, at for example, 400 ms after stimulus presentation, the cells selectively
responsive to orientation will as a population respond most when a body/head stimulus
is presented in its upright orientation. Also, if a threshold is chosen (to trigger, for
example, behavioural response times) at say 40% of the maximum response, then the
threshold is reached fastest when an image is presented in its upright orientation
relative to the observer or gravitational axis (approximately 230 ms after response on
set). This response is faster than the population response to rotated images (e.g.
horizontally viewed whole bodies, threshold reached only after 500 ms following
response on-set).

Histolo2ical reconstruction
The histological reconstruction of 3 monkey brains showed that all cells tested
for whole body stimuli presented in different orientations were located in the upper and
lower bank of the STS (see Fig. 7.12 and Appendix 4 for one subject). There was no
observed clustering of cell types. A chi-square test showed that cells tuned to the
upright image are not more frequently found at more anterior sites than at more
posterior sites of the STPa (chi^=1.3, df=l, p=0.25, where group A were cells in

Figure 7.11. Cell population response to different stimulus orientations and control
objects, a) Combined responses o f 10 cells to different stimuli orientations; upright (0°),
horizontal (90° and 270°) and inverted (180°). The clear area displays the population
response to the upright body stimulus orientation, medium grey area to the horizontal
body stimulus orientation, dark grey area to the inverted body stimulus orientation and
the black area population response to various control objects. Firing rate is expressed as a
percentage o f the peak response to the best (in this case the upright) stimulus. Stimulus
presentation occurs at point 0 ms. b) Cumulative Response curve o f orientation
population estimate (10 cells). The colour coding for different stimuli responses is
identical to (a). Stimulus presentation occurs at point 0 ms. The average population
response rate was calculated after normalising each cell’s activity (S/A=0, Max
Response=100). The cumulative population response is defined as the running total of
this average population response from 200 ms pre-stimulus onset.
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Figure 7.12. Histological reconstruction. A frontal section of subject E taken at 15 mm
anterior to the interaural plane showing the location of cells tuned to upright orientation of
the head/body (open circles) and cells generalising across all orientations of the head/body
tested (open triangles). The thick lines indicate the brain surface, the thin lines show the
boundary between white and grey matter. Cells were located in both the upper bank and
fundus of the superior temporal sulcus (see Appendix 4).
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sections <15 mm anterior, and group B were cells found in sections 15-17 mm
anterior). Cells coding upright heads/bodies were therefore intermixed with cells
coding non-upright heads/bodies and cells which generalised across different
orientations in the picture plane.
D is c u s s io n
Given the length of the introductory review of this chapter, it is appropriate to
first recap the main findings:
Most human and animal studies indicate that the ventral stream (V4, PIT, AIT
and STPa) is involved in the processing of information about an object's appearance
including the orientation of the object (see e.g. Dean, 1976; 1991; 1992; 1993; Tanaka,
Fujita et al., 1993; Kobatake and Tanaka, 1994). The FT cortex plays an important role
in the formation of mental representations of objects for long term memory (Miyashita,
1990; Miyashita et al., 1993). Ideally, for recognition purposes, a single object-centred
representation which generalises across viewing conditions would be most efficient.
This would allow an object to be recognised irrespective of its perceived view,
orientation, size, or even part visibility (i.e. part-occlusions). For behavioural
interaction with an object, information about the object's orientation relative to the
viewer has to be available to allow and guide interaction. For such visuo-motor
control, viewer-centred representations are essential, although information about the
objects’ identity is irrelevant. It now appears that such information about 3D
orientation (and size) is coded by cells in parietal cortex (area LIP, Sakata personal
communication, 1995; Taira et al., 1990; Sakata and Taira, 1994).
Interestingly, different methods of investigation emphasise the importance of
different types of representation in the temporal cortex. The study of brain lesioned
subjects (both humans and monkeys) indicate the involvement of the temporal cortex
in generalising across changes in orientation (see e.g. Wilson, 1957; Cowey and
Weiskrantz, 1967; Gross, 1973; Dean and Weiskrantz, 1974; Dean, 1976), whereas
lesions in the parietal cortex appear to disrupt identification of an object’s orientation
(Pohl, 1973; Ockleford, Milner et al., 1977; Ungerleider and Brody, 1977; Jeannerod et
al., 1994). From such lesion work one might assume that viewer-centred information
about objects would be found only in the dorsal stream of processing. Single unit
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recording studies, on the other hand, reveal that the vast majority of cells in the
temporal cortex are selective for object features or parts (see chapter V), view (see
chapter VI), orientation and/or size (see chapter VIII). These studies contrast with the
lesion studies and indicate the predominance of object representations that are highly
specific to viewing conditions (i.e. viewer-centred representations). In the same
physiological studies, however, a minority of temporal cortex cells are found to
generalise across particular viewing conditions such as orientation.
To summarise neurophysiological studies, cells in early visual areas (VI, V2,
V4) exhibit orientation-specific coding of elementary features of objects (Heniy et al.,
1974; Trotter et al., 1989; Kobatake and Tanaka, 1993). These cells feed into more
anterior visual processing areas (PIT, AIT), where cells are selectively responsive to
progressively more complex features and object such as faces but still exhibit
orientation specific responses (Tanaka et al., 1991; 1992; 1993; Kobatake and Tanaka,
1994). IT cortex in turn projects to cells present in the STPa (Seltzer and Pandya,
1978) which have been shown to be selective for complex objects and which have
previously been reported to respond irrespective of the stimulus orientation (Perrett,
Rolls et al., 1982; Perrett et al., 1985; 1988). Interestingly, such cells exhibiting
orientation-invariant responses to faces appear to require extra time for the processing
of unusual orientations of the stimuli (Perrett et al., 1985; 1984; 1988). The empirical
work reported here confirms the presence of cells with orientation-invariant responses
but also indicates that most coding for complex objects in the STPa is orientation
selective as was found in IT shape selective cells. That is, 82% (21/25) of the cells that
were selective for the sight of the body tested here also showed some sort of selectivity
to a particular orientation of the body. Furthermore, the Orientation Discrimination
Index computed for all the cells tested in this study indicates that the cells which do
discriminate between different orientation of the whole body stimuli are relatively
good at such discrimination.

The more anterior the more seneralisation
Indeed, it could be argued from the above observations, that the further along
the ventral stream one goes, the greater the percentage of cells which generalise across
viewing conditions in which an object is seen. However, single cell testing of the
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temporal pole and the amygdala investigating whether more cells code (highly
selective) visual information of objects in an object-centred fashion is still to be carried
out. Nonetheless, from single cell studies in visual areas of the ventral stream up to the
STPa, it could be suggested that the selectivity between objects rises while at the same
time the sensitivity to the particular viewing conditions declines (in this sense the cells
become less viewer-centred and more object-centred) (Mikami et al., 1992). As one
progresses down the ventral stream, cells become also less sensitive to position
(Desimone and Gross, 1979; Tanaka and Fuji ta, 1991; Kobatake and Tanaka, 1994; Ito
et al., 1995) and show a greater tendency to generalise across object parts (Wachsmuth,
Oram et al., 1993; 1994), see chapter V). The cells also become increasingly selective.
Cells in the posterior temporal cortex may show size tolerance but are generally
selective for simple features such as a circular shape. In the anterior temporal cortex,
cells may again show size tolerance but are now more selective between patterns;
particular cells will only respond to only circular patterns that are faces (Rolls and
Bay lis, 1986), see chapter VI). In addition, cells in visual areas of the ventral pathway
up to and including AIT (VI, V2, V4, PIT) do not show the ability to generalise across
change in orientation of the optimal stimulus (Desimone and Schein, 1987; Haenny
and Schiller, 1988; Kobatake and Tanaka, 1994). Only cells in STPa start to show
generalisation across orientation.
It is pointed out that in the present investigation cells tested for orientation
selectivity to the whole body were found to be located at a very anterior site of the STS
(see Appendix). At first glance it does appear as if more anterior sampling sites
represent more cells tuned to the upright image, though statistically this is not the case
(see result section). Furthermore, the notion that more generalised coding occurs at
more anterior sites within the ventral visual processing pathway is not strongly
supported by the anatomical findings of this study (see subject E). The recording of
cells occurred at very anterior sites which were close to the temporal pole, making it
unlikely that there is more generalised coding occurring at even more anterior sites of
the STS. This does not rule out the existence of other areas with mainly generalised
representations, though these areas might not be predominantly visual areas.
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Building obiect~centred representations from viewer-centred revresentations
Models of object recognition based on physiological evidence suggest the
construction of view-independent representations by pooling the outputs from
appropriate view-specific representations (e.g. Perrett and Oram, 1993; Logothetis,
Vetter et al., 1994). Such pooling operations can be based on simple learned
association between different views of the same object seen in temporal succession as
the object is rotated or the viewer moves around the object. While these pooling
operations were first conceived to account for generalisation across perspective view,
the same operations could account for generalisation in many domains (Foldiak, 1993).
In this same manner the responses of neurones selective for the head or body capable
of generalising across orientation, could be formed by pooling outputs of orientation
sensitive cells, i.e. orientation specific representations being pooled to establish
orientation general representations. Pooling across descriptions valid for specific
lighting conditions (Hietanen et al., 1992) and across descriptions for independent
articulating parts of the same objects (Wachsmuth, Oram et al., 1994), see chapter V)
may be achieved by analogous processes.

Familiarity and experience
The study reported here has shown that different cell populations in the anterior
STPa are selective for different object orientations of the same complex object
(face/body). However, the majority (71%, 15/21) of cells which were selectively
responsive to particular orientation of the face/body were found to be tuned to the
upright orientation of the object. This neuronal response pattern is similar to that found
in IT (Tanaka and Fujita, 1991). It is therefore suggested that experience with one (the
upright) orientation of an object may enhance the neuronal representation for that
object in the specific viewing conditions. This may explain the predominance of cells
tuned to upright orientation.
It is interesting to note that the average orientation tuning curve is highly
similar to the average view tuning curve obtained and described by Perrett et al. (1991)
as well as the average tuning curve obtained by Oram et al. (1993) from direction of
motion sensitive cells. Distribution of test direction was tightly grouped around
cartesian axes up/down, left/right described by Oram et al. (1993). For the view
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analysis, view distribution was relatively continuous but with more cells responding to
views within 22° of a characteristic view of the head: front (0°) and profiles views
(90°, 270°) (Perrett et al., 1991). In that study few cells were noted to be responding to
the back. A recent re-evaluation of view tuning (Oram, Perrett and Wachsmuth,
unpublished) indicates a preference of cells coding the front view (face). This was also
noted by Hasselmo et al. (1989) though their testing was biased towards front views.
The distribution of optimal orientations, however, was quite different from that found
for view. In the empirical study reported here, a polar distribution of optimal
orientation in the picture plane (Fig. 7.9) indicated that the majority of cells responded
optimally to an orientation of the body which was close to upright. This pattern seems
to be more similar to the direction tuning distribution than to the view tuning
distribution, though there are no (or few) cells preferentially responding to horizontal
orientations.
Most cells tested and recorded from in the empirical studies reported here
showed selectivity to both human and monkey stimuli presented in their upright
orientation (general observation). Furthermore, it is interesting to point out that even
though monkeys may be more familiar with seeing other monkeys upside down than
humans seeing other humans upside down, this inverted orientation is relatively
weakly represented in the neuronal cell population of the monkey STPa. However,
monkeys do spend the majority of their time with their heads in an upright position and
therefore, their perception of and experience with other heads and bodies will be based
(like in humans) on the gravitational upright. In addition, monkeys are not very
familiar with seeing human bodies in a non-upright (gravitational) orientation. This
frequent experience with the gravitational upright might account for the familiarity
effect (greater number of cells coding the upright orientation of the body). Nonetheless,
the cell population reported here might be questionable in its true representation of the
average sample of the STPa cell population, since during exploratory testing upright
2D or 3D bodies were most commonly used (see general methods chapter IV).
Therefore, cells which were tightly tuned to inverted or other orientations were harder
to recognise and hence might have been missed for testing purposes.
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Response latencies at the population and single cell level
The population estimates of time course responses computed are a measure of
the overall neuronal response activity to different stimuli of a particular brain area
investigated. In this study, the neuronal population response of STPa cells to whole
body stimuli presented in different orientations are analysed. The PSTH and the
cumulative response curve contain the same data but are displayed differently (see
general methods chapter IV). The advantage of the cumulative response curves over
population PSTHs is that one can clearly see the total population response at any given
time. For instance, at 150 ms after stimulus presentation, a much clearer separation
between responses to different stimuli are seen in the cumulative response cure than in
the PSTH. This is because in the PSTH, the population response activity is illustrated
for only that time (e.g. 150 ms) whereas in the cumulative response curve the activity
prior to that time (e.g. from stimulus presentation up to 150 ms) is also taken into
account.
If the brain was first to deteimine the identity of an image, i.e. whether it is a
face/body or not, and only then determine the orientation of the stimulus (e.g. topdown processing), then it could be expected to find little difference in response latency
and magnitude at early stages of discrimination with increasing differences at a later
time. However, the overall neuronal response of the STS cells to the whole stimulus
presented in different orientation does respond with greater magnitude to the upright
image than to non-upright images (see Fig. 7.11b) and, therefore, discrimination can
take place at an early stage, conflicting with top-down processing models.
The cumulative normalised response to a particular stimulus obtained from the
averaged normalised PSTH of all cells (see chapter IV) are used to show that the
neuronal population activity to the upright whole body stimulus is at any response level
or time greater than the cumulative population response to the non-upright body
orientations. Therefore, the overall cell responses are faster to upright stimuli than to
non-upright versions of the same stimulus. This neurophysiological finding would
suggest that recognition of upright bodies is always faster than recognition of non
upright bodies (see below). This is not because there is a latency difference in response
onset, but it is caused by the differences in response magnitude to the different stimuli.
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The cumulative population response curve indicates an initial faster and greater
response to inverted images than to horizontally presented bodies (see Fig. 7.11). This
could parallel the finding that inverted (180°) images are recognised faster than images
rotated between 90° and 120° from upright (Jolicoeur, 1985; McMullen and Jolicoeur,
1990; 1992). The neuronal population included in this study is, however, relatively
small and hence the evidence for this argument is preliminary.
Behavioural and psychophysical data from humans and monkeys suggests that
upright images of complex objects (such as faces and bodies) are recognised faster than
inverted or other non-upright orientations of objects (Yin, 1969; Shepard and Metzler,
1971; Jolicoeur, 1985; Perrett, Mistlin et al., 1988; McMullen and Jolicoeur, 1992;
Phelps and Roberts, 1994). This inversion effect is reflected in physiological findings.
Perrett et al. (1988) showed that some (58%) STPa cells selectively responsive to faces
had a longer latency to faces rotated 90°-180° from upright than to upright faces.
Unlike the present population study, level analysis was carried out on individual cells.
For each cell, Perrett et al. (1988) set a threshold level at 95% confidence level based
on pre-stimulus activity. Pre-stimulus activity was often very variable, resulting in a
high threshold level. Because a threshold was used to investigate response pattern to
different stimuli one does not know whether onset latency is equal for upright and nonupright stimuli. The relative response onset might have been equal, resulting in the
same latencies for upright and non-upright stimuli. However, if the relative response
magnitudes differed (stronger response to upright than to non-upright) then by the time
the threshold level is crossed, a latency difference will appear showing a later latency
to non-upright than to upright stimuli. This could explain the latency effect found by
Perrett et al. (1988).
Looking at the overall neuronal activity of the brain while viewing rotated
faces, different latencies have been observed to upright, horizontal and inverted
images. Human scalp ‘vertex-positive peak’ (VPP) recordings to face stimuli presented
in different orientations showed a linear increase in response time as the image was
rotated away from the upright orientation up to 90° (Jeffreys, 1989; 1993). However,
VPP latencies did not further increase when 90°-180° rotated stimuli were presented.
The latency to these stimuli did not only stay constant as the angle of rotation increased
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from upright (0°), but actually slightly decreased, resulting in faster latency to inverted
than to rotated faces by say 120°. This overall neuronal activity result supports the
argument stated above, that single cell neuronal population activity may underlie
behavioural inversion effect responses (i.e. upright images are recognised fastest, and
inverted images are recognised faster than faces rotated by e.g. 120° (Jolicoeur, 1985;
McMullen and Jolicoeur, 1990; 1992).

Advantage o f orientation spécifie coding
One question which arises is what the function of orientation specific
information in the ventral stream is? First, the answer is that computing such
information is an essential stage in the processing leading to the identification of an
object, even if later stages of the identification process discard orientation inforaiation
through generalisation. Second, information about orientation is important in its own
right. This is particularly evident for information about the face and body. The anterior
STS appears to be a site which integrates information relevant to the interpretation of
social signals, such as where other individuals are directing their attention and actions
(Perrett et al., 1989; 1992; 1993; 1994; Walsh and Perrett, 1994). To recognise where
an individual is attending requires orientation specific and view specific information
about the head posture. The left profile view of the head in its upright orientation may
indicate that an individual is attending to the viewer's left, but the same profile view
rotated in the picture plane by 45° to 135° from upright (in an anti-clockwise direction)
indicates the individual's attention is directed towards the ground (Perrett et al., 1992).
More generally, to interpret the significance of an individual’s posture and actions one
needs to specify the orientation of the face, body limbs and hands.

Orientation coding in dorsal and ventral stream
In the scheme of processing suggested here, feature selectivity is first evident in
the ventral stream in an orientation specific manner. Gradually, as one progresses
along the ventral stream, generalisation across orientation is dependant on pooling of
appropriate outputs from earlier stages within this system. Processing of pattern
information leading to object identification can thus proceed autonomously within the
ventral pathway and is independent of input from the dorsal system.
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As an alternative scheme of processing one could propose that orientation
information about an object is specified in the dorsal stream to drive visuo-motor co
ordination (Goodale et al., 1991; Biederman and Cooper, 1992b) and that sensitivity to
orientation in the ventral system depends on inputs from the dorsal stream. Certainly,
such a scheme is plausible on anatomical grounds within the anterior STS which
receives input from parietal cortex and IT cortex (see e.g. Seltzer and Pandya, 1978;
1984; Pandya and Yeterian, 1985; 1989; Young and Yamane, 1992; 1993). But, as was
described, orientation specificity is prevalent throughout the ventral stream including
the posterior and anterior IT cortex and these areas do receive input from the parietal
cortex (Baizer, Ungerleider et al., 1991). It may be more appropriate to consider
orientation information about objects being computed separately in the dorsal and
parietal systems and utilised for different visual tasks. Realising what an object is and
knowing whether it is upright (Turnbull, Laws et al., in press), or how to interact with
it (Goodale et al., 1991) appear to be dissociable abilities. No doubt there is
considerable interplay between the dorsal and ventral streams of processing. Indeed,
interactions between individuals depends on an awareness of head and body postures
and orientation. Such information may well be specified by the ventral systems
including the STS before the information is passed (through STS outputs to parietal
cortex, Harries and Perrett, 1991) to dorsal systems to guide appropriate behavioural
output and interactions.
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Chapter VIII
E f f e c t o f s iz e c h a n g e o n o b j e c t r e c o g n it io n
I n t r o d u c t io n
Perceiving and recognising an object independent of a change in distance or a
change in physical size, does not seem a difficult task, but is, as will be discussed
below. This perceptual invariance or constancy occurs even though the retinal image
size of the object varies. The term ‘size constancy’ refers to the capacity to recognise
the physical (real) size of an object independent of viewing distance. For example,
when viewing an adult human at a distance of 0.5 m or 200 m, one can recognise that
the person’s height is the same, approximately 1.5-2.0 m, despite the 400 fold change
in (retinal) image size. This ability differs from the capacity to recognise an object’s
identity or class independent of its size (for example a small person and a large person
can both be recognised as humans; similarly a toy car and a real car can both be
identified as cars). This latter capacity is here referred to as ‘size invariance’ or ‘size
generalisation’. This chapter will discuss how the brain codes an object (or objects of
the same class) at different retinal sizes and how the brain achieves recognition which
is independent of retinal size.

Behavioural studies in humans
Changing stimulus size has been found to impair recognition in a wide variety
of paradigms. Jolicoeur (1987) exposed subjects to 20 shapes, where each shape was
presented for 12 seconds during the learning phase of a recognition memory task. In
subsequent testing in which subjects classified the familiarity of shapes (as old or
new), Jolicoeur found that recognition latencies increased when stimulus size changed
between learning and test phases. The effect of size change on recognition memory
was found for meaningless shapes and for drawings of natural objects. Moreover, the
greater the size change^ (100% -25% versus 100%-50%) the greater the recognition
impairment.

^To compare the effects of size change across different studies, we define the size of the original training
or largest stimulus used in experiments as 100%, smaller sizes are expressed as a percentage the this
maximum. We estimate stimulus size as a linear dimension (e.g. diameter, visual angle) rather than as an
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Using stimuli of different sizes (100%, 75%, 50%, 40%), Jolicoeur and Besner
(1987) found that the time for subjects to recognise the similarity of two
simultaneously presented meaningless shapes increased when stimuli were transformed
in size. Similar effects have been reported by other authors (Budesen and Larsen, 1975;
Besner, 1983). Successive stimulus presentation matching paradigms produce similar
results with meaningless shapes (Larsen and Bundesen, 1978), or real objects (Ellis et
al., 1989; Dickerson, 1991).

Models explaining size transformations
The size transformation results described above are explainable in the context
of alignment models (e.g. Ullman, 1989) which suggest that representations of objects
in memory are specified in terms of size. When an object is viewed at a size that differs
from the size of the stored representation an alignment testing process is initiated,
whereby feature points on the stored model are transformed in size (view and
orientation) so that they align with the corresponding points on the incoming image. If
an alignment is successful and multiple sets of feature points match, then the object
under view is effectively recognised. Note here, that alignment processes have been
envisaged which match the input image to a single stored all encompassing (objectcentred) description (Lowe, 1987; Porrill et al., 1988; Ullman, 1989) or a single
(viewer-centred) description of the object as seen in a canonical (typical) view and
orientation (Palmer, Rosch et al., 1981). The idea of a single canonical representation
stored in memory, would explain the longer recognition times for stimuli presented in
an unusual size (i.e. different from the stored representation of the object), since
transformation processes, which bring stored representation and input image into
alignment, presumably require time. These transformations have been referred to as
‘mental adjustment of size’ or ‘size normalisation’ (Shepard and Metzler, 1971;
Budesen and Larsen, 1975; Besner, 1983; Larsen, 1985) and are thus analogous to
‘mental rotation’ described earlier. Therefore, similar problems arises, such as the

area. Thus, if a square stimulus with the sides 10° (area 100 square degree) is changed to a square
stimulus with sides of 7.5° (area 56.25 square degrees), we refer to the stimulus sizes as 100% and 75%
respectively.
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question of which is the correct size to scale to and the direction of scaling (i.e. go
smaller or larger) in a complex scene.

Exceptions to the rule
Most experiments show size scaling. Biederman and Cooper (1992b), on the
other hand, suggested a size-invariant system of object recognition. They used a
priming technique to investigate the role of size in object classification. They briefly
presented subjects with two sets of 32 pictures. Objects in the second set were depicted
as 1) the same exemplar, same size; 2) same exemplar, different size; 3) different
exemplar from the same object class (e.g. grand piano and ordinary piano having the
same name but different visual shapes), same size; or 4) different exemplar, different
size. Stimuli in the two sets could be either 6.2° (100%) or 3.5° (56%) in diameter. It
was found that naming responses for second set items were faster (i.e. ‘primed’). The
magnitude of priming was not significantly influenced by size change, hence
Biederman and Cooper (1992b) concluded that object classification was invariant
across size. This lies in contradiction to the size effects seen by others.
An object or shape identification system which generalises across metric
attributes (e.g. size, orientation) could operate independently from other visual systems
which specify size and orientation of objects but generalise across identity. Several
authors, including Marr and Nishihara (1978) Biederman and Cooper (1992b), note the
computational advantage of an object recognition system which ignores metric
variations such as size, orientation and view. Such a system would not require separate
representations of an object at different sizes, orientations or positions. Hummel and
Biederman (1992) also note that even if different object sizes were represented
separately, the brain would need to employ a further size-invariant system to determine
whether differently sized images represented the same object.
Other priming experiments showed that size changes have an affect on episodic
memory [memory for specific details (and context) in which an object was
experienced]. Subjects were asked to judge whether the target image was the same
shape as the first (priming) image, ignoring the size of the images. In these
experiments, a change in stimulus size affected the same-different shape judgement
carried out by the subjects (Cooper and Biederman, 1991).
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In summary, earlier studies investigating effects of changes in stimulus size on
recognition suggest the involvement of object image alignment and/or transformation
of the incoming image to match the representation of that object stored in memory.
These studies suggest that stored representations of objects include a specification of
size. Biederman and Cooper’s (1992b) priming experiments, on the other hand,
suggest some generalisation across sizes.
Repetition priming for tasks involving classification of familiarity of famous
people (from face images) is view or pose specific and does not generalise from face to
body (Bruce and Young, 1986). Repetition priming has been interpreted as acting on
visual codes (e.g. Face Recognition Units; Bruce and Young, 1986) and thus suggests
that underlying visual representations of faces are view-specific and body part specific.
These representations may also be size and orientation specific though the effect of
size and orientation changes on repetition priming for faces have yet to be measured.
The priming tasks used by Biederman and colleagues to study object
recognition are different in method from those used to study faces; Biederman and
Cooper’s (1992b) task involved two naming responses. It is not clear that the tasks tap
the level of visual representation of objects, instead they could involve semantic or
naming codes which are size and view-independent. There is evidence that size change
has less affect on recognition tasks which tap higher level codes. Ellis et al. (1989)
found that a small change in size (52% increase in area, i.e. 7.1% increase in linear
dimension) did not affect successive matching for different exemplars in the same
semantic class, but did affect the matching of different views of the same object.
From these findings and the findings described above, Biederman and Cooper
(1992b) concluded that the ventral pathway (the 'what' pathway, leading to IT) stores
size-invariant representations of objects, whereas the dorsal pathway (the 'where'
pathway) stores size-dependent representations of objects. In support of their data they
suggest that only the representations stored in the ventral system mediate object
naming tasks, whereas the old/new judgement task is mediated by both the ventral and
the dorsal representations of objects. The study of neurological patients sheds light on
this suggestion.
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Neuropsvcholoeical studies in humans
Neurological studies suggest that the ventral pathway is involved in processing
object size. Cohen et al. (1994) studied and described two hemimicropsia patients with
lesions in area 18 and 19 (posterior parts of the ventral pathway). These patients
perceived an apparent reduction of the object’s size when presented in one hemifield.
Cohen et al. (1994) suggest that object size might be processed separately from other
object characteristics such as colour or movement. These observations could suggest
that parts of the ventral stream of cortical processing are involved with the perceptual
appreciation of size. These areas may encode size specific information about visual
features. That would certainly fit physiological observations of size sensitive feature
coding in the early visual cortical areas of the monkey (V2 and V4; Desimone and
Schein, 1987; Kobatake and Tanaka, 1994).
The visual coding of size information in the ventral stream of processing does
not preclude additional analysis of size within the dorsal stream. Patient DF (Milner et
al., 1991) who suffered damage to areas 18 and 19, and the parasaggital
occipitoparietal region was able to appreciate size of objects when reaching to pick
them up. DF adjusted the space between her fingers appropriately to the size of object
during the reaching movement and before any contact with the item occurred. Yet, she
showed impairment in matching different sized shapes of simultaneously presented
stimuli (100%-50%; Goodale, Milner et al., 1991) and failed to accurately indicate the
width of objects by the space between her thumb and index finger without reaching to
grasp the objects.
It has been suggested that the ventral pathway from the occipital and temporal
cortex is responsible for classifying shapes and recognising objects, whereas the dorsal
pathway from the occipital to parietal cortex is responsible for visual control of
actions. The dorsal stream must therefore be involved in the analysis of metric
attributes of objects such as their size, orientation, view and position (Jeannerod, 1981;
Ungerleider and Mishkin, 1982; Goodale and Milner, 1992; Jeannerod, Decety et al.,
1994). To be able to recognise and classify an object, the orientation, size, view and
position of that object are irrelevant. By contrast, to interact physically with an object,
its orientation, size and position are critical for guiding hand and limb movements,
whereas the object’s identity is less relevant. Another way of characterising the
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division, is the idea that the dorsal pathway is responsible for the real-time motor
control, and the ventral pathway is involved in representations of objects stored in
memoiy.
DF’s abilities can be interpreted as indicating 1) intact visual pathways between
visual cortex and the dorsal parietal systems involved in visual control of motor actions
and 2) disrupted pathways to the ventral temporal areas which are involved in object
recognition (Goodale and Milner, 1992). Thus, DF can use metric attributes of objects
(i.e. stimulus orientation and size) to guide motor action using the dorsal cortical
pathways, but she is impaired in recognising the orientation, size and shape of objects
since these judgements rely on damaged ventral areas.
The dorsal stream, therefore, appears to be involved in processing size and
orientation information. A conclusion supported by the observation of size and
orientation sensitive neurons in posterior parietal areas (Sakata and Taira, 1994). Note
that this does not exclude a role of the ventral system in processing the same stimulus
dimensions for different purposes. Indeed, recognition of complex objects presumably
depends on an initial analysis of the orientation and size of pattern elements in both the
dorsal and the ventral streams.
In the intact brain it is probable that shape information analysed in the ventral
system gains access to parietal cortex to guide motion. It may also be the case that the
parietal cortex performs some analysis of shape (apart from size and orientation)
independent of inputs from the ventral stream. If so, then patients like DF may be able
to demonstrate motor movements guided by further aspects of shape (in addition to
size and orientation).

Neurological studies in monkeys
Weiskrantz and Saunders (1984) trained monkeys with varying lesions (to
parietal cortex, prestriate cortex, PIT, AIT, and posterior STS) on a number of visually
presented 3D objects each seen under constant conditions. Subsequently the subjects
were tested on transformed versions (orientation and size) of the original objects. Two
transformations of size were used, one smaller and one larger than the original object.
It should be noted that size transformation were not constant across different test
objects: Increases in object size could range from 116% to 171% of the original object
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(100%), and decreases in object size ranged from 50% to 67%. In one experiment,
parietal lesions were found to produce less impairment in size generalisation compared
to foveal prestriate, or AIT lesions. The impairment being evident on initial transfer
trials and after repeated testing.
In a second experiment, normal monkeys made 28% errors on initial size
transformation trials. After repeated testing with the new size transformed target
objects, performance improved to 12% errors (Weiskrantz and Saunders, 1984).
Successful generalisation may have been partly accomplished because of the relatively
small size change during generalisation and because of information from visual
features (e.g. colour) that are size-invariant. In the second experiment, AIT and
prestriate lesions produced relatively mild impairments (compared with control
subjects’ performance) which were not visible on initial transfer trials (prestriate 24%
and AIT 33% errors), but were evident with repeated testing (prestriate 18% and ATT
21% errors).
The interpretation of the effects of lesion on generalisation across size is
similar to the inteipretation of orientation invariance (for fuller discussion see chapter
Vn). V4 and PIT cortex may be involved in specifying size specific (viewer-centred)
information about object features and AIT (or later areas in the ventral stream) may
contribute

to

size-independent

coding

of

these

features

(object-centred

representations). The location of the lesions is therefore highly important in
determining which ventral pathway areas are involved in generalisation processing.
In the study of Holmes and Gross (1984b) (also described in chapter VII),
monkeys were highly trained on a simultaneously presented discrimination task
(stimuli: J vs K, and P vs T). Both stimuli were transformed on probe trials in their real
size (original size 100%, transformed sizes 50% and 200%). IT lesioned animals took
longer to learn the original discriminations but generalised across size (and orientation)
transformations in a way directly comparable to unoperated controls.
If one is to maintain the postulation that AIT contains much of the neural
apparatus for generalising over viewing conditions then it is necessary to allow for at
least some size generalisation in feature processing prior to AIT, otherwise it would
not be possible to account for the results of Holmes and Gross (1984b). One alternative
explanation of maintained size generalisation after IT lesions in the Holmes and Gross
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study is that in the Wisconsin General Test Apparatus which is typically used to train
and test subjects, the distance from the subject to the stimuli can vary. When the
stimuli are presented, the monkey may be at the back of its transport cage before
making the behavioural choice. It is therefore likely that the subject experiences the
target over a range of different retinal sizes (the range of image sizes could be as large
as the range during transformation testing). The monkey could learn that all the
different retinal image sizes are associated with reward and thereby achieve
generalisation, particularly with the protracted testing that IT lesioned monkeys require
to reach criterion.

Single cell studies
Size specificity and generality
Studies of early visual areas such as the striate cortex (Kulikowski and Bishpp, |
1981; De Valois et al., 1982) have shown that cells are tuned to the size of individual .
elements or to the spatial frequency of repetitive patterns. Cell responses to sine wave
stimuli have a bandwidth tolerance of 1.4 octaves [changing image size by a factor of
2.8 (e.g. from 100% to 36%) reduces cell responses to half (one octave is
approximately one double]. Single cell studies in V4 have shown that V4 cells are
selectively responsive to simple or complex features. The study of Kobatake and
Tanaka (1994) compared large and small bars of the same width but differing in length
10-2° (100%-20%). Some cells were insensitive to change in length over this range.
However size specificity for more complex shapes has not been extensively tested in
V4 to date. Size selectivity is likely to be higher in V4 than in later areas PIT/AIT
simply because receptive fields are much smaller in V4.
In subsequent stages of the ventral visual pathway (IT), cell response selectivity
to complex stimuli generalise across different spatial frequencies (Rolls et al., 1985;
1987). Cells selectively responsive to the face responded well to both high- and lowpass spatial frequency filtered images of faces where the difference between low-pass
and high-pass cut-offs was on average 3.2 octaves. This shows a convergence of visual
information about the same type of object (face) from different spatial scales on to
individual cells. Note, though, that spatial scale is not the same as size.
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Shape sensitive neurons in IT and STS cortex respond relatively independently
of stimulus position within the visual field. The cells have extremely large receptive
fields (median size about 25° x 25°, or larger in more anterior regions; (Gross, RochaMiranda et al., 1972; Desimone and Gross, 1979; Schwartz, Desimone et al., 1983;
Fujita, Tanaka et al., 1992; Gross, 1992; Tanaka, 1992).
Lueschow et al. (1994) investigated IT cell sensitivity to different image sizes
during performance of a delayed matching-to-sample task in macaque monkeys. On
each trial the subjects were presented with a series of picture stimuli and were trained
to respond when the first stimuli of the picture series reappeared. The monkey was
trained to ignore changes of size between presentations of the target picture. Two
different stimuli sizes were used: the smaller typically 2° (50%) and the larger 4°
(100%) wide (i.e. a two fold change; one octave). Lueschow et al. (Lueschow, Miller et
ai., 1994) found that some of the visually responsive and stimulus selective cells (57%,
21/37) showed no difference in their response to changes of stimulus size, i.e. these
cells were invariant to size changes. Other cells (43%, 16/37), however, did show
preference to stimulus size. Of these cells, 44% (7/16) responded to all objects at either
the larger or the smaller size, whereas 56% (9/16) were selective for a particular
stimulus at a particular optimal size. It should be noted that cells responding
independently of stimulus shape might be considered visually unselective and,
therefore, unlikely to be sensitive to size. Nonetheless, some cells were found to be
responsive to any large shape (unselective for shape, but selective for size). Lueschow
et al. (1994) suggest that object size is coded in the same way as other object features
(orientation, colour, shape etc.). Information about object's features (size, shape and
orientation), and information about the object's identity (shape selectivity with
generalisation over change in size and orientation) is coded by different cell
populations in the IT cortex. Depending on the type of information about an object
needed for task solution, different populations of cells would be relevant.
A more recent study of shape selectivity in AIT confirms the existence of cell
types that generalise across size change and other cell types more specifically tuned to
a particular image sizes (Ito, Tamura et al., 1995). For each cell the optimal stimulus
shape was first defined and then this shape was presented at different sizes with a size
change of four octaves (6.25%, 12.5%, 25%, 50%, 100%, where at 100% the stimulus
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size was at a distance of 57 cm with an visual angle of 31° x 29°). The width of tuning
to size varied between cells. Out of a total of 28 cells tested, 43% (12 cells) were size
selective with size changes of more than two octaves from optimal size (e.g. from
100% to 25%) eliminating responses (this tolerance is close to the tolerance level for
generalisation in the empirical study reported below, see discussion). Of these 12 cells,
5 cells responded best to the largest size tested (>25°). For the remaining cells (16/28,
57%), size change was less influential. 21% of the cells tolerated a size change of at
least four octaves (e.g. from 100% to 6.25%).
Ito et al. (1995) noted that neither size of the optimal stimulus nor the
bandwidth of size tuning coiTelated with the posterior-anterior position or depth
(cortical lamina) of the recording sites within the IT cortex. Given the relatively small
number of cells sampled, the generality of this last observation is limited. The study of
Ito et al. (1995) indicates that AIT processes information about an object in both a sizedependent and size-independent way.
To summarise, single cell studies of the IT cortex of the macaque monkey have
shown that the majority of cells are broadly tuned to size. 79-82% of cells respond
maximally to a particular size (with half of these cells exhibiting narrow-band size
tuning and half exhibiting broad band tuning) and 18-21% of the cells generalise
across all sizes tested (e.g. 100% to 6.25%) (Lueschow et al., 1994; Ito et al., 1995).
Obviously, the degree of generalisation depends on the degree of size change tested.
The studies described so far have investigated size tolerance of cells sensitive
to simple shape attributes, but it appears that selectivity for more complex shapes can
be accompanied both by size specificity or size tolerance. Initial qualitative studies of
14 cells selectively responsive to faces in the STS (Perrett, Rolls et al., 1982) indicated
size tolerance with cells responding to real faces both at a distance of 0.2 meters
(subtending 70°, 100%) or 2.0 meters (10%). Rolls and Baylis (1986) studied cells
selective for faces in IT and STS cortex for their responses to different stimuli sizes
[100% (full size, 12° of visual angle at a viewing distance of Im), 50%, 25%, and
12.5%, and 200% where the central part of the image was doubled in size]. Some cells
(6/33) showed a consistent neuronal response over a wide (not specified) range of
sizes, i.e. show size invariance. Other cells (13/33) showed broad tuning (i.e. the cells
would respond to a wide range of different sizes but showed a response decrease with
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very large or very small image sizes). 14/33 were tuned to a specific size (3 cells
selectively responded to small images whereas 11 cells were selective for large
stimuli).
In summary, within the temporal cortex (area IT and STS) the majority of cells
appear to be size selective, whether the cells are tuned for particular simple features or
for the multiple features present in a complex object. A minority (20%) of feature
sensitive cells have been found in IT cortex which generalise over size change (from
100% to 6.25%). Furthermore, in the IT and STS cortex some 20% of cells, selective
for complex objects (faces and whole bodies), generalise over large size changes
(100% to 12%).

Effects of size change on memory for stimulus shape
Two types of short term memory effects (enhancing and suppressive) are
evident in the responses of IT cortex cells (Miller and Desimone, 1991; Miller et al.,
1993). The enhancement mechanism is evident when the subject has to actively hold a
target image in mind and compare it to subsequently presented images (Miller and
Desimone, 1994). In this case, a cell’s activity is increased when the target image is
presented for the second time. A suppressive effect is evident during straight forward
stimulus repetition. Here, the cell’s activity is decreased if the same image is presented
more than once in quick succession. This cell behaviour occurs even when an image is
repeated independent of whether the image is a target image or not. Thus, in the
sequence ABBA, where stimulus A is the target, cell responses to B will be reduced on
the second presentation.
It has been suggested that this type of suppressive mechanism may mediate
automatic detection of image repetition (or registration of familiarity, (Rolls et al.,
1982), whereas the enhancement mechanism may be involved in more cognitive
‘working memory’. It is interesting to ask how change in image size affects these
memory related effects. Lueschow et al. (1994) found that most cells showing
suppressive effects with stimulus repetition and cells showing enhancement effects
during matching to sample tasks exhibited size invariance in these effects. That is, a
size change between first and second stimulus presentations did not seem to affect the
magnitude of response suppression or enhancement. Mechanisms underlying both
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short-term memory effects must, therefore, exhibit tolerance over size change. Note
that these suppressive and enhancement effects can show size generality even though
the tuning to single stimuli may show size selectivity. For example, a cell responds to
A at 10° but not to A at 5°. Nonetheless, when changing the object size from 5° to 10°
the cell may show suppressive effects.
Repetition priming tasks, where reaction times to classify pictures are reduced
when the stimuli are repeated (Biederman and Cooper, 1991b), might be a
psychological reflection of the short-term memory mechanisms apparent in the
temporal cortex (Lueschow et al., 1994).

Evoked potential studies in humans
Physiological studies in humans have so far been restricted to visually evoked
potentials. Jeffreys et al. (1992) recorded 'vertex-positive peaks' (VPPs exhibiting
latencies of approximately 150 ms) from the scalp of human subjects to images of
faces. Jeffreys et al. (1992; also see Boetzel and Griisser, 1989) suggested that the VPP
may reflect the activity of face selective cell populations in the temporal cortex (lingual
and fusiform gyri Allison et al., 1994). Jeffreys et al. (1992), investigated the effect of
changing the image size on the VPP. No significant differences in the shape and the
maximum amplitude of the VPP were apparent when changing the stimulus size with
fixation at the centre of the image [face length: 8° (100%), 4° (50%), 2° (25%), and 1°
(12.5%) at a viewing distance of 64 cm]. With increasingly eccentric fixation points,
however, the VPP was reduced in amplitude and delayed. The rate of reduction of the
VPP with eccentricity, depended on the starting size of the stimulus, which is perhaps
not too suiprising as small faces are not resolvable in the periphery.
‘Backward Masking’ experiments also showed that stimulus size did not
influence the VPP’s evoked by faces (Jeffreys, personal communication). The brief
presentation of a target face stimulus (S) was rapidly followed by a masking image (M)
which was spatially superimposed on S. With targets presented for approximately 2030 ms and M for 200 ms with a stimulus on-set asynchrony of 50 ms, size change
(100%-14%) between S and M did not affect the shape, amplitude or duration and on
set of the VPP.
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The empirical study reported here is concerned with the extent to which
neuronal responses of cells in the temporal lobe, within the anterior superior temporal
polysensory cortex (STPa) show an ability to generalise across different object sizes
(size invariance), or show size specificity in their responses to heads, bodies or whole
bodies (mainly whole bodies tested, see below) presented in different sizes. Previous
studies suggest mainly size specific coding prior to STS and greater size generalisation
in STS. It would be interesting to note whether size is coded by the visual system in a
similar fashion as object orientation in the picture plane (see chapter VII). In addition,
neuronal response timing factors to different sizes of the stimulus for a cell population
will be described and discussed.

M ethods

Testing methods
General single cell recording methods and techniques have been described in
detail in chapter IV.

Each cell was first tested in an exploratory way using visual,

auditory and somatosensory stimuli. If a cell was classified as selectively responsive to
visual stimuli of the whole body, more specific testing was carried out (see chapter

rV). Neuronal responses were recorded for both real 3D objects and 2D objects (video
disk images and slides).
All cells tested showed a significantly different response to the whole human
body than to control stimuli and spontaneous activity (S/A). For each cell the optimal
perspective view was first defined for the upright body, and subsequently the cell was
presented with that view of the whole body in different sizes. Note that the entire body
stimulus was used for testing purposes. This is because cells selectively responsive to
only one component part usually responded to the entire body significantly better than
to S/A and control objects (see chapter V). In addition, it is assumed that size
selectivity is constant across different body parts (and the entire body) as seen with
view. That is, if for example a cell is selectively responsive to a component part (e.g.
the head) presented in a particular size, then it is expected to find that the cell is also
(maximally) activated by the whole body stimulus presented in the same size as the
component part stimulus. This makes sense, if one follows the argument from chapter
V, that component parts are associated with each other and therefore it is unlikely to
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find e.g. a figure where the head is extremely small and the rest of the body is very
large, or a very large head on a small body.

Visual stimuli
Cells were tested with photographic images (slides) of human bodies in varying
sizes. The posture of the human body was in all cases bipedal. The human body stimuli
were photographed onto a 200 ASA ectocrome slide film, with the person standing
against a light grey background. Size stimuli were chosen to be ranging from 100%
(1.73 m, head to toe height, subtending 24.4°), 75% (1.3 m, 18.5°), 50% (0.87 m,
12.3°) to 25% (0.43 m, 6.2°) at the viewing distance of 4m (see Fig. 8.1). Note that
since all cells which have been included in this study were unselective for identity of
the whole body stimulus (data not reported here), the most commonly encountered
whole human body size by the monkey was ranging between 1.3m (75%) and 1.73 m
(100%) (the size of other monkeys, lab technicians and other (Scottish) people being in
contact with the monkeys).
In addition to the specific visual stimuli tested, each cell was tested with a
number of different control stimuli (2D and 3D). These included complex 3D objects
of different sizes, shapes and textures (lab coats, chairs, etc.), simple 2D geometrical
shapes (bars, spots and gratings) and simple 3D forms (cylinders, balls, boxes, etc.).

Data analysis
An assessment period of a 1/4 or 1/2 second, occurring 100-350 ms after
stimulus on-set, was used for data analysis.
Cell responses to the whole body presented in four different sizes (100%, 75%,
50% and 25%), controls and S/A were compared using 1-way analysis of variance
(ANOVA) and post-hoc tests (protected least significant difference (PLSD), Snedecor
and Cochran, 1980) with a significance level of p<0.025.
Individual single cell data were presented in the form of histograms indicating
average neuronal responses (spikes per second) to different visual stimuli (whole body
presented in different sizes, controls and no stimulus condition (S/A)).
A size discrimination index was computed for 16 cells tested for the largest
(100%) and the smallest (25%) whole body stimulus size. An index formula similar to

Figure 8.1. Examples of stimuli used for testing: Whole body at size 100%, 75%, 50%
and 25% presented in different views.
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the one used to compute the orientation discrimination index (see chapter VII) was
applied.
Size Discrimination Index (I^ ) = [(response to 100% - S/A) - (response to 25% -S/A)]
/ (response to 100% - S/A).
Furthermore, a post-stimulus time histograms (PSTH) and cumulative response
curves were plotted for population estimates of time course responses (see general
method chapter IV).
R esu lts
Of all the cells tested in the STPa cortex which were visually selective for the
whole body stimuli (see chapter V), a total of 16 cells were tested for size sensitivity
with different image sizes of the whole body. Two categories of responses were
observed.
a) Generalising across image sizes
Three cells showed size generalisation, where they responded to all images
sizes at a rate greater than to S/A and control object. Of these 3 cells, 1 (see Fig. 8.2)
showed no difference in response amplitude to different image sizes. This cell shows
perfect generalisation across different sizes of the optimal stimulus.
Two cells, however, displayed some size tuning superimposed on a generalised
response (e.g. Fig. 8.3).
b) Tuned to optimal image size
The remaining 13 cells (81%) were responsive to one (or more) but not all
image sizes tested and hence showed size specificity (e.g. Fig. 8.4).
Thus, the majority of cells 15/16 showed sensitivity to size (including cells
which displayed some size tuning superimposed on a generalised response. Fig. 8.3).
Interestingly, all tuned cells were selective for the whole body at largest (100%, e.g.
Fig. 8.4) or second largest (75% e.g. Fig. 8.5, cell B) projection sizes. These two sizes
would correspond to images of real humans encountered at the projection distance. As
for orientation the response tuning to image size varied across cells some showed

Figure 8.2. The mean responses (+/- 1SE) to the whole body (view 0°) and spontaneous
activity (S/A) are illustrated for one cell (E61_31.82L). The cell showed no significant
difference between different sizes tested (generalisation), but all sizes gave a significant
different response than to spontaneous activity (S/A) (p<0.05). ANOVA: F(4,20)=9.6
p<0.05.
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Figure 8.3. The mean responses (+/- 1SE) to the whole body (view 0°) and spontaneous
activity (S/A) are illustrated for one cell (E99_40.16L). The cell showed some tuning to
the whole body stimuli when tested at maximal (100%) size (p<0.05). The cell also
responded to all other sizes better than to spontaneous activity (S/A) (broad tuning)
(p<0.05). ANOVA: F(5,24)=9.6 p<0.0005.
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Figure 8.4. The mean responses (+/- ISE) to the whole body (view 0°) and spontaneous
activity (S/A) are illustrated for one cell (E83_37.00L). The cell responded only
significantly different from S/A and controls to the whole body stimuli at 100% size
(p<0.001). No stimulus in any other size gave a significantly different response from S/A
and control stimuli (narrow tuning) (p>0.1). ANOVA: F(5,23)=4.6 p<0.005.
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Figure 8.5. The responses o f 3 cells tested with four different image sizes are illustrated.
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to different stimuli are expressed as a % of the maximum of cell activity (where
spontaneous activity = 0%). Cell A was maximally activated by the largest stimulus size.
Cells B and C were maximally activated by the by second largest image size (75%).
Tuning curves are progressively broader for cells A, B and C.
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narrow tuning and response to only one size of the body at a rate significantly different
than to control objects and S/A (see Fig. 8.5, cell A); others showed broader tuning
with the responses declining gradually as the image size progressively changed from
the optimal size (e.g. Fig. 8.5, cell B and C).

Size Discrimination Index
A total of 16 body selective STPa cells which had been tested for very large
and very small body stimuli were included in this analysis, irrespective whether the
cells responses were tuned to a particular size or not (see Fig. 8.6). The size
discrimination index shows that individual cells are quite good at discriminating
between the largest (100%) and the smallest (25%) stimulus size, that is most cells
have an size index value {Is) greater than 0. If lo - 1.0, then the response to the
smallest body stimulus = S/A. If lo > 1.0, then the cell response to the largest (100%)
size > S/A and the response to the smallest body size < S/A. If the lo value is close to
0, the cell generalises across sizes. At an negative Ig, the neuronal cell response to a
small body stimulus is > than the response to a large stimulus. This situation is not
observed here, since no cells tuned to small images have been reported. Finally, as a
population of cells, good in discriminating occurs since most cells are selective to a
particular size (see above).

Povulation estimates o f time course o f responses
Post stimulus time histograms (PSTH) were plotted for a population estimates
of 12 cells tested with different sizes (all cell types included) (Fig. 8.7a). At point 0 ms
stimulus presentation occurred. Both stimuli representing real life-sized images at the
projected distance (100% and 75%) triggered greatest neuronal responses. Population
response to the largest stimulus tested (100%, life-size) shows a slightly faster
response on-set than smaller stimuli sizes tested. It is interesting to note that the
neuronal response to visual control stimuli is slightly inhibited after stimulus
presentation.
A cumulative response curve of the same data was plotted to obtain a better
indication of the cell population response (all cell types included) (Fig. 8.7b). This
graph allows one to compare levels of average neuronal response at any given time.

Figure 8.6. Size Discrimination Index. An index of size discrimination was computed
(see text) for 16 cells tested for responses to the largest (100%) and the smallest (25%)
body size.
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Figure 8.7. Cell population response to four different stimulus sizes and control objects,
a) Combined responses of 12 cells to the five different stimuli. The clear area displays the
population response to the largest (100%; 1.73 m, head to toe height, subtending 24.4°)
whole body stimulus size, light grey area to the 75% whole body stimulus size, medium
grey area to the 50% whole body stimulus size, dark grey area to the 25% whole body
stimulus size and black area population response to various control objects. Firing rate is
expressed as a percentage of the peak response to the best (in this case 75%) stimulus.
Stimulus presentation occurs at point 0 ms. b) Cumulative Response curve of size
population estimate. The colour coding for different stimuli responses is identical to (a).
Firing rate is expressed as a percentage of the maximum response to the best (in this case
75%) stimulus. Stimulus presentation occurs at point 0 ms. The average population
response rate was calculated after normalising each cell’s activity (S/A=0, Max
Response=100). The cumulative population response is defined as the running total of this
average population response from 200 ms pre-stimulus onset.
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Figure 8.8. Histological reconstruction. A frontal section of subject E taken at 15 mm
anterior to the interaural plane showing the location of cells tuned to the largest (100%,
life-size) image size tested (open circles), cells tuned to size 75% (filled circles), and cells
generalising across all sizes of the head/body tested (open triangles). The thick lines
indicate the brain surface, the thin lines show the boundary between white and grey
matter. Cells were located in both the upper bank and fundus of the superior temporal
sulcus (see Appendix 5).
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Therefore at, for example, 300 ms after stimulus presentation, the cell population
responded most when a life-sized stimulus was presented. Also, if a response level is
chosen (to trigger for example behavioural response times) at say 40% of the
maximum response, then this level is reached much faster when life sized images are
presented (approximately 350 ms after stimulus presentation), rather than smaller
image sizes (e.g. 50%, response level reached only after 480 ms after stimulus
presentation). Furthermore, it is interesting to note that the neuronal population
response to the 50% sized stimuli is very late. This is reflected in the cumulative
response curve where at a high post-stimulus time the cumulative response shadows
the response to the 75% stimulus size. However, this response pattern is mainly due to
one cell which had a very late response on-set, and because the number of cells in the
population was so small, the late response of this cell was highly influential.

Histolosical reconstruction
The hisological reconstruction of two monkeys indicated that cells tested for
size specificity of the head/body were mainly located in the upper and to some extent
in the lower bank of the anterior part of the STS (see Fig. 8.8 for example and
Appendix 5 for more detailed representation for one subject E). For subject E, the cells
tested were situated at a quite anterior position of the STS, close to the temporal pole.
There was no clustering of the different cell types observed.

D is c u s s io n

What is size generalisation and specifïcitv important for?
For effective, successful and fast object identification, generalising across
object attributes, such as changes in image size, is very important. Coding objects in a
(real life) size specific manner, on the other hand, is important for interaction with
objects, e.g. adjusting the distance between fingers when picking up an object. It has
been suggested that cells in parietal cortex (area LIP) code such size specific
information (Taira, Mine et al., 1990; 1994; Sakata and Taira, 1994). This coding of
size specific information is very important, since the parietal cortex is believed to be
involved in guiding motor movements of interaction with objects. In addition,
information about an object's size can carry important social information and hence
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play a role in social interaction. If, for instance, a monkey or human face is visible but
very small, it either does not appear to be a threat to the observer because of its small
absolute size, or alternatively, it is still at a great distance from the viewer and
therefore does not endanger the observer immediately.

What exactly is generalisation and svecificitv?
No fixed definitions of the terms ‘generalisation’ (analogous to object-centred
coding) or ‘specificity’ (analogous to viewer-centred coding) are given by authors,
resulting in these terms to be rather arbitrary. When comparing the findings of different
studies, one has to understand the definition of generalisation and specificity given by
each author. Often these definitions vary and to be able to compare across studies,
these definitions have to be adjusted to each other. Before discussing some findings of '
different neurophysiological studies on size sensitivity, it is important to note the
different terms used for defining tolerance levels by different authors (see table 1).
Table 1. Different size tolerance measurements commonly used

% of size change (from small to large)

12.5%

25%

50%

75%

100% 200%

% of size change (from large to extra large)

100%

200%

400%

600%

800%

1600%

Times / fold change

Ix

2x

4x

6x

8x

lOx

Doubling / octaves

0

1

2

2.6

3

4

Previous and empirical findinsrs
Findings of previous and the current study are compared. To do so, the studies
under investigation will be outlined and their findings discussed.
Experiments investigating subjects (human and monkey) with brain damage
suggest that ventral stream lesions disrupt size generalisation processes. Lesion studies
of monkey's IT (Humphrey and Weiskrantz, 1969; Ungerleider et al., 1977) support the
proposal that the IT plays an important role in size constancy (see introduction).
Different results and conclusions were formed on the basis of single cell
studies. Studies of stimulus size affects in the striate cortex suggested that these cells
are ‘finely’ tuned to stimulus size (Kulikowski and Bishop, 1981; De Valois, Albrecth
et al., 1982). That is, 68.5% (245/358 cells) of all the cells tested responded (greater
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than half of the maximum response) to different stimuli sizes with a change which was
more than 1.4 octaves (i.e. a 2.8 times change in stimulus size). The remaining 31.5%
of the cells were more finely tuned to size, tolerating a size change of less than 1.4
octaves. The average tolerance of these cells was 1.07 octaves. The stimulus size
preference of most VI cells was approximately between 1° and 2°.
This size specific coding is also found further along the ventral stream in areas
V4, PIT and AIT. Ito et al. (1995) studied size selectivity of cells in PIT and AIT and
found that 43% (12/28) of the cells tested, which were selectively responsive to
features of complex objects, were sensitive to stimulus size. These cells had a stimulus
size change tolerance smaller than 2 octaves. The remaining 57% (16/28) of cells
responded (greater than half the maximum response) to a stimulus size change of more
than two octaves (size change of up to 4 octaves tested). Of these cells, 62% (10/16
cells; or 36%, 10/28) responded to a size change of more than 2 octaves but less than 4
octaves, whereas 38% (6/16; or 21%, 6/28) responded with size tolerance of at least a 4
octaves change. Rolls and Baylis (1986) recorded from single cells selectively
responsive to faces in area AIT (named by them areas TEm and TEa) in the
inferotemporal cortex and area TPO of the STS. They found that again 43% (14/33) of
the cells were relatively specific in their responses to different stimuli sizes (gave a
response within half of the maximum response). The remaining 57% (19/33) of the
cells were described as more tolerant to a “wide range” of stimulus sizes (one of their
examples tolerates a 4 octave size change). However, the size tolerance of these cells
types are not specified in this study. Rolls and Baylis (1986) only mention the median
tolerance of Ml cells tested which is a “ 12 fold size change”, i.e. a tolerance across 3.5
octaves.
The current study was, unlike the studies reported above, classified on the basis
of statistical difference in neuronal responses to different stimuli sizes using 1-way
ANOVAs and post-hoc (protected least significant difference, PLSD) tests. However,
for direct comparison with other studies, re-classification was carried out with an
effective response being within half of the maximal response for that cell. This showed
that the majority of cells (75%, 12/16) which were selectively responsive to the body
(or a body part) tolerated a size change of less than one octave (8 cells responded to
only one particular size, whereas 4 cells tolerated a stimulus size change from 75% to
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100%). This tightly tuned neuronal response pattern to different stimulus sizes is
analogous to a viewer-centred coding. The remaining 4 cells exhibit a more tolerant
response pattern to stimulus size change. Two cells tolerated a size change of one
octave (from e.g. 50%-100%), whereas the remaining 2 cells tolerated a stimulus size
change of at least 2 octaves (25%-100%). Unfortunately, it was not possible to test
even larger stimuli in this study, since at the fixed distance of 4 m the largest whole
body size to fit onto the screen was already tested. If larger stimuli were tested, then
only e.g. a very large head or even only two extremely large eyes would be visible on
the screen. Previous findings (not included in this study; Perrett et al., 1991) do,
however, indicate that many cells responsive to faces respond to very large faces of
approximately 12.5° and real life sized faces (4°), but are less likely to respond to very
small faces (2°) presented at 4 m. Thus, the empirical study reported here might have
missed the size tolerance cells when extra large faces were presented. Nonetheless, the
current study shows the size tolerance of cells when stimuli were tested which were
decreased in sizes in comparison with real life sized images at an appropriate and
constant distance.
Figure 8.9 gives an overview of the size tolerance of the cells in different
ventral visual areas. The figure indicates a hint of greater size tolerance of cells tested
at more anterior locations. The empirical study possibly distorting the size tolerance
representation (see above). Nonetheless, no study reported only cells which generalised
across size differences and hence size specific coding is highly important. This size
specific coding be parallel to the increased complexity of the stimuli. Biological
objects such as heads and bodies have a real life size at particular distances, whereas
more abstract features found to be represented in PIT and AIT are less size specific in
real life, though they do change retinal image size with varrying distances. This might
be reflected in that the more anterior cells are located in the processing ventral stream
the larger the optimal size of the stimulus (see Fig. 8.9).
It should be noted that cells in different visual areas have different sized
receptive fields (see chapter II). That is, early visual areas such as VI have very small
receptive field and as cell’s receptive field sizes are tested further along the ventral
visual pathway (in areas V4, PIT, AIT, STPa), they become larger and larger. This will
influence the preference of absolute stimulus size and the amount of size change which

Figure 8.9. Size tolerance. A cross study comparison of size tolerance of cells in different
ventral areas (see text). VI cells tested and reported by DeValois et al., 1982; PIT/AIT
tested and reported by Ito et al., 1995; AIT/STS tested and reported by Rolls and Baylis,
1986; and STPa cells taken from the empirical study reported here.
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can be tested and tolerated by the cells. If a visual field is e.g. less than 1 degrees^ as
for VI cells, then only a small size change can be tested. If, however, the visual field is
very large (for example, 150 degrees^ as for AIT cells) a much greater range of
different sizes can be examined. Therefore, if a STS cell is selectively responsive to a
large (life-sized) stimulus then this stimulus might not cover the entire receptive field
of that cell.
It is also suggested, as for orientation and view coding, that size specific
(viewer-centred) cells may be pooled together, i.e. feed into cells with size
generalisation (object-centred) properties.

Familiarity and Experience
It was observed that cells in the ventral pathway which coded size specific
information were tuned to the real, or close to real life size of the stimulus. In Ito’s et
al. (1995) study, 33% (5/12) of the size specific PIT and AIT cells were found to
selectively respond to only the large stimulus, i.e. with a visual angle greater than 25°.
These stimuli were, however, not biological stimuli such as faces or bodies and
therefore one cannot say that these stimuli were tuned to life size (i.e. there is no
defined life size for a triangle with a bar across). Studies which tested cells which were
selectively responsive to faces or bodies showed that the majority of size specific cells
were tuned to real life size images (faces/bodies). Rolls and Baylis (1996) reported that
79% of a size specific cells in AIT and STPa were tuned to large faces (close to real
life size). The empirical study described here reported that all STPa cells tested which
showed some size tuning were either maximally activated by the 75% or the 100%
stimuli (life size). It is therefore suggested that experience and familiarity of particular
object size increases neuronal representations of that object in that size within the
STPa.

Codins different image sizes
The size discrimination index indicates that the majority of STPa cells tested
are relatively efficient in discriminating between the largest (100%) and the smallest
(25%) body size. The closer the index value is to 0, the more the cell generalises across
different sizes. Only very few cells are able to generalise across all image sizes tested
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(that is from 25%-100%, which is two octaves, or two doublings). Note that there are
no cells which are optimally tuned to the smallest image size, i.e. cells with a negative
index. This lack of coding extreme small faces/bodies might be due to the familiarity
effect. Monkeys are not familiar with seeing such small human heads/bodies at a
distance of 4 m (testing distance used in empirical study).

Population response pattern to different stimulus sizes
The PSTH and the cumulative response curves described earlier reflects the
overall neuronal response of cells selectively responsive to the face/body to different
image sizes presented at a constant distance. The PSTH indicates that there is a slight
response on-set (latency) difference between responses to different stimuli sizes. The
smaller the stimulus the longer the latency. Looking at the cumulative response curves,
however, it is clear that life-sized bodies (100% sized images) always evoke a stronger
response at any response level (or time), than responses to smaller stimuli. This could
explain behavioural findings which suggest that closer to life-sized images (or the
image size the subject has been trained on, or is familiar with) will be recognised faster
than non-life-sized images of objects (Besner, 1983; Jolicoeur and Besner, 1987).
Furthermore, the physiological data described here supports the psychological finding
that the greater the stimuli size change, the greater the recognition impairment
(Jolicoeur, 1987).
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Chapter IX
G e n e r a l d is c u s s io n
In this final chapter of the thesis, issues on object recognition and effects of
part occlusion, view, orientation and image size will be put forward and discussed.
Particular cells which have been tested with different types of image transformation
will be described and their function in visual object recognition debated. Examples of
cells rather than population responses are noted, since only a few cells were tested with
all transformations under investigation (part occlusion, perspective view, orientation
and size change). This was often due to limited time during a recording session (that is
the monkey was only allowed to be restrained up to 4 hours), and the decreasing
amplitude of the response signal of a cell when recording over a long period of time.
Furthermore, neuronal signals to 2D slide image are usually weaker than responses to
3D objects and therefore one is more prone to losing the cell’s signal.
Cells which code information bv inhibition
Some cells were observed to decrease their neuronal firing rate from
spontaneous activity (S/A) when a head/body was viewed. There was no change in
neuronal activity compared to S/A when any other (control) objects was presented. For
example, one cell (E21_3190R) discriminated between different views of the
head/body, i.e. the cell response was only inhibited when the head/body stimulus faced
the monkey directly (i.e. tuned to view 0°), but neuronal response activity was as high
as S/A when other views of the body were presented. When the cell response was
tested for its sensitivity to the optimal stimulus (front view of the head/body) under
different transformations (part occlusion, different orientations in the picture plane and
different image sizes), then the cell response continued to display dramatic inhibition.
Inhibitory behaviour to the optimal stimulus is quite rarely observed (4/77 cells),
representing an unusual way of coding information. Such inhibitory coding is
expensive in metabolic energy since the cell will fire at a constantly high rate when no
head/body (view 0°) is in view. However, considering the experimental monkeys
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environment (living in the same room as a large breeding colony and its frequent
encounter with humans) such inhibitory neuronal coding maybe explainable. At most
times, the experimental monkey is likely to view another facing monkey or human,
which would result in the decreased response of such a cell. Previous studies have also
reported inhibitory responses of visually responsive cells. It is interesting to note that
cells in early visual areas such as VI show frequent inhibitory responses (e.g. simple,
complex and end-stop cells; see Hubei and Wiesel, 1962, 1968), whereas studies of
cells in temporal cortical areas report a low percentage of inhibitory responses (Gross
et al. 1972; Logothetis et al., 1995).

What kind o f information do sinsle cells code?
Some cells (9/20) which have been tested with all transformational attributes
show selectivity to a particular view, orientation, and size of the image. That is if a cell
is sensitive to view then this cell is likely to be sensitive to orientation and size. Other
cells (8/20) are sensitive to most but one transformation of the image (e.g. sensitive to
view and orientation but not to image size). Only very few cells (3/20) show
generalisation across most transformations. Examples of different types of cells are
given below and their function in coding information about the head/body are
discussed.
As stated in the various empirical chapters, the majority of cells reflect a
reference frame based on the viewer when coding information about object
transformations. Such viewer-centred descriptions have been strongly reflected in
coding object parts, perspective view, orientations in the picture plane and
transformations of the object size. For instance, one cell (E24_33.44R) which was
examined with all transformation tests described in this thesis was found to code
specific part information (head alone), preferred a particular perspective view (front
view), orientation (upright) and size (life-size) of the head/body. Such a cell would
signal when a life-sized upright person is facing or coming towards the observer. The
cell would continue to signal even when the body (torso and limbs) is occluded from
sight, which is often the case when viewing heads/bodies in the real world.
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Nonetheless, often information about one of the transformational attributes
tested (part occlusion, view, orientation or size) was coded on the basis of a different
reference frame than other attributes. Different combinations of coding specific and
general information about an object may contribute to representing particular
information about that object. For instance, to recognise a full cup of coffee it would
be important to identify the view of the cup and its upright orientation. If the cup was
not upright then it could not contain coffee. The size of the cup is irrelevant at the
stage of recognition, though it may become significant for visuomotor interaction. One
cell (E83_38.31L), for example, was found to be selectively responsive to one body
part (head alone), one perspective view (front view) and to the life-sized image, but
generalised across different head/body orientations in the picture plane. This cell
signals that a life-sized (or very close) person is facing them, independent of whether
they hang upside down or not. This orientation invariance can be accounted for by the
frequent change in head/body orientation observed in monkeys.
Another cell (E79_35.14L) generalised across all transformational attributes
except orientation. For the cell to respond, the head/body image had to be viewed in its
upright orientation, though it did not matter whether the image was small or large,
which perspective view of the head/body was observed and whether parts of the body
were occluded or not. Therefore, only information about the head/body orientation was
coded in a viewer-centred manner where the reference frame is based on the observer
or gravity rather than on the object itself.
On the basis of cells coding such specific transformational attributes of the
object, it is suggested that some of the STPa cells reported here may code not only
information about the structure of an object, but play an important role in coding social
signals and the direction of attention of the person/monkey being viewed. For example,
attention to the right of the observer may be reflected in neuronal coding of the right
profile in its upright position or the left profile inverted. Furthermore, it is suggested
that the head carries more social information than the body presented in isolation. It
would therefore be expected to find more STPa cells coding information about the
head than the body presented in isolation. This suggestion is supported by the greater
number of cells coding information about the head. Nonetheless, some information can
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be obtained from the body alone (e.g. a person walking away), so that these cells are
not redundant in the processing of social signals.

Little obiect’-centred codins at more anterior parts o f the orocessins pathway
It is interesting to note that there was only very small amounts (10%) of objectcentred coding observed at such anterior sites of the ventral visual processing pathway.
There was little temporal cortex anterior to the site of recording, indicating that the
cells described here were located close to the temporal pole at the most anterior parts
of the STS. It is therefore suggested that if object descriptions which are based on the
object itself and are able to tolerate all existing image transformations, then such
descriptions would mainly be located at different brain sites to the STPa. These sites
are expected to receive neuronal inputs from the temporal cortex and may not be
predominantly visual areas (e.g. Amygdala, see Leonard, Rolls et al., 1985). Pure
object-centred descriptions carry only information about the shape of the object and no
additional information about, e.g. view or orientation, can be obtained. Therefore, such
descriptions are rather limited in providing specific information to guide physical
interaction or allow social interpretation. Object-centred representations might support
specialisation of what an object is but will not aid in interaction with the object (Milner
and Goodale, 1993).

An outline o f a object processins scheme
Cells located in the earlier cortical areas of the ventral visual processing
pathway (V4 and PIT) have been found to be selectively responsive to simple shapes
presented in a particular orientation and size. Such cells may be the building blocks of
elaborate cells (Tanaka et al., 1991, 1992) located mainly in AIT which are selectively
responsive to a combination of simple features, while maintaining selectivity for
orientation and size. The output of these elaborate cells can be combined to create cells
which are highly selective for particular shapes and may even be capable of
representing complex 3D objects such as heads/bodies.
The neuronal representations of complex objects may, as reported above,
tolerate transformational changes in one domain (e.g. size), but not in others (e.g. view,
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orientation). Such coding maybe explained by either a functional advantage (see
‘upright coffee cup’ or social attention example given above) or by experience of
associating certain transformations with certain actions. For example, if a person is
walking toward the observer, the (front) view and (upright) orientation of that person is
held constant, thought the image size changes. Experience and familiarity with that
combination of image transformations may be reflected in neuronal coding of a body
moving towards the observer. Cells may therefore code specific view and orientation
information of the body but generalise across changes in image size.
The empirical studies reported here indicate extensive selectivity for view,
orientation and image size. It is suggested that experience appears to effect neuronal
coding in two ways: a) Cells become selective for multiple object components due to
spatial and temporal association between parts; and b) more cells become tuned to
views, orientations and image sizes that are commonly experienced by the observer.
When learning about and becoming familiar with an object, one learns about the
structural and spatial relationship between the object’s parts. For example, the head is
always associated with the torso and limbs of the body when viewing a moving whole
body image in a crowded scene. Furthermore, the head is always attached at the
shoulders enforcing the learning of that structural arrangement. Such association is
reflected in the neuronal responses of the cells reported in this thesis. This association
is a form of familiarity. Other familiarity concerning frequent encounter with an object
in a particular viewing conditions is also suggested to be highly influential on the
neuronal coding of the object. This notion is supported by the great number of cells
which are selectively responsive to commonly experienced viewing conditions such as
the body in its upright position and/or presented at life size for a given distance.
Furthermore, the population analysis carried out in this thesis shows that such
preferential coding of familiar views, orientations and image sizes leads to more
efficient and faster object recognition described in psychological and behavioural
experiments.
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The concluding remarks of the statement given by W. A. H. Rushton (1963)
quoted at the beginning of this thesis were: “Never in history has the view been more
exciting than it is today when new techniques on every side (of the eye) invites us to
explore gardens that for centuries have been locked to all but speculations.” This was
32 years ago and we have since slowly made our way to the understanding of the
underlying mechanisms of vision. Nonetheless, the statement is today more true than
ever before. The development of new techniques in neuroscience have not only opened
the gate to explore the ‘gardens of vision’, but to an entire new world of understanding
the workings of the mind.
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Appendix

Appendix 1. a) Schematic drawing of the left hemisphere of the macaque brain. Shaded
region indicates the location area STPa. b) Frontal section of the brain of one monkey (E)
at 13.5 mm anterior to the interaurai plane. The superior temporal sulcus of the left and
right hemispheres indicated by the shaded areas.

5 mm

Appendix 2. Histological reconstruction: Series of frontal sections of the
STS at every 1 mm (6.0 to 17.0 mm anterior to the interaurai plane)
reconstructed from one monkey (E) showing the location of recording
tracks. The thick lines indicate the brain surface, the thin lines show the
boundary between white and grey matter. Cells were located in both the
upper bank and fundus of the superior temporal sulcus.

Appendix 2a. Histological reconstruction: Coding body parts. Series ol
frontal sections of the STS at every 1 mm (6.0 to 17.0 mm anterior to the
interaurai plane) reconstructed from one monkey (E) showing the location of
cells responsive to the head alone (open circles), body alone (filled circles),
whole body only (open triangles) and responsive to all parts (filled
triangles). The thick lines indicate the brain surface, the thin lines show the
boundary between white and grey matter. Cells were located in both the
upper bank and fundus of the superior temporal sulcus.

Static Body Parts:
O
Head alone
•
Body alone
A
Whole Body only
♦
M ulti-Parts

1.0

Appendix 2b. Histological reconstruction: Coding Body parts in motion.
Series of frontal sections of the STS at every 1 mm (6.0 to 17.0 mm anterior
to the interaurai plane) reconstructed from one monkey (E) showing the
location of cells responsive to the head alone moving in the optimal
direction (open circles), body alone moving (filled circles), whole body only
moving (open triangles) and responsive to all parts in motion (filled
triangles). The thick lines indicate the brain surface, the thin lines show the
boundary between white and grey matter. Cells were located in both the
upper bank and fundus of the superior temporal sulcus.

Body Parts in Motion:
O
A
♦

Single Part alone
Whole Body only
Multi-Parts

Appendix 3. Histological reconstruction: View coding. Series of frontal,
sections of the STS at every 1 mm (6.0 to 17.0 mm anterior to the interaurai
plane) reconstructed from one monkey (E) showing the location of cells
coding head/body information in a viewer-centred manner (open circles) and
cells coding head/body information in an object-centred manner (filled
circles).

View Discrimination:
O
•

Viewer-centred
Object-centred

Appendix 4. Histological reconstruction: O rientation coding. Series ol
frontal sections of the STS at every 1 mm (6.0 to 17.0 mm anterior to the
interaurai plane) reconstructed from one monkey (E) showing the location of
cells tuned to upright orientation of the head/body (open circles), cells tuned
to non-upright orientations of the head/body (filled circles), and cells
generalising across all orientations of the head/body tested (open triangles).

Orientation:

O
•
^

Upright
Non-Upright
Generalising

Appendix 5. Histological reconstruction: Size coding. Series of frontal
sections of the STS at every 1 mm (6.0 to 17.0 mm anterior to the interaurai
plane) reconstructed from one monkey (E) showing the location of cells
tuned to the largest (100%, life-size) image size tested (open circles), cells
tuned to size 75% (filled circles), and cells generalising across all sizes of the
head/body tested (open triangles).

Size:
O

100%
75%
Generalising

